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SIXTEENTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION.

Vol. XVII.-No. 6. MONTREAL--OTTAWA-HALIFAX. JUNE, 1898.

WHY are some mines using hand drills when a power machine TORONTO, ONT.
will save them the labor of 6 to 10 men. 88 York Street. M

WHY do other people use steam for running drills when a large HALIFAX, N.S
saving can be made by using compressed air. H. H. Fuller,

Agent.WHY are old type and un-economical compressors in use when A
a saving of 15 p.c. or more can be obtained by modern plant RAT PORTAGE, ONT.

WHY not write for information and data to any of the branch G.Agent.
offices of

ROS.SLAND, B.C.

CANADIAN RAND DRILL CO. MONTREAL. F.R.M enAt.

RUIBBER GOODS for MINING PU RPOS ES1

STHE CUT TA PERCHA AND I UBBER M FC. 00. OF TORONTO, P
OFFICE 61& 63 FRONT S' WEST TORONTO. FACTORIE SAT PA RKDAL.E.

Steam & Air.Hose, Rubber Bumpers and Springs, Fire Hose, Pulley Covering, Rubber Clothing Bot

INCERSOLL-SERCEANT
For-.. ..

Tunnels, Mines
and Quarries. DRILLS

AIR
STRAIGHT LINE, DUPLEX AND COMPOUND

COMPRESSORS
Stone Channelling Machines, Coal Mining Machines, and Complete

Plants of Mining Tunnelling and Quarrying Machinery.

JAMES COOPER MAN'F'G CO. Limited
299 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

BRANCH OFFICES: ROSSLAND, B.C. RAT PORTAGE, ON1 HALIFAX, N.S.
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AUTO-POSITIVE

INJECTOR
Specially Designed for High Pressures and Hot Water Supply.

By a new method of construction, this Injector, at any boiler pressure, establishes a current against atmospheric pressure only,
thuis being able to accomplish

MARVELLOUS RESULTS.
Write for full description of construction and operation: and whenever in need of anything in steam supplies remember

the " PENBERTHY" Trade Mark (shown above) guarantees the best possible quality.

PENBERTHY INJECTOR COMPANY
131 SEVENTH STREET, Branch Factory:

WINDSOR, CANADA.
LARGEST INJECTOR MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD.

Mining, M ng & Smelting Machinery
Gold Mining Machinery with Latest Improvements.

(UNDER LICENSE FROM THE EZ P. ALLIS COMPANY, MILWAUKEE.)

Stamp Mills, Crushers, Rolls, Jigs, Concentrators, Hoisting Engines,
Steam Pumps, Engines, Boilers, Shoes, Dies, Water Wheels, &c.

THE WM. HAMILTON MANUFACTURING CO. Limited
Branch Office:

VANCOUVER B.C.

HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS:

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

DeTROIT, MICH.
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Nova Scotia Steel Co. Ltd.
NeANlFrACoL teRS FO P

1bammered and Rolked Steel for mlung qPurposes.'.'
Pit Rails, Tee Rails, Edge Rails, Fish Plates, Bevelled Steel
Screen Bars, Forged Steel Stamper Shoes and Dies, Blued
Machinery Steel »' to 34" Diameter, Steel Tub Axles Cut to
Length, Crow Bar Steel, Wedge Steel, Hammer Steel, Pick
Steel, Draw Bar Steel, Forgings of aU kinds, Bright Compressed
Shafting 58' to 5" true to .. part of One Inch.>&.>A

Works

A FULL STOCK OF MILD FLAT, RITEV-
ROUND and ANGLE STEELS ALWAYS ON
HAND.to,*SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO
MINERS' REQUIREMENTS.TS...AAAA A.
AACORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED..o.sAA,*

and Office: NEW GLASGOW, N.
THOS. FIRTH & SONS, Ltd., Sheffield,

Tool Steel and Rock Drill Steel
ALWAYS CARRIED IN STOCK.

SHOES AND DIES§

JAMES HUTTON
Agents for Canada.

SHEILS, CRUSHER PLATES.

&co-
M Ni T R E A LrN&

Adamantine Shoes and Dies and Chrome Cast Steel,
* CAMS, TAPPETS, BOSSES, ROLL SHELL and CRUSHER PLATES.

Also Rolled Parts for Huntington and Other Mills.
These castings are extensively used in ail the Mining States and Territories of North and South America. Guaranteed to prove

better and cheaper than any others.uOrders solicited subject to above conditions. When ordering send sketch with exact dimensions.
grAMP SHOES. Send for Illustrated Catalogue to

CHROME STEEL WORKS,
KENT AVENUE, KEAPBR O L N.Y 5ANT NOOPER STREETS. BROOKLYN, N. Y, U. S. A.

C. P. HAUOHIAN, PresMeat. P. B. CANDA, VJoe-Presldent. C. J. CANDA, Secretary. J. 0. DUNSCOMB, Trasurer.

BAG S
We now supply most of the Mining Com-

panies, and those who have fot bought from us
would find it to their advantage to do so.

FOR PACKING

Asbestos, Ores and Minerais, &c.
Send to us for Samples and Prices.

Every quality and size in stock . . . a

Specially strong sewing for heavy materials.
Lowest prices compatible with good work . .

The Canada Jute Company, Ltd.
17, 19, and 21 ST. fIARTIN STREET, MONTREAL.

s.



ii THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.

HERCULES.
CYLINDER, and

MAJESTIC..
ENCINE,

.

Are not the Lowest Priced, but they are Incomparably the BEST VALUE.

MPERIAL OIL 00. Ltdi Petrolea, London, Toronto, Hamilton, Brantford,
Peterborough, Windsor, Quebec, Kingston, Montreal,
Moncton, N.B., Halifax, N.S., St. John, N.B., Win-
nipeg, Vancouver.

ELECTRIC

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

BLASTING APPARATUS
VICTOR ELECTRIC PFL.ATI NU NIFUSES.

Superior to all others for exploding any make of dynamite or blasting powder. Each fuse
folded separately and packed in neat paper boxes of o50 each. All tested and warranted.
Sipgle and double strength, with any length of wires.

SLASTI NG MIACIIN ES.

The strongest and most powerful machines ever made for Electric Blasting. They are
especially adapted for submarine blasting, large railroad quarrying, and mining works.

VICTO R B L..A.STI N G NIMAC 4HINE.

No. i fires 5 to 8 holes; weighs only 15 lbs, adapted for prospecting, stump blasting, well
sinking, etc.

Leading and Connecting Wire, Battery Testers, Insulating Tape, Blasting Caps, Etc.

MANUFACTRED JAMES MACBETH & CO., 128 Maiden Lane, New

FRIED. KWUFPP,
GRUSONWERK,

MIAGOEBURG-BUJCKAL, (GERMN'ANY.)

ENGINEERING WORKS, IRON AND STEEL FOUNDRY.
MINING and MILLING MACHINERY.

Gruson Rock and Ore Crushers of
specially strong construction.

ROLLER MILLS, STAMP BATTERIES,
CHROME STEEL SHOES AND DIES.

Ball Mills, with a continuous feed
and discharge, improved system for
reducing ores to any degree of fineness

MORE THAN 1,100 AT WORK.
Amalgamating Apparatus, Hydraulic
Classifiers, Jig Machines, Round
Buddles, Improved Rotary Tables,
Improved Prcussion Tables, weep

ing aý)es;Amalgam Cleaners.
Amnalgam-Distillingand Gold Smelt-
ing Furnaces, etc.

COMPLET[ CONCENTRATION PLANTS.....
CYANIDE PLANT.

Sixteen Awards at the Columbian Exposition.

AGENTS:
,JAS. W. PYK<E & COMP1ANY',

CANADA: 35 St. raricolu xavler st.,
M VO NIR E A L..

For the United States: TROS.d PROSER & SON 5 Gold Street, New York.
For Mexico: Oficina Teicao de las Fabricas de red. Krupp, nsen y Fried.
Krupp Grusonwerk, Magdebsrg-Buckau, A partado 549, Mexico. For South
Âfrica: United Xngineering Company, Ltd., P.0. Box 399 Johannesburg, S. A. R.

MICA BOILER COVERINGS, Tested by Mechanical Experts of the Canadian Pacific Ry. Co., Grand Trunk
Ry. Co., Michigan Central Ry. Co. Boiler Inspection and Insurance Co.,
and proved to be the BEST 0F ALL NON-CONDUCTORS.

All Steam Users should see the New Mica Bolier and Pipe Covering, It is Flexible, Durable and a Non-Conductor of Heat.
Full Particulars, Reports of Trials, Prices,Testimonials, &c., from THE MIC~A UuILEB LUYLBING COMPYIRl, LimiIeu, 9JRA TET OOTOT

w -
York City.

RURO fOUNDRY &
ACHINECm

Sngireers
BOikCrMakCrs'

founders

SPedilixtureShoe&'1)ies
With theß[RCR R.the~~T~aRDWlRLD
Wearing quality unsurpassed

Riovmn
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THE ROYAL ELcTCRIO CoMPANY
MONTREAL-Western Office: TORONTO.

MANUFACTURERS 0F

ELECTRICAL MAOHINERY APPARATUS
[F0OR

MINING AND TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

OUR S. K. C.TWO PHASE SYSTEM
RENDERS DISTANT WATER POWERS AVAILABLE FOR ALL KINDS OF MININC WORK.

TRAMWAYS
HOISTS
LOCOMOTIVES
PUMPS

COMPRESSORS
FANS
STAMPS
DRILLS

WRIT US OURREQUIREMENTS AND WE WILL FURNISH VOU WT SIAE N LNWRITE US YOUR WITH ESTIMATES AND PLANS
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__________________________Most__Accurate and Most Econonical Prospecting Oril Made.
The Government of the Province of Ontario purchased in August, 1894, a Sullivan Diamond Drill, Capacity 15oo ft.

The Government of the Province of New Brunswick has just ordered a duplicate of the Ontario Drill.

Drills of ail capacities, operated by hand or horse power, steam, compressed air or electricity, for sale by

KNIGHT & STONE, N. W. Agents. SUL LIVAN MACH INERY COI1PANY,
ROSSLAND, B. C.
SPOKANE, WASH. 54 North Clin-toni Street,

CONTRACTORS FOR PROSPECTNG MINERAIL.ANDS WITH THE DIAloND DRILL, CHICAGO, ILL.

KING BROTHERS,
15 BELLS LANE, QUEBEC.

Lumber, Asbestos,
Chromic Iron.

Ilills at River Ouelle, Lyster, Kingsburg, Pabos, Cedar Hall.
Asbestos,-Crude, Fibreized and Paper Stock Hampden

fine, Thetford.

Chromic Iron tline,-Black Lake.

3 THE S. DESSAU COMPANY,
37 Maiden Lane, New York City.

IMPORTERS OF

CARON (Black Diamonds) foP Diamond Drills
And aIl Mochanical Purposes.

Brazilian and African Bortz.
BEST QUALITY AT LOWEST PRICES.

Bullock Diamond
as Extract Cores showing the nature of all formations pene-

trated, and furnishing a sample for assaying.
They are the only Drills which indicate the exact thickness and
character of every stratum.

.... FIFTEEN STYLES AND SIZES....
Adapted to Ail Requirmnts.

Manufactured Exclusively by.

M. C. BULLOCK MFG. CO.
W. LAKE STREET, CHICAGO, L

*1
'BRAVO" Hand Power Drill.

. OLE. 350 F . DEEp.
COME, 1 3-16 IN. DIAMETIER.

J.S. A.

Ottawa Powder company, jd.*
MANUFACTURERS OF DYNAMITE AND TRIOLINE.

Dealers in Safety Fuse, Platmnum Fuses, Detonators, and ail Blasting CENTRAL OFFICE:Excele. Al Orders Promptly Attended to Under Guarantee ofCENTRAL CHAMBERS, OTTAWA, ONT.

Drills

DELVER" Diamond Drill
MOLE, 21500 F DEEP.
CaMEt, 2 UN. DiAmETER.

1177 -
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RICE LEWIS &SON Limited
ARTHUR B. LEE, President. TORONTO

Picks, Shovels
Wire Rope and Cables
Chain

Dynamit
Powder
Detonat

A. BURDETT LEE, Vice-Pres. and Treas.

e Fuse
Bar Iron

ors Steel
STEEL in long and short lengths.

HARDWARE, STEAM AND COMPRESSED AIR HOSE,
VALVES, PIPE, FITTINGS,

WIRE CLOTcRADE{
FOR ...

MINING PURPOSES.
MANUFACTURED 18KINGQ STrR EET,7 WVE.ST,BYTOONOO.NMeadow sTGIO.

Iron aandSteel Structures for Collieries,

Meta Mines and FSmelting Works.C.c.

Steel ridges for RaGiluarays adHsSteelani ndpTrestles.Steel Water

Towers a.nd fTIkls.trteel Roofs, (iirders, leemts, Columns, for uildings.

ROLLED STEEL BERMS, JOISTS, GIRDERS, GHANNELS, RANGLESTEES, Z BARS--AND PLATES-
ALWAYS ON HAND, IN LENGTHS TO THIRTY-FIVE FEET

abegiing Sizes and _Strength of Rolied Beamis, on application. Post Office Addcress,- MONTHEAL.

Orrica, 330 MlaET Sr -SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.-W ons, 332 SAY ST.

CALIFORNIA WIRE WORKS.
S IM lV P Y OR the economical transportation of

Or' U Bi V material over rugged Countries. Ore,
Coal, Sand, Fuel, Sugar Cane, Etc., Etc.

Satisfaction and Economy Guaranteed. 200 Lines in Operation.
Spans 200 to 20oo feet. Send for Illustrated Pamphlet.

Mechanical loader by which one man can loaC 25 tons per hour
of ore.

Address-"

CALIFORNIA WIRE WORKS,
EsTABLISHED z852.

330 Market Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CA L., U. S. A.

DRILL

ETC.
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THE COLORADO IRON WORKS CO.
DENVER, COLORADO, U.S.A.

ENGINEERS AND MANUFA€TURERS

SILVER-LEAD, COPPER

AND PYRITIC

SMELTING FURNACES

and...

FURNACE EQUIPMENTS

ROASTING FURNACES

and...

ORE DRYERS

STAMP MILLS

CYANIDE and

CHLORINATION

PROCESS PLANTS

CRUSHING ROLLS

VANNERS

PERFECTION

CONCENTRATORS

ORE FEEDERS

FORGED STEEL
SHOFS ANDl DlIES

THE FINLAYSON TRAMWAY on property of The n * u

DRY CRUSHING MILLS Noble Five Con. M. & M. Co., Sandon, B.C. Etc. Etc. Etc.

SOLE AGENTS A14D
MANUFACuRERS OFThe Finlayson Patent Wire Rope Tramway

The latest and best aerial Tramway ever introduced. Its automatic features, economy of operation, large capacity, etc., etc.,
place it far aead of ail other makes. Send for special descriptive pamphlet.

RIBLET & PORTER, REPRESENTATIVES FOR BRITISH COLUMBIA, SPOKANE, WASH.

MILL AND MINING MA€IHINERY.
Shafting, Pulleys, Gearing, Hangers, Boilers, Engines, Steam Pumps, Chilled Car Wheels and
Car Castings. Brass and Iron Castings of Every Description. Light and Heavy Forgings.

ALEX. FLEeKF, -Vulcan Iron Works, = OTTAWA.
HAMILTON POWDER COMPANY.

Manufacturers of Sporting, Military and Blasting

GUNPOWDER, DUALIN, DYNAMITE and ECLIPSE.
Dominion Agents for Safety Fuse, Electric Blasting Apparatus, Etc.

Office: 103 St. Francois Xavier St., MontreaL
Branch Offices and Magazines at all Chief Distributing Points in Canada.

MACHINERY DEPOT.

A. R. WILLIAMS & eO.
Write for Quotations on Mining and Quarrying Machinery, Engines, Boilers,

Pumps, Ore Breakers and Machinery Supplies of all Kinds-Immense Stock.

345-347 St. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL, QUE.
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BY THE USE OF...

MINERAL WOOL SECTIONAL..G
COVERINGS

FOR STEAM PIPES, BOILERS, ETC.
A large saving in Fuel is made. Radiation and Condensation prevented. Steam carried long distances without loss of power.

Eureka Mineral Wool & Asbestos Co. 114 Bay Street.. TORONTO
F. B. POLSON J. B. MILLER

POL sON IRON WORK
TORONTO, ONT.

THE BEST EQUIPPED BOILER AND ENGINE WORKS IN CANADA

s

Hoisting Engines

Steel Boilers . .

Mine Pumps . .

Rock and

Ore Breakers ._.

STEAM YACHTS AND LAUNCHES
The Brown Automatic Engine

GET OUR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING-

ESPLANAD E FOOT OF SHERBOURNE ST. TORONTO.
SchooI af Phi:atîca Science, Ioi"nto

ESTABLISHED 1878.
AFFILIATED TO THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO.

This School is equipped and supported entirely by the Province of
Ontario and gives instruction in the following departments:

1-CIVIL ENGINEERING
2-MINING ENGINEERING
3-MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
4-ARCHITECTURE
5-ANALYTICAL AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY

Special Attention is directed to the Facilities possessed by the School
for giving Instruction in Mining Engineering. Practical Instruc-
tion is given in Drawing and Surveying, and in the following
Laboratories :

i-CHEMICAL
2-ASSAYING 3-MILLING

4-STEAM
5-METROLOGIC

6-ELECTRICAL
7-TESTING

The School also has good collections of Minerais, Rocks and Fossils.
Special Students will be received as well as those taking regular course

FOR FULL INFORMATION SEE CALENDAR.

L. B. STEWART, Secretary.

1

Il 9
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CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANYI Ltd.
Head Office: 65 FRONT ST. WEST, TORONTO, ONT.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS:

18022Notre Dame St.

138 Hollis Street -

- - - MONTREAL

- - - HALIFAX

Main Street - - -

Granville Street - -

- - - WINNIPEG

- - - VANCOUVER

NELSON, B.C.

F«ACTORIES: PETEREOROUGH,

10 H.P. INDUCTION >IOTOR.

INDUCTION
SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR DRIVING

PUMPS, VENTILATORS,
COMPRESSORS,

HOISTS,
IWSend for Illustrated Catalogues of Eleotric MinIng Apparatus.

STAMPS,
COAL CUTTERS, Etc.

ONT.

MOTORS

viii
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PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Gali, Silver, Leat copper, Coal, Col(e, gil, Iran, Mercury, Platinum, Etc., Etc.

THE MINES OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
HAVE PRODUCED OVER $112,000P,00.

AMOUNT AND VALUE OF MATERIALS PRODUCED 1896 AND 1897.

Gold, Placer ....................
"' Quartz ....................

Silver ...........................
Copper ..........................
Lead ............................
Coal ....................... ....
Coke ...........................
Other materials..................

Production for 1890, $2,608,608; for 1896, $7,146,425 ; for 1897, $10,452,268.

GOLD.
Gold-bearing Iodes are now being prospected in many parts of the pro-

vince, and at Rossland magnificent ore-chutes of very profitable gold-copper
ore are being mined and smelted, the Le Roi having paid to date, $725,000
in dividends, with a large and increasing amount of ore in sight as the work-
ings attain greater depth, while systematic development on other properties
is meeting with excellent results, mining having just fairly begun in this
camp. Little doubt can now be entertained that Rossland will become a
heavy producer of gold, and that excellent properties now only await suffi-
cient and abundant capital to become paying mines, to further aid in which
the facilities for cheaper transportation and smelting are being now supplied.
At NELSON and at FAIRvIEw, CAMP McKINLEY, GREENWOOD, CENTRAL
and other camps in the southern part of Yale, important work is being done
on the quartz ledges there, several new mills being under erection.

Exploratory work is also in progress in EAsT KOOTENAY and in LILL-
OOET, ALBERNI, and on the Gulf islands and along the coast line of the
mainland, as well as in other parts of the province.

In CARIBOO, several large undertakings, involving a large amount of
capital, are at work exploring both modern and ancient river channels, the
Cariboo Hydraulic Mining Co., on the Quesnelle river, proving, on develop-
ment, to have in a channel of the latter kind, a great gravel deposit of excep-
tional richness, while other parts of this district now offer every inducement
to capital.

Into CASSIAR, OMENICA, and the great area to the north, as well as
Cariboo, there now promises to be a great exodus of explorers, incited by rich
diggings now bein mined in the YUKON, as on the KLONDYKE, to the
north, and river an dcreeks long reported to be gold-bearing will now be
made accessible, and well teste.

SILV E R- LEAD.
Despite the drop in the price of silver, the SLOCAN mines are being much

more extensively worked, while the shipments of high grade ore are con-
stantly increasing, the higher price of lead more than compensating for the
lower silver values. The production for 1897 has much exceeded that of 1896,
as such mines as the " Payne," " Ruth," " Whitewater" and other mines
increased their output.

At NELSON, the " Silver King " or Hall mines is sh'pping constantly a
large amount of silver-copper ore, and the LARDEAU, TROUT TAKE, ILLE-
CILLEWAET districts, on further exploration, promise to become rich districts.
In EAST KOOTENAY large bodies of silver-lead ore will be mined on comple-
tion of the railroads now under construction.

COPPER.
Copper is being produced to a limited extent at ROSSLAND and NELSON,

but the large deposits of at present low-grade ore in the BOUNDARY CREEK
district will be fully tested when the railroad, now almost assured, is con-
structde. Prospecting is being done at KAMLOOPS, along the west coast of

the mainland and of Vancouver island, as well as at many other points, and
TEXADA is producing high grade bornite ore.

COAL AND COKE.
The large collieries on VANCOUVER ISLAND are producing about a

million tons of coal annually, and at CoMox an excellent coke is now being
produced, much of which is shipped to the inland smelters. The great
deposits of coking coal in East Kootenay, at the CROw's NEsT PASS, are
now being opened, as the C P.R. is now being built to the Columbia river
to supply the great mining regions with cheap coal and coke.

SMELTERS AND RAILROADS.
The smelting industry is now beginning to assume large proprtions, as

preparations are being made to treat the ores of this province wtin her own
borders, a most important factor in the increasing rosperity of this country,
entailing as it does, and will, the employment o much capital and many
men. e extension of the railroad systems to different parts is now in
progress, and the next few years will see many parts in which the prospects
or good mining are excellent, made easy of access, while ores can be shipped

with facility to the smelting centres, where the assembling of the various
interfluxing ores will make possible the treatment of all Bntish Columbia
ores at home.

CAPITAL.
Capital can now find here excellent and many opportunities for invest-

ment, if proper business care and the experience of qualified men are utilized,
as the va lues placed on mines and undeveloped properties have reached a
reasonable basis.

MINERAL LANDS.
Mineral lands are open to location to any person over eighteen years of

age, who has obtained a free miner's certificate, and perfect titles to Iode
claims can be easily secured after $500 worth of work has been done per
claim. A great extent of territory has yet to be prospected.

YUKON GOLD FIELDS.
As the KLONDYKE and other gold fields in the Yukon in British terri-

tory is reached mostly via British Columbia, all SUPPLIEs and OUT-FITS
obtained at VICTORIA, VANCOUVER, ASHCROFT, KAMLOOPS, etc., can be
taken in FREE oF DuTY, which otherwise WILL HAVE TO BE PAID if not
purchased in CANADA.

For information, Reports, Bulletins, etc., address

PROVINCIAL MINERALOGIST, The HON. JAMES BAKER,
Department of Mines,

VICTORIA, B.C.
Minister of Mines,

VICTORIA, B.C.

1896. 1897.Customary

Measures.

Oz. ........
Oz...... ....
Oz...... -....
Lbs.........
Lbs. ........
Tons ........
Tons ........

Quantity.

27,201
62,259

3,135,343
3,818,556

24,199,977

894,882
615

Value.

$ 544,026
1,244,180
2,100,689

190,926
721,384

2,688,666
3,075

15,000

$7,507,946

Quantity.

25,676
106,141

5,472,971
5,325,180

38,841,135
882,854

17,832

Value.

$ 513,520
2,122,820

3,272,836
266,258

1,390,517
2,648,562

89,155
151,60o

$10,455,268
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PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA.

Loases for los of fold, Silver, aoal, Iron, Copper, Load, Tin

PRECIOUS STONES.

TITLES GIVEN DIRECT FROM THE CBOWN, ROYALTIES AND RENTALS MOBERATE.

GOLD .AND SILVER.
Under the provisions of chap. x, Acts of d8aS, of Mines and Minerals, Licenses

are iued for prospecting Gold and Silver for a term of twelve months. Mines of
Gold and Silver are laid off in areas of i50 by 250 feet, any number of which up to one
hundred can be included in one License, provided that the length of the block does
not exceed twice its width. The cost is 50 cents per area. Leases of any number of
areas are granted for a term of 4o years at $2.oo per area. These leases are forfeitable
if not worked, but advantage can be taken of a recent Act by which on payment of 50
cents annually for each area contained in the lease it becomes non-forfeitable if the
tabor be not performed.

Ucenses are issued to owners of quartz crushing mills who are required to pay

Royalty on ail the Gold they extract at the rate of two pet cent. cm mmelted Gold
valued at $ig an ounce, and on smelted gold valued at $î8 an ounce.

Applications for Licenses or Leases are receivable at the office of the Commisions
of Public Works and Mines each week day from xo a.m. to 4 p.m., except Saturday,
when the hours are from io to i. Licenses are issued in the order of application
according to priority. If a person discovers Gold in any part of the Province, he may
stake out the boundaries of the areas he desires to obtain, and this gives him one week
and twenty-four hours for every i5 miles from Halifax in whih to make application ai
the Department for his ground.

MINES OTHER THAN GOLD AND SILVER.
Licenses to search for eighteen months are issued, at a cost of thirty dollars, for

minerals other than Gold and Silver, out of which areas can be selected for mining
ender lease. These leases are for four renewable terms of twenty years each. The
eost for the first year is fifty dollars, and an annual rental of thirty dollars secres
each lease from liability to forfeiture for non-working.

All rentals are refunded if afterwards the areas are worked and pay royalties.
All titles, transfers, etc., of minerals are registered by the Mines Department for a
ominal fee, and provision is made for lessees and licensees whereby they ca acquire

promptly either by arrangement with the owner or by arbitration ail lmnd required for
their mining works.

The Government as a security for the payment of royalties, makes the royalties
but lien on the plant and 6xtures of the mine.

The unusually generous conditions under which the Government of Nova Scotia
grants its minerals have introduced many outside capitalists, who have always stated
that the Mining laws of the Province were the best they had had experience of.

The royalties on the remaining minerals are : Copper, four cents on every unit;
Imad, two cents upon every unit; Iron, five cents on every ton; Tin and Precious
Stones-; ive per cent.; Coal, so cents on every ton sold.

The Gold district of the Province extends along its entire Atlantic coast, and
varies in width from so to 4o miles, and embraces an area of over three thousand
miles, and is traversed by good ronds and accessible at all points by water. Coal is
known in the Counties of Cumberland, Caichester, Pictou and Antigonish, and at
numerous points in the Island of Cape Breton. The ores of Iron, Copper, etc., are
met at numerous points, and are being rapidly secured by miners ad investors.

Copie& of the Mining Law and any information can be had on application to

THE HON. C. E. CHUROH,
Commissioner Public Works and Mines,

HALIFAX. NOVA SCOTIA.
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OLD SYDNEY CO
.CU.,

S. CUNARD & CO., Hialifax, N. S.

IL.

Shipping, Commission and Coal Merchants, Agents for
Allan, Cunard, White Star, American, Red Star, Hill,

Atlantic Transport, Compagnie Generale Trans-

Atlantique Lines of Steamers; also

General Mining Association, Ltd.
COLLIERY, SYDNEY MINES, C. B.

LiYerpool, Glasgow, French and Alstrian Underwriters.
CONSUILAR AGENCY OF FRANCE.

BUNKERING STEAMERS ATFENDED TO WITH DESPATCH.

SPRINGHILL COAL.

THE CUMBERLAND RALWAY & CAL COMPANY
Are prepared to deliver this well known Steam

Coal at all points on the lines of G.T.R.,
C. P. R. and I. C. Railways.

HEAD OFFICE: 107 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.
Address: P. O. BOX 396.

DRUMMOND COAL.

THE INTERCBLONIAL CAL MINING CO, LiIEB.
HENRY A. BUDDEN, Vice-Pres. and Man. Dir.
WM. J. NELSON, Secretary-Treasurer.

Drummond Colliery, Westville, Nova Scotia.
CHAS. FERGIE, M.E., Manager.

MINERS AND SHIPPERS OF

BITUMINOUS COAL AND COKE
At Pictou Harbour and Intercolonial Ry.

HEAD OFFICE: nIONTREAL.

DOMINION

eOMPANY
OWNERS 0F THE

Victoria,
Dominion,

Gowrie,

International,
Bridgeport,

Caledonia,
and Reserve Collieries,

OFFERS FOR SALE

STEAM, GAS and DOMESTIC

Carefully prepared for Market by Improved Appliances, either
F.O.B. or Delivered.

It is also prepared to enter into Contracts with
Consumers covering a term of years.

Its facilities for supplyig Bunker Coal with
promptness is unequalled.

APPLICATION FOR PRICES, ETC., TO BE MADE To

J. S. McLENNAN, Treasurer,
95 MILK ST., BOSTON, MASS

HIRAM DONKIN, Resident Manager, Glace Bay, Cape Breton.
M. R. MORROW, - - - - - 50 Bedford Row, Halifax.
KIN'GMAN & CO., - - Custom House Square, Montreal.

HARVEY & OUTERBRIDGE, Produce Exchange Building, New
York, Sole Agents for New York and for Export.
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ESTABLISHED 1864. THE BEST EQUIPPED SHOP IN CANADA.

HMOISTING and HAULAGE ENGINIES
Of Improved Design and Construction. Strong and Efficient. Best in the Market.

MINING

*-ww . T-

MACHINERY
ROCK AND ORE BREAKERS, CRUSHING ROLLS, ORE

WASHERS, MINE CARS, SCREWS AND ELEVATORS.

Every Kind and Size of Engines and Boilers. Pumping Engines of all
Types. Rotary Saw Mill Machinery. Best Builders in Canada of Dredges,
Derricks, Steam Shovels and other Contractor and Quarrymen's Machinery.

STOVES OF ALL KINDS.

Ship Builders, Marine Engines and Boilers.

O@r If you want any New Machinery or something Special send us your specification-
then rely to get what you want. We employ 4oo Hands. Write us for Prices.

garrier, tainE s ro.
LE3VIS, QUEBEe.

26$ St. joseph Street, Quaebec.-BR ANCH OFFICES-145 St. Samts Street, moutreai. aissMlg" å

HIGH CLASS TOOLS
FOR -

Miners, Contractors, Quarrymen and Agriculturalists
OF ALL PATTERNS AND FOR ALL MARKETS.

-A

SPECIAL TrOUCH MINERS DRILL STE.EL

Picks, Shovels, Forks, Hoes, Axes, Hammers, Wedges, Files, Crow-
bars, Etc. Hand and Power Boring Machines for ail kinds of

Rock and Coal. Special Tough Drill Steel.
DISINTEGRATING AND SCREENING MACHINERY for all materials.

TUE EARIDY PATENT PICE CO'T, Lt4.
SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

J.

Builde

Bertram & Sons,
Canada Tool Works,

DUNDAS, ON T.
rs of Iron

Q Q - QWORKING MACHINERY

REPAIR SHOP, MACHINE SHOP,
BOILER SHOPS, ENGIN

SHIP YARDS,
E WORKS,

CAR SHOPS, FORGE WORKS.

OUR EQUIPMENT AND WORKS ARE THE LARGEST IN CANADA.

OUR LINE OF

MfxcHiNF, ToOLS
WILL SUPPLY A SHOP COMPLETE.

MONTRO E: 321 St. JAMES STREET.
B.C. Agency: The Wm. Hamilton Mfg. Co., Vancouver, B.C.

Full Information obtained at the Above Addresses. Write for Prices.



Imponrt Books on Mining and Met8llurgy.
Mine Accounts and Mining Book-keeping. A Manual for the use of Managers

of Metalliferous Mines and Collieries, Students, and others interested in Mining.
With very numerous EXAMPLES taken from the ACTUAL PRACTICE of leading
Mining Companies throughout the world. By JAMES G. LAwN, Assoc. R.S.M.,
Professor of Mining at the South African School of Mines, Capetown, Kimberley,
and Johannesburg. In large 8vo. los. 6d.

Electric Smelting and Refining : A Practical Manual of the Extraction and
Treatment of Metals by Electrical Methods. Being the " ELEKTRO-METAL-
LURGIE " of DR. W. BORCHERs. Translated from the Second German Edition
by WALTER G. M'MILLAN, F.I.C., F.C.S., Lecturer on Metallurgy at Mason
College, Birmingham. With numerous Illustrations and Three Folding-Plates.
In large 8vo. Handsome Cloth. 21S. *,* Gives in full detall the NEW
ELECTRICAL METHODS for the treatment of ALUMINIUM, GOLD, SILVER,
COPPER, IRON, &c.

Introduction to the Study of Metallurgy. By W. C. ROBERTS-AUSTEN,
C.B., F.R S., Chemist and Assayer to the Royal Mint ; Professor of Metallurgy
in the Royal College of Science. With additional Illustrations and Micro-Pho-
tographic Plates of different varieties of steel. FOURTH EDITION. In large
8vo. 12s. 6d.

Mine Surveying ; (A Text-Book of)>: For the use of Managers of Mines and
Collieries, Students at the Royal School of Mines, etc. By BENNATT H.
BROUGH, F.G.S., late Inspector of Mine Surveying, Royal School of Mines.
With Illustrations. Crown 8vo. Cloth. 7s. 6d.

Assaying : For the use of those connected with Mines. By C. BERINGER, F.C.S.,
and J. J. BERINGER, F.I.C., F.C.S., Lecturer to the Mining Association and
Institute of Cornwall, and Public Analyst for the County of Cornwall. Fourth
Edition. With Tables and Diagrams. Large Crown, 8vo. los. 6d.

Practical Geology; Aids in. By G. A. J. COLE, F.G.S., Professor of Geology,
Royal College of Science, Dublin. With numerous Illustrations. Second
Edition. Ios. 6d.

Ore and Stone Mining. By C. LE NEVE FOSTER, D.Sc., F.R.S., Professor of
Mining, Royal -'ollege of Science, H. M. Inspector of Mines, Llanduduo. With
Frontispiece and 716 Illustrations. Second Edition. 34s.

Coal Mining. By H. W. HUGHss, F.G.S., Assoc. R.S.M. With 490 Illustra-
tions. Third Edition. I8s.

Blasting, and the Use of Explosives: By O. Guttmann, A.M. Inst. C.E. With
Folding Plates and Illustrations. ios. 6d.

Iron Metallurgy: By THos. TURNER, Assoc. R.S.M., F.I.C., Director of Tech-
nical Instruction to the Staflordshire County Council. In large 8vo. Hand-
some Cloth. With numerous Illustrations (many from Photographs). 16s.

Elementary Metallurgy; (A Text-Book of): By A. HUMBOLDT SEXTON,
F.I.C., F.C.S., Professor of Metallurgy in the Glasgow and West of Scotland
Technical College. Large Crown, 8vo. Cloth. 6s.

The Metallurgy of Gold: By T. KIRKE ROSE, D.Sc., A.R.S.M., F.C.S.
Assistant Assayer of the Royal Mint. Second Edition. Revised and Partly
Re-Written. Including the most recent improvements in the Cyanide Process,
and a new Chapter on Economic Considerations (Management, Cost, Output,
etc.) With Frontispiece and additional Illustrations. Large 8vo. Handsome
cloth. 21S.

Elements of Metallurgy. The Art of Extracting Metals from their Ores.
ARTHUR PHILLIPS, C.E., F.C.S., F.G.S., and H. BAUERMAN, F.G.S.
Plates and numerous Illustrations. Third Edition. 36s.

By J.
With

Getting Gold. A Practical Treatise for Prospectors, Miners and Students. By J.
C. F. JOHNSON, F.G.S., A.I.M.E., Lite Member Australasian Mine Managers'
Association. Crown, 8vo. With Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Petroleum and Its Products. A Practical Treatise. By BOVERTON REDWOOD,
F.R.S.E., F.I.C., assisted by GEO. T. HOi.LOWAY, F.I.C., Assoc. R.C.S., and
numerous contributors. In Two Volumes. Large Svo. Price 45s.

Phillip's Manual of Geology: By JOHN PHILLIPs, LL.D., F.R.S., Sometime
Reader in Geology in the University of Oxford. Edited by ROBERT ETHERIDGE,
F.R.S., and HARRY GOVIER SFELEY, F.R.S. In Two Parts. Part I-Physi-
cal Geology and Palæontology, by PROF. SEELEY ; Demy, 8vo.; I8s. Part II-
Stratigraphical Geology and Palæontology, by ROBERT ETHERIDGE ; Demy,
8vo.; 34s.

der Catalogue of Scientiflc and Technical Works forwarded,
Post-free, on applicaiion ......

CHARLES GRIFFIN & COMPANY, LIMITED
Exeter Street, Strand,

ILOIZDO011T4

FOURTH EDITION, enlarged. With about 250 Illustrations, and numerous Folding
Plates and Working Drawings. Large crown Svo., 16s. cloth.

TUE METALLURGY OF GOLD: A Practical Treatise
on the Metallurgical Treatment of Gold-bearing Ores. Including the Processes
of Concentration, Chlorination, and Extraction by Cyanide, and the Assaying,
Melting and Refining of Gold. By M. EISSLER, Mining Engineer and Metal-
lurgical Chemist, formerly Assistant Assayer of the U.S. Mint, San Francisco.

THIRD EDITION. Crown 8vo., 7s. 6d., cloth.

TUE METALLURGY OF SILVER: A Practical Treatise
on the Amalgamation, Roasting and Lixiviation of Silver Ores. Including the
Assaying, Melting and Refining of Silver Bullion. By M. EISSLER, Author of
"The Metallurgy of Gold," etc.

Large crown 8vo., 7s. 6d., cloth.

THE CYANIDE PROCESS OF GOLD EXTRACTION;
and its Practical Application on the Witwatersrand Gold Fields in South Africa.
By M. EISSLER, M. E., Author of "The Metallurgy of Gold," etc. With
Diagrams and Working Drawings.

FIFTH EDITION, thoroughly revised and much enlarged. With about
150 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 12S. 6d., cloth.

METALLIFEROUS MINERALS AND MINING. By
D. C. DAVIES, F.G.S., Mining Engineer, &c. Author of " A Treatise on Slate
and Slate Quarrying." Revised by his son, E. HENRY DAVIEs, M.E., F.G.S.

Crown 8vo. 580 pp., with upwards of 300 Illustrations.

MACUINERY FOR METALLIFEROUS
Practical Treatise for Mining Engineers, Metallurgists and
By E. HENRY DAVIES, M.E., F.G.S.

12S. 6d., cloth.

MINES: A
Managers of Mines.

JUST PUBLISHED-SEVENTH EDITION, thoroughly revised and much enlarged.
Small crown, 8vo., 3s. 6d. cloth ; or 4s. 6d. leather, pocket-book form, with tuck.

TUE PROSPECTOR'S HANDBOOK: A Guide for the
Prospector and Traveller in Search of Metal-bearing or other Valuable Minerals.
By J. W. ANDERSON, M.A. (Camb.) F.R.G.S., Author of ",Fiji and New
Caledonia."

REvISED EDITION. F. cap. 8vo., 7s. 6d., leather.

TUE MINER'S HANDBOOK: A landy Book of re-
ference on the subjects of Mineral Deposits, Mining Operations, Ore Dressing,
etc. For the use of Students and others interested in mining matters. Com-
plied by JOHN MILNE, F.R.S., Professor of Mining in the Imperial University
of Japan.

Fcap. 8vo., 9s., leather.

A POCKET-BOOK FOR MINERS & METALLURGISTS.
Comprising Rules, Formule, Tables and Notes, for use in Field and Officework.
By F. DANVERS POWER, F.G.S., M.E.

350 pages, with 28 Plates and other Illustrations, including Underground
Photographs. Medium 8vo., I5s. cloth.

COLLIERY WORKING AND MANAGEMENT: Com-
prising the Duties of a Colliery Manager, the Oversight and Arrangement of
Labor and Wages, and the different Systems of Working Coal Seams. By H.
F. BULMAN and R. A. S. REDMAYNE.

THIRD EDITION, revised and enlarged. With nearly 700 Plans, Diagrams and
other Illusirations. Medium 8vo., about oo pp. Price £i 5s., strongly bound.

TUE COLLIERY MANAGER'S HANDBOOK: A Com-
prehensive Treatise on the Laying-out and Working of Collieries, designed as a
Book of Reference for Colliery Managers, and for the use of Coal-mining
Students preparing for First-Class Certificates. By CALEB PAMEty, Mining
Engineer and Surveyor.

FOURTH EDITION, revised and enlarged, by H. F. BULMAN. Small crown,
8vo., 2s. 6d., cloth.

NOTES AND FORMULÆE FOR MINING STUDENTS.
By JOHN HERMAN MERIVALE, M.A., Certificated Colliery Manager, Professor
of Mining in the Durham College of Science, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 5s. net.

INFLAMMABLE GAS AN» VAPOUR IN TUE AIR:
(The Detection and Measurement of). By FRANK CLOWES, D.Sc., Lond.,
F.I.C., Prof. of Chenmistry in the University College, Nottingham. With a
Chapter on TiiE DETECTION AND MEASUREMENT OF PETROLEUM VAPOUR
by BOVERTON REDWOOD, F.R.S.E., Consulting Adviser to the Corporation of
London under the Petroleum Acts.

With Ten Collotype Plates and other Illustrations. Demy, 8vo., 16s., cloth.

ASBESTOS ANI) ASBESTIC: Their Properties, Occur-
rence and Use. By ROBERT Il. IONES, F.S.A., Mineralogist, Hon. Mem.
Asbestos Club, Black Lake, Canada.

London : CROSBY LOCKWOOO & SON, 7 Stationers' Hall Court,
LONDON, ENQOVND, E.C.
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John E. HardmanS.B.
CONSULTING
MINING ENGINEER,

Roon t2,
Windsor Hotel.

20 Yeara' Experience lin the Mining and Redue-
tion of (,oid, Silver, Lead and Copper.

13 Yeara.s.a Speolalist in Gold Mining and

Miliing,

ERNST A. SJOSTEOT, MEES
Metallurgical Engineer and Assayer.

Graduate School of Mines, Stockholm.

HM. HAMILTON MERRITT, F.G.3.
Associate Royal School of Mines, &c.

Mining Engineer and Metallurgist
Will report on Mines and Mineral Properties.

ADDRESS:

15 TORONTO ST., TORONTO, ONT.

EDWARD C. HALL, Jr., S.B.
Graduate of Mass. Institute of Technology.

Mechanical and MiningEngineer
MAPS, PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS.

Box 123.

JOHN B. HOBSON,
Min. Eng. and Metallurgist.

L. F. WAkNER, JR.
Hydraulic and Min. Eng.

Twenty-one years experience as Chemist and Manager of Iron and Examination of Mines and Mining Properties a Specialty
Steel Works. 1 g Twenty Years Practical Experience in California

Assaying of ores, metals, fuels and furnace products.
Consultation re furnace charges and cupola mixtures.
Designing and constn. of roasting kilns and gas producers, etc.
Reports on mines and processes.

210 or 214 St. James St., MONTREAL.
Cable and Telegraph address:-" Sjostedt, Montreal."

MONTREAL TESTING LABORATORY.

MILTON L HERSEY, B.A.Sc. (MGiII>
CONSULTING CHEMIST OF THE

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.

16 ST. SACRAMENT ST., MONTREAL.

ASSAYS OFORES
A N A LYS ES of all materials made with greatest accuracy.
SA M PLES BY M A IL-' cent per 4 ozs.; limuit 24 ozs.
INSTRUCTION IN ASSAYING, Etc., to Prospectors

and others.

MINERAL PROPERTIES EXAMINED.

PATENTS "N
MINING INVENTIONS

Y RIDOUT & MAYBEE, 103 BAY STREET, TORONTO.

Foreign Members of Chartered Institute of Patent Agents,
Etxgiattd.

Send for Free Pamphlet on Patents, Etc.

J. T. DONALD,
Assayer and Mining Geologist,

112 St. Francois-Xaxier St., MONTREAL.

Analyses and Assays of Ores, Fuels, Furnace Pro-
ducts, Waters, etc. Mines and Mining Properties
examined and valued.

F. H. MASON, F.C.S. J. H. HEAL, A.R.S.M.

LABONT 8& HEAL
MINING AND METALLUROICAL ENOINEERS

Assayers and Mineralogists.

Mining properties sainpled and reported upon.
Assays and Analyjes of Ores, Slags etc.
Metallurgical Plants dèsigned.
Metallurgical Processes enquired into and reported upon.
Mines and Mineral Lands surveyed.

Qujeen EBullcililg, -llli St.

HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA.

ALEXANDER DICK
Civil and Mining Engineer

QUEEN BUILDING, HOLLIS ST.

HALIFAX, N.S.
May be consulted on the opening and developneut of

mining proprties. Reports and estimates made on instal-
lation of plants and costs of mining, &c. Thoroughly
equipped or al kinds of surface and underground surveys.

The location of old boundary lines a specialty.
P. 00 BOX ILI2.

MINE CENTRE, SEINE RIVER, ONT., CAN.

ARTHUR W. B. WHITELEY9 EM.
Consulting Mining Engineer and Metallurgist

MANAGEMENT AND REPORTS.

MINE CENTRE, ONT., CAN.
P.O. Address: Harding Crane Lake, Minn.

Moreing and Niel's Code.

M. FRANK CONNOR, B.A.Sc.
Grad. Faculty of Applied Science, McGill University.

Analytical Chemist, Assayer, Etc.

Accurate Analyses of Ores of Gold, Silver, Copper,
Lead, &c., Furnace Products, Waters, Fuels, Etc.

Special Rates to Mining Companies,
Correspondence Invited.

OFFICE AND LABORATORY:

BANK ST. CHAMBERS OTTAWA.

J. BURLEY SMITH
Ciril and Mining Engineer.

30 YEARS EXPERIENCE.

RAT PORTAGE - ONTARIO

Undertakes the Prospecting of
Mines and Minerai Lands . . .

Diamond Drill Borings made by contract for all min-
erals (earthy and metalliferous), Artesian Wells and
Oil Springs, also Deep Soundings for Harbors, Rivers,
Canals, Tunnels and bridge Foundations.

Quarry Sites and Clay Fields tested.
Plans and Sections made showing result of Borings

-Gold Drifts tested to Ledge by the new Pneumatic
and Hydraulic Tube System and the yield ascertained
-Flumes, Ditches, Monitors and Placer Mining Plant
generally designed and constructed.

Properties Examined and Reported on and Assays
made.

JOHN MCAREE, B. A. Se.,
Graduate School of Practical Science,
Toronto University.

MININC ENCINEER AND ASSAYER.
Ontario and Dominion Land Surveyor.
Surveys, Reports, Prospeeting, Development.
Three years experience in the Rainy River District

RAT PORTAGE, ONT.

Will examine and report on mining properties
in Canada and the United States.

The Equipnient and Opening of Deep Gravel
Drift, Hydraulic and Gold Qnartz

Mines a Specialty.

QUESNELLE FORKS, BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Agents for the Joshua Hendy Machine Works,
Hydraulic and Mining Machinery, and the Well's
Lights, for use in Hydraulic Mines.

REPRESENTED AT VANCOUVER BY

J. M. BROWNING,
Corner Granville and George Streets,

Vancouver, British Columbia.

A. H. HOLDICH
NELSON, B.C.

ANALYTICAL CHEMIST AND ASSAYER.
FROM ROYAL SCHOOL 0F MINES, LONDON.

Seven years at Morfa Works, Swansea; seventeen
years Chief Chemist to Wigan Coal and Iron Company,
England, is now prepared to undertake every descrip-
tion of Analyses or Assays.

HOWARD WEST
(Associate of Royal Scoool of Mines, London)

Mining Enginer, Analytical Chemist and Assaïer
THREE VEARS IN THE KOOTENAY.

Properties Examined and Reported on for intending
Purchasers.

BELLVUE AVE., NEW DENVER, B.C.
A E( C CODEE.

G. A. GUESS, M.A. H. A. GUESS, M.A.

GUESS BROS.
Analytical Chemists & Assayers

Thoroughly familiar with Boundary Creek and Fair-
view mining districts. Mining properties examined
and reported on.

Assays and Analyses of Ores, Fuels, Furnace
Products, Etc.

Greenwood, B.C.

W. J. WATERMAN,
Mining Engineer,

610 CRAN VILLE ST.,
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Telegraph Address, WATERMAN, Vancouver

HOBSON & WARNER

xiv
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Codes s
Moreing & Neal.
Moreing & McCutcheon.

Bewick Moreing & Co.
MININC ENCINEERS
AND MINE MANACERS

512 Cordova St.

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Resident Partner
in Canada

J. Ba KEN ALL
(35 years practical experience

in mnng)

W. Pellew Harvey, F.C.S.
Member Can. M. Inst.;
Member N. Eng. Inst. M.E.

Mining Engineer and Metallurgist
ESTABLISHED IN B.C. IN 1890.

VANCOUVER, B.C.
Vivian & Sons, Swansea. Wales.
The Etlitts Metal Co., Burry Port, Wales.
The Cassel Gold Extractin gCo., Ltd, Glasgow.

Assay Office and Ore Testing Works.

DIVIDEND PAYING
Mining Stocks and

Other Investments.
ALL REPRESENTATIONS GUARANTEED.

J. M. HARRIS, SANDON.

HENRY BATH & SON,
London, Liverpool and Swansea,

BROKERS.
All Description of

Metals, Mattes, Etc.
Warehouses, Liverpool and Swansea.

Warrants Issued under their Special Act of
1'arllament.

NITRATE OF SODA.
Cable Address: - BATHOTA, LONDON.

J.H.CHEWETT,B.A.Sc.
(Honor Graduate in Applied ScienceToronto University)

Assoe. Mem. Can. Soc. C.E.

Mining Engineer
Consultation. Reports. Developmient.

87 YORK ST., ROSSIN BLOCK, TORONTO.

R. T. Hopper & Co.
SUCCESSORS TO IRWIN, HOPPER AND CO.

ESTABLISHED 1878.

Miners and Shippers of Minerals, &c,
31 Board of Trade Building, Montreai, Can.

Asbestos, Crude and Manufactured, Mica,
Plumbago, Soapstone, Etc.

Central Office
Broad St. House
London, Eng.

Branch Offices
Rue du Faubourg

Paris, France.

W. AUSTRALIA:

Perth

Coolgardie
Cue
Lawlers
Auckland, New

Zealand

Vancouver, B. C.

PORT ARTHUR, ONT. CANADA.

E. E. BURLINCAME'SASSAY OFFICE ANCHEMICAL•
LABORATORY

Establisbed ln Colorado, 1866. Samples by mail or
express wil rece veprompt and careful attention.

Gold & Silver Bullion".a,edsed anI-
Addresi, 1736 à 1738 Lwrence St., Denver, Ol.

BAKER & 00.
PLATINUM

REFINERS.
000000

Material of all kinds containing Gold,
Silver or Platinum either refined

or purchased.
Manufacturers of Platinum Apparatus

of all kinde for Laboratory and
Chemical purposes.

NEWARK, N.J.
Send for Pamphlet-PLATINUM-contalnlng

notes of Interest to miners and prospectors

LICENSES TO PROSPECT
or work Minerals on any of their Lands and Reserva-
tions covering nearly a quarter of a million acres in
Eastern Ontario, and principally within the belts con-
taining Iron, Phosphate, Gold, Galena, Plumbago,
Mica, Marble, Building Stone, and other valuable
minerals, are issued by

The Canada Company
For list of lands and terms apply to the Company's

Mining Inspector and Agent

ANDREW BELL, C.E., D.L.S., Etc.,
ALMONTE, ONT.

MICHIGAN COLLEGE OF MINES
A State Technical School. Practical work.

Special facilities for men of age and experience.
Elective system. College year, 45 weeks. Tuition
for residents of the State, $25 yearly ; for non-
residents, $150. Instruction in Mathematics, Phy-
sics, Mechanics, Chemistry, Assaying, Metallurgy,
Drawing, Designing, Metal and Wood Working,
Surveying, Mining, Ore Dressing, Mineralogy, Pet-
rography, Geology, Mechanical, Electrical, Civil
and Mining Engineering, etc. Summer work in
Metal and Wood Working, Stamp Mill, Surveying,
Testing of Materials, Field Geology, etc. For cata-
logues, address, Dr. M. E. Wadsworth, President,
Houghton, Michigan.

GWILLIfI & JOHNSON
[4cGIL-.]

Mining Engineers and Assayers
Examinations. Mining Surveys.

Draughting and Analyses.

SLOCAN CI-T-Y, E. C.

F. HILLE,
-MrNI(,G. ENgIN-gE-E:

Mines and Mineral Lands examined and re-
ported on. Plans and Estimates on Concen-
trating Mills after the Krupp-Bilharz system.

ORFORD COPPER GO.
ROBERT M. THOMPSON, President.

37 WALL ST., NEW YORK.

Copper and Nickel Smelters
WORKS AT CONSTABLE'S HOOK, N. J.

Opp. New Brighton, Staten Island.

Copper Ore, Mattes, or Bullion Purchased. Advances
made cn Consignments for Refining and Sale.

Specialty made of Silver-bearing Ores and Mattes-
Copper Ingots, Wire Bars and Cakes-Ferro-Nickel
andeFerro-Nickel Oxides for use in preparing Nickel
Steel for Armour Plates.

NICKEL AND NICKEL OXIDES.

BALBACH
Smelting and Refining

COMPANY
EDWARD BALBACH, Jr. - - President
J. LANGELOTH, - - - Vice-President

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY.

Smelters and Refiners of Gold, Silver,
Lead and Copper Ores.

Bullion and Argentiferous Copper Matte
received on Consignment or Purchase.

Smelting and Refening Works:
Electrolytic Copper Works:

N EWA F , N.J.

Buena Fe Sampling Works:

Ageney, SABIN AS COAHULLA.

LABORATORY
OF

The Ottawa Gold Milling and Mining Co.
1EEWATIN, ON T.

Sampling, Assaying and Analysis
Of ORES, MATTES and

MINERAL PRODUCTS
In lots from hand samples to one thousand tons.
Any size-laboratory working tests or mill runs

-any process.

High Accuracy Determinations a Specialty

AGENT FOR

LEDOUX &COMPANY
NEW YORK.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

During construction of our Laboratory, which will
form the entire 8th floor of Phelps, Dodge & Co's•new
Copper Building on our present site, we shall occupy

No. 98 JOHN STREET
Aft.r April 23rd.
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Stamp Mills and
Concentrating Machinery.

Complete Plants, includling Steam or Water-Power
Equipments, a Speciaity.

MINING, HOISTING AND SMELTING MACHINERY.

-I HE FrUnunnueVAj04, N NMnR.
MAALAAAAAAAALAAAA A AAAAAA a u" AAA A &A A44 AAAAAAAAAAAA A AA---AAAA

Manganese Steel Shoes and Dies.
General Mill and Mining Supplies.

The Jenckes Machine Co.
HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS:

Lansdowne Street, SHERBROOKE, QUE.

Chrome Steel Self-lightening Oams.

BRANCH OFFICES:
HALIFAX, N.S.
18 Victoria Sq., MONTREAL
88 York St., TORONTO
RAT PORTAGE, Ont.

Branch carrying stock,
ROSSLAND, B.C.

M. BEATTY & SONS,
Welland, Ontario.

MANUFACTUREns OF

Dredges, Ditchers, Derricks and Steam Shovels
for Dredging, Dykeing, Ditching, GOLD

MINING, Etc., of various Styles and
Sizes to Suit any Work,

MINE HOISTS, HOISTING ENGINES,
HORSE POWER HOISTERS,

SUSPENSION CABLEWAYS,
STONE DERRICKS, GANG STONE SAWS.

Submarine Rock Drilling Machinery.

Centrifugal Pumps for Drainage Works,
Pumping Sand, Gold Mining,

Contractor's Use, &c.

WIRE ROPE AT MARKE T PRICES.

Wtt. HA11ILTON MFG.
Agents, Victoria, B. C.

CO.,

B.GNNGWRECWie ceens• • • < (LIMITED)====-
WIRE MANUFACTURERS0Me ee 4& M ETAL PERFORATORS

Zinafrlila apseaSpcma'atenio

MIHAMILTNONERSREEMENTSl
•••• *-l& MO NT R EAL.ý••••MNRS EURMNS

STOCK SIZES ALWAYS ON HAND.
Drawings and Estimates Promptly Furnished.

THE NORTHEY CO. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
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The Nova Scotia Mining Law.

Canadian mining laws in general are based on the policy of
retaining in the Crown the ownership of certain mineral rights, and of
administering the same, by means of licenses and leases, so as to
secure, on the one hand, the most effective and economical develop-
ment of mineral resources, and, on the other hand, a continuous
revenue from the mining industry. There is plausible ground for this
policy, in the fact that mineral deposits are absolutely and irreparably
exhaustible. Wasteful methods in agriculture, or in the utilization of
forests, are not utterly beyond remedy. But the destruction of mineral
resources is final, and may involve ruinous consequences to national
prosperity. It is not easy to see, however, how this argument affects
certain classes of minerals only. Coal and iron, for instance, are very
generally exempted from its application, and private parties are per-
mitted to acquire unconditional ownership of coal and iron ore deposits
and to squander them at will. Yet these mat-.xials are really more
important to national power, whether in war or in peace, than gold or
silver. This is especially true of coal, which has assumed in modem
-naval warfare a value scarcely second to that of gunpowder, and cer-
tainly surpassing that of gold or silver.

The other consideration, namely, the realization of a continuous
revenue from mining, is open to the question vhether such a revenue
can be best secured by a govermental administration, special super-
vision and special taxation of the mining industry, or by treating that
industry like all others, and leaving its development to the operation of
unhampered self-interest. The latter course is unquestionably simpler.
Whether it is viser, remains to be proved. The example of the United
States system can scarcely be said to have furnished a satisfactory an-
swer to the question. The United States federal law is complicated
with unwise and unnecessary peculiarities of mining titles (extra lateral
rights, etc.) which operate as a handicap upon legitimate industry, with-
out adding in any way to the revenue of the government. At the same
time, the enormous extent of the mineral resources of the United States
iublic domain is such as to postpone to a remote future the prospect
,f their approaching exhaustion. Hence the policy of the United

tates, in its almost recklessly liberal encouragement of private enter-
irise, may be the best for the present stage of the national develop.
ment. Unquestionably, notwithstanding all its incidental defects,
that policy has effected an unexampled activity in mining on the pub-
l:e domain, and has built up great and vealthy communities, from
vhich the nation receives indirectly much more benefit than could
1. ve been secured by a direct and exceptional taxation of the funda-
m.;ental industry to which they owe their existence.

But the Canadian system, being, as it is, free from some of the
vicious elements of the United States law, could be made equally
effective in the encouragement of mining, if it were wisely adjusted to
the conditions affecting that industry. In our opinion, it is a mistake
to lay upon mining a tax heavier in proportionate amount, or more
vexatious in manner of collection, than those to which other industries
of production, manufacture or transportation are subject. The aver-
age profits of mining are not excessive. If they were, the rush of
capital into this industry would both prove the fact and, sooner or
later, cause it to cease to be a fact. In these days, no industry not
enjoying some sort of legal monopoly, can long be excessively profit-
able. At all events-to take as an instance the ultimate subject of
this article-there is no evidence that mining (especially goid mining)
in Nova Scotia is so attractive to investors that it may safely be
regarded by the Provincial Government as a special source of revenue
rather than as a co-ordinated element of the general activity of citizens,
to be rated and burdened like the rest, or even as a business deserving
special encouragement, because an element of future prosperity and
wealth to the whole community.

Upon any theory. it is clear that all regulations, interferences,
requirements and exactions which burden a particular industry, without
yielding an adequate compensatory benefit to the State, are to be con-
demned. To be more specific, the two most desirable features in a
mining code are simplicity and permanent uniformity. Investors of
capital in mining (and there can be, nowadays, no largely productive
mining without large investment of capital) need to know exactly both
the nresent and the future conditions of their rights. Few things are
more annoying and discouraging, to all concerned, than the annual
change of a mining law by amendments, substitutions and additions,
which must be laboriously hunted up and studied, before it can be
safely determined what the law actually is.

The law relating to mines and minerals in Nova Scotia, though
by no means the worst instance that could be cited in this respect, is
bad enough to serve as an illustration of this proposition. To go no
further back than 1892, when the "Act to amend and consolidate the
Acts relating to mines and mineraIls" was passed, an examination of
the Provincial legislation shows that only two days after the passage
of that Act, one important section (Sec. 132) was unconditionally
repealed, and another (Sec. 1 17) was largely augmented and qualified;
that in 1893, ten sections were amended or repealed, and in many
instances replaced with substitutes; that in 1897 the amendatory Act
of IS93 was again anended by an Act which vas itself amended Ihe
same day (one important section being repealed and replaced with a
substitute, and another being qualified); and that during the present

j t *1,*~ i
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year three Acts have been passed (Chapters 26, 27 and 28 of the
Acts of 1898), which largely affect all preceding legislation, vithout
precisely specifying the particular sections affected. Undoubtedly
these three recent Acts, which enlarge the authorized area of single
grants for alluvial gold mining, etc., and give additional (though too
limited) discretionary powers to the Mines Department, constitute a step
in the right direction. For the truc vay to formulate such a systeni
is to lay down, by legislation, certain outlines which will not require

perpetual modification, and then give to the Mines department
authority over the details of administration. T'lhe attempt to cover by
legislation both general principles and specific administrative details,
inevitably results in patchwork. A patch is put upon a statute to
reme:y an observed or asserted defect, previously overlooked ; then
that patch produces wrongs or evils not intended, and another patch
is called for to cover these, and so on, ad absurdum. Bearing in mind
that every such piece of tinkering is almost certainly urged and secured
by parties suffering, or professing to suffer, wrong or hardship under
the existing law, and not concerned as to the collateral effect of the
provision which will give immediate relief to them; that legislators, as
a rule, do not understand the conditions of mining; that they cannot
lbe relied upon to perceive the full legal effects of apparently innocent
amendatory Acts, which seem to them to be called for in simple just-
ice to individual cases; and, finally, that, under pleas of this nature,
schemes of pernicious character have, in times past, actually secured
legislative aid.* We nubt confess that the worst form of a mining
laN is that which consists of statutes, defective at the beginning (be-
cause framed in ignorance, to cover in detail unknown conditions), and
subsequently amended at frequent intervals, upon the solicitation of
particular interests. The final result of such successive amendnents is
pretty generally a riddle for courts to solve. At all events, it is likely
to present a formidable objection in the eyes of laymen who have
money to invest, and are willing to take the ineitable riaka of mnng,
but do not feel inclined to asume in addition other burdens, either of
expense or of uncertainty.

In this connection, the paper read by Mr. B. C. Wilson, of
Waverley, before the April meeting of the Mining Society of Nova
Scotia, and published in the May number of the REVIEw, is worthy
of special attention. What we have said above indicates the need of
a codification and simplification of the Nova Scotia statutes. Mr
Wilson goes further, pointing out, by way of illustration, irregularities,
imconsistencies and deficiencies of the law, apart fromits complica-
tions and obscurities. Without attempting, at this time, to discuss
either the evils he describes, or the specific remedies which might be
devised for them severally, we would heartily express our approval of
his main proposition, namely: that the situation calls for a thorough
revision of the statutes-not for additional patches, laid on the exist-
ing pile-and that this revision should proceed primarily from mining
experts, not from Government officials or ordinary legislative commit-
tees We may add that the best legal talent employed to aid in such
a work, would not be thrown away. Mining men may know very
clearly what reforms are needed; but the art of formulating laws
which will have neither more nor less than the intended effect is an art
by itself.

The desideratum, in our judgment, is a clear and simple mining
code, which vill not need amendments. To this end, provisions likely
to need modification for temporary or local reasons should be omitted
fron the statute, and left, within liberal limits, to executive discretion.

* we deciii i proper to say itere tiat we do ::ot niow refer to anything wiiciî lias
takcen place in the Province of Nova Scotia. or. indccd. in the Dontinionl. Plossibly our
canadian records arc tlot wiolly free froui staiin nu this respect biut the particular
ilnstance wc have il mind Vns furnsishcd in s5 1y the liegisiature of the state of Ncw
York. Tha, i.owever. " is niotier story.",

The formulation of such a code ought to be a deliberate and
careful proceeding. The authors of it would be disgraced, if (like the
Act of 1892) it had to be amended two days after its passage by the
Legislature; or (like the Act of 1897, amending the amendatory Act
of 1893) it had to be repealed in part on the same day. Rather than
risk such mortifying results, it would be wise to secure thorough scrut-
iny and discussion beforehand, even at the cost of some delay.

Mr. Wilson favors a separate Act for mines of gold and silver
as permitting the avoidance of cumbrous paraphrases. We see no
objection to this, though we think it might be better to omit "silver,"
which, except as an alloy of very subordinate value with gold in gold
mines, usually occurs with lead or copper ores, or (when in veins of
" true " silver ores, of which we now recall no important instance in
Nova Scotia) under conditions justifying its separate classification by
the law. Our own observations in this article have been designed to
refer chiefly to the gold mines of Nova Scotia, since these appear to
be the principal sufferers from the present law, and gold mining ap-
pears to be, perhaps for this reason, the industry of Nova Scotia most
needing a reform of the mining law, and most likely to respond to
such a reform with increased enterprise of exploration and activity of
production. If the miners of other metals, or of coal, have anything
to complain of, they can agitate in their own time and way for relief.
For the present, it seems to us that Mr. Wilson's proposal contem-
plates as much as can wisely be attempted at one time, and we hope
that it will speedily be realized in universal, harmonious, intelligent and
effetie action by the represcntatives of gold mining in Nova Scotia.

The Gold Fields of Canada.

(Frotn canadian Miining Moanuai, :sß.)

It may be regarded as strange that a country, in which the dis-
covery of alluvial gold antedates the similar discovery in Australia by
fifteLn years, and that in California by thirteen years, should be only
now attracting the attention of the financial world to the wealth of its
auriferous gravels and Iode mines. Yet that is Canada's position to-
day, although it is a country in which the political and economic
conditions existent are most favorable for a development of a mining
industry; a country where one operates under the security of the
British flag, where there is a salubrious climate, where the necessary
factors of wood, water, food and supplies are in abundance, where the
titles are secure, and the administration of law and order are unques
tionable, where labor and fuel are abundant and comparatively cheap,
and where the home industries supply all the machinery, tools and
equipment desired. This region so favored lias been passed over by
capital for nearly sixty years in favor of the greater wealth of the
Western United States, the golden stores of Australia, and, more
recently, the phenomenal deposits of the Transvaal. Possibly the
exceedingly burdensome restrictions imposed on the mining industry
by the Government of this last country has directed the attention of
Englishmen (who practically are the capitalists of the world in mining
matters) to a country over which their own flag floats and in which the
only struggle will be with economic and not with political conditions.

In the statistical compilation published each year by the Geolog
ical Survey of Canada as a " Summary of the Mineral Production of
Canada," it appears that the total value of -al minerals produced iit
the Dominion in î886 was in round numbers about $o,ooo,ooo, bu

for the year 1897 this value had increased to $29,ooo,ooo, of whici
coal and coke contributed about $7,500,ooo, and gold something over
$6,ooo,ooo.

In î886 the production of gold amounted to $1,365,496, bein.

13 per cent. of the full total; in 1897 the gold product constituteu
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The New LeRoi Smeltinxg Works at Northport, Wash.
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over 21 per cent. in value of all metallic and non-metallic minerais
product.d in Canada. Its ratio of increased production each year for
the last thret or fu .r years has also been greater than that of any other
minerai, and in cunsequence of the attention whiich has been directed
to Canada during that period, there lias been a general inquiry by
investors from abroad regarding the extent, situation and probable
profits of the various gold fields of this Dominion. To answer this
inquiry in a broad and general way, but yet with a statement of un-
colored facts, is the object of this article, lack of space, however,
precluding any attempt to go into details of different districts or of
individual properties.

It may be said, broadly speaking, that a traveller landing in
Halifax puts his foot on gold-bearing rock wlien he steps on shore,
and that, from the time he takes a transcontinental train in that city
bound for the Pacific Coast, there is not a day of his journey on the
railway that he does not pass over some portion of territory which is,
or lias been, more or less auriferous. During his first day he will travel
for a time within sight of some of the gold districts in Nova Scotia, in
which the first successful vein mining for gold was done in Canada;
before daylight of the next day he will pass near portions of the
Province of Quebez in which alluvial mining has been carried on
since the early sixties, and twenty-four hours later lie touches the border
of the region round Lake Wahnapito, in which gold quart, <eins have
been found and are now working. In the evening of this third day he
enters a district of that promising new Ontario, which is beginning to
have a respectable production of the prAcious metal, and in which
developments are so rapid as to justify a belief that only experienced
exploitation is necessary in order to establish a permanent and profit-
able gold mining industry. The fourth day finds him at the western
boundary of this new Ontario, and it is only the fifth day that will be
passed in going through territory whichli has, perhaps, a doubt of pos-
sible auriferous deposits; but from the time lie enters the portal of the
mountain regions to the last moment of his journey's end lie is passing
through a succession of minerai bearing districts in which the mining
of gold has been more or less )rominent since x86o.

Along this stretch of 3,762 miles of railway journey are four
provinces which contain the principal gold fields of the Dominion,
excepting only that unknown and uncertain tract of the North-West
known as the " Yukon Region."

These provinces are Nova Scotia, Quebec, Ontario and British
Columbia, and a brief account of the history, production, area and
geology of each of the known fields is given below, beginning at the
east and proceeding westerly.

NOVA ScoTIA.

Iistory.-The first discovery of gold in this Province is imputed
to Captain L'Estrange, R.A., during a fishing trip made in 1858, but
the first discovery to be made public and to attract attention was
undoubtedly that of a farmer, Jchn Pulsiver, in the summer of i86o,
in a portion of what is now Tangie district, known as " Mooseland."
Mr. Pulsiver's discovery resuited in numerous explorations by other
people in other sections that same sum mer and the following spring.

The industry of gold mining dates from the year 1862, when the
Government appointed an officer known as the " Chief Gold Commis.
sioner," and framed laws governing the acquisition and working of
gold bearing lands, imposing a royalty upon the gold produced, and
commenced the publication of a series of annual reports. In this year
also arose the excitement consequent upon the finding of gold in many
and separated portions of the Province and the inception of mining
work in many of these districts. This excitement was fed for many
years by the richness of quartz veins which were found cropping to

the surface, and was increased to a " boom " by the schemes of both
American and English speculators and promoters, which boom was
due in no sniall respect to the very exaggerated ideas of the richness
of the veins discovered. The excitement began to fade in 1868, when
the lean and poorer portions of the Iodes began to predominate over
the rich pay-streaks, and when shareholders began to realize that their
extravagant expectations of dividends were unfounded.

When one considers that these early discoveries were all of narrow
veins carrying very high value in pay chutes, that the development
and working of these veins was intrusted to men more accustomed to
fishing than to any other pursuit, that the milling was of a very imper-
fect kind entailing large losses, and that the character of the ore
favored peculation by the workmen (a source of no inconsiderable loss),
such a reactiun can be seen to have been inevitable. The unprofitable
character of many of the early investments made was due not only to
the narrowness of the veins and their uncertain continuity, but in a
greater measure to the gross incapacity of the management supplied.
From 1868 to i882 there followed a period of depression, and amongst
capitalists there arose a distrust of Nova Scotia gold properties and a
feeling that the veins were too patchy or pockety in character to be
reliable as an investment. During this period of depression the pro.
duction fell off to about half of what it had formerly been, and the
greater part of this diminished production came fromn discoveries of
new districts, or from new and rich veins in some of the older districts;
but the management did not improve and the same fate befell these
later discoveries which had befallen the carlier ones, viz., that they
were worked in a manner entirely devpid of system or economy, nq
ore bodies were opened up ahead, and no reserve fund was maintained
in the treasury.

Some twenty years after discovery, in 1883 or 1884, a new era
began, especially in regard to the character of the management em-
ployed. A number of men of experience and training in other mining
countries were intrusted with the direction of mines, which were chiefly
properties that had been idle for ten years or more. The effect of the
introduction of American methods, of modern machinery, better mills
and business management was seen in the yield for the year 1885,
since which time the value of the yearly production has been from
$400,ooo to $5oo,ooo. The result of this new management lias been
an increased attention paid to the mining of large bodies of low grade
material which hitherto had been disregarded as profitless, and the
notable profits which have been made during the last few years from
material yielding only from four to six dwts. to the ton have occasioned
a partial disappearance of that distrust amongst capitalists which had
previously marked this field. Nor is it unfair to say that the mine
owners themselves must be largely held responsible for the delay in the
development of this Province, for the reason that prices largely in ex-
cess of values were asked for properties upon which there were abso-
lutely no reserves, little development and no plant of value. In almost
every case since 1885, where ordinary business prudence lias been
exercised in the selection of a proparty and the price paid for the
same, and in the choice of a managing man, success lias resulted from
the venture, and to-day many zroperties :-e equippzd with plants that
will stand comparison for efffetivenez., and economy with those of any
other gold produci:g -.;untry

Production.-From the year 1862 the Department of Mines lias
required sworn quarterly returns to be made by each person or com-
pany operating a gold mine, showing the number of tons of stuff
milled, the yield of gold therefrom and the amount of days' labor
performed. From these sworn returns on fyle in the office of the
department at Halifax, the following tables have been prepared:-
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TAmBLE No. r.

Annual yield of Nova Scotia gold fields from 186: to 1897.

1861 (a)
1862
1863
1864
1865
:866
1867
:868
:869
:870
:871
1872
1873
:874
1875
:876
1877

:879
880o

188:
1882
1883
1884
1885
:886
1887
1888
1889
1890
:891
1892
1893 (b)
1894
1895
1896
:897

Tons
Milled.

......... ...
6,473

17,002.
21,434
24,423
32,t62
31,386
32,262
35,147
30,829
30,791
t7,093
17,708
13,844
14,810
15,49057,369
17,990
15,936
14,037

22,:
25,954
25,:147

29,00
22,280
36,178
39,160
42,749
35,212

2~,4
39,333
58,082
65.873
76,559

Gold Obtained.
Ozs. Dwts. Grs.

6,ono
7,275

14,001
20,002
25,454
25,2o4
27,314
20,54:

:7,868
19,866
19,227
13,094
:,852
9,140

11,208

16:8 2

13,234
10,756
14,107
15,446
16,059
22,202
23,362
21,211
22,407
26,z55
24,358
23,391
21,080
14,030
14,980
22,112
25,596
26.579

66o,446 8 14

Value at $19.50 Average Vield
per Oz. per Ton.

$117,ooo
141,862
273,034
390,447
496,357
491,49:
532,634
400,555
348,426
387,392
374,933
255,350
231,t22
178,243
218,571
234,754
329,205
245,253
269,127
258,063
209,755
275,090
301,206
313,169
432,952
455,564
413,632
436,940
510,029
474,990
456,125
411,063
273,590
282,117
431,202
499,136
518,311

$12,878,71o

... .. ........
$2r 91
16 o6
18 21
20 32
15 28
16 96
12 41
9 91

12 56
12 17
14 94
13 05
12 87
14 76

5 r
18 95
13 63
16 83
i8 37
13 48
12 45
i :60
12 45
14 98
85 70
18 56
12 08
13 02
11 :1
12 95
12 22

9 75
7 17
7 42
7 57
6 78

$12 50

(a) Estimated, authority of A. Heatherington, in " Practical Guide to the Gold
Fields of Nova Scotia."

(b) For 9 mos. only, the Govt. fiscal year being changed in 1893.

Area.-The area of the lower Cambrian rocks which constitute
the gold measures of Nova Scotia has been estimated by various
-tuthorities to embrace from five thousand to seven thousand square
miles. These rocks extend along the Atlantic coast-line, in a general
north-east and south-west direction for about 250 miles, with a width
ranging from 10 to 30 miles. But a large portion of this area is occu-
pied by granitic and gneissic rocks, occurring in patches and in con-
tinuous masses, which, when fully mapped out, will probably reduce
the area of the gold measures to between 3,0oo and 3,500 square
miles.

The combined area, however, of the different districts which are
producers is only about fifty square miles.

A study of the excellent maps which have been made of this gold
field by Mr. E. R. Faribault, of the Geological Survey of Canada,
leads one to the conclusion that there are many eroded anticlinals, not
yet explored, which may ultimately become gold districts, since a very
considerable portion of Nova Scotia is yet a comparative wilderness,
known only to the hunter and the lumberman.

Geoogy.-The gold of Nova Scotia occurs both in quartz veins
and in broad bands or belts of bluish fissile slates in which are inter-
laminated, or interstratified, veins and veinlets of quartz, with threads
and stringers of the same material ramifying in all directions throughout
tle mass, the gold being found in the lamine of the slate as well as in
ti e quartz itself. The quartz of the veins is L.,th vitreous and opaque,
r..nging in color from bluish-black to milk-white, and carrying as
associated minerais arsenopyrite and pyrite chiefly, with smaller quan-
ti'ies of chalcopyrite, blend and galena, and occasional specks of cal-

cite, rhodcroisite and bismuthite. The continuous (or " main " Iodes
so called) vary greatly in width, running from an inch to twenty feet,
but averaging usually from six to twelve inches. The auriferous slate
belts range from three feet to over sixty feet in width, but are low
grade in character, those worked having yielded from $2 to $îo per
ton of rock milled; the quartz veins are higher in grade, those worked
yielding from $,ro to $r,6oo per ton.

Owing to the intense metamorphism to which these veins have
been subjected, no fossil remains have yet been found in them, and
their age is therefore to be determined by their stratigraphical relations
and nût from the fossils contained. They consist of quartzites and
argillites having a thickness of from ten to twelve thousand feet, and
are referred by the Geological Survey of Canada to the Lower Cam-
brian or Pre-Cambrian age, on account of their similarity lithologically
to the measures of Quebec of this age. These rocks are usually
divided into two groups, an upper and a lower series, but Mr. H. S.
Poole, and some others, have been disposed to subdivide the lower
group into two. The upper series is composed of black, sometimes
greenish, argillites both graphitic and ferruginous in character, and
always fissile. The lower series is made up of compact beds of quart-
zite and bluish.black slates, and in. it occur the gold.bearing quartz
veins. This quartzite is essentially a sandstone, with usually a felspa-
thic, but sometimes an argillaceous, cementing material. The lower
part of this series, according to Mr. Poole, is made up of beds of
siates and grits, not carrying quartz veins but much crunpled and
contorted. Mr. Faribault does not include these beds in the gold
series.

The gold districts occur along the axial lines of a series of great
anticlinal folds which are the result of contraction forces applied tan-
gentially. The tops of these folds, in places, have been so eroded as
to expose the edges of the constituent strata of quartzite and slate,
with the included quartz veins, constituting the " proclaimed gold dis-
tricts " of the Province. These veins,in common with the slate bands
above referred to,are parallel in their strike to the course of the country
rock, and for that reason (amongst others) were supposed, in the earlier
years of mining, to be contemporaneous bedded veins, a view taken at
that time by Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, Prof. H. Y. Hind, and others, as the
conformability throughout with the large beds of quartzite and siate is
marked. Later investigations, after more extensive workings, tend to
disprove this view and to refer them to a class of true veins which were
formed by the infiltration and segregation of siliceous matter into the
openings between the layers of slate and quartzite occurring along the
lines of minimum pressure, or of least resistance, produced during
the folding. The resultant of these two forces of gravitation and of
contraction, is a force tending to separate or force apart the constituent
layers of the series, and it is believed that to these forces is to be
ascribed the openings (subsequently filied in by infiltration or lateral
secretion) which have formed the present quartz deposits of the series.
Mr. g. S. Poole (a) thus summarizes the main arguments in favor of
the theory of true veins:-

" The distinctive features of the gold leads are their general con-
formability with'the slate and quartzite beds and their regularity,
suggesting that they are rather beds than veins. But there are char.
acters that point to their being true veins in spite of these features, and
they are the following: The roughness of the planes of contact between
quartz and slate and quartzite; the crushed state of the slate or gouge
on some foot-walls; the irregularity of the vein contents; the termina-
tion of the leads; the effects of contemporary dislocations; and the
influence of stringers and offshoots on the richness of the leads."

(a) Report of tle Departtnetit nf Minles, N.S., 187s. p. 27.

Totals.. 1,029,923
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Dr. Selwyn (a) holds the opinion that the quartz veins are not
conteiporaneous and that they must be considered as true veins. He
also lias pointed out the analogy between these quartz veins and those
of the Bendigo district in Australia, and indicated the probability of
similar origin.

The main difference or distinction between the Australian and.
Nova Scotia veins arises from the fact that the folds or flexures of the
strata in Nova Scotia are much broader than in Bendigo, of greater
extent and farther apart, and in consequence the "legs" of the "saddle
reefs " extend to much greater depths than in Bendigo. The greatest
depths upon the dip of the vein yet attained in Nova Scotia (.come six
hundred feet) show the quartz to be continuous, whereas in Bendigo
" the vertical extent of the auriferous quartz is very limited," (b) being
under rather than over two hundred feet.

The influence which the granitic masses (which, as already men-
tioned, cut the gold measures) have exerted upon their gold veins and
their metallic contents bas not been determined and requires closer
study, but that they have played an important part is quite probable
since in many places they must be re' irded as intrusive and their
influence is seen all along the edges of th sedimentary strata penetrated
by them. At the Crow's Nest mine on Cochrane Hill, in Guysboro
county, the metamorphic action exerted by these granites is well seen,
beds of quartzite becoming vitreous quartz in their vicinity; the slates
also beconie garnetiferous and crystals of staurolite and andalusite are
of frequent occurrence.

Fron the similarity in structure and probable genesis or these
deposits with those of Bendigo, and froi the data obtained fron these
Nova Scotia districts which have been extensively worked, it would
appear that the auriferous contents of these quartz veins and slate
bands are in direct relation with the horizontal distance of such de-
posits from the axis of the anticlinal fold in which they occur. As
some of these folds are quite sharp (having a vertical dip upon one
side and from 40 to 45 degrees on the other) and others are broad,
this distance will vary vith each district within limits. For the narrow
folds Mr. Faribault has placed the limits at fron 6oo to Soo feet, and
for sone of the broader ones the limit appears to be from 1,200 to
1,300 feet. Therefore it may be expected that, in a series of veins,
the pay zone will be confined horizontally, but unconfined vertcally,
although the quartz is continuous beyond these defined limits.

The summary of results which will be available when the Geolog-
ical Survey has completed its work in these gold districts will be of the
greatest value in arriving at a probable rule for governing the pay zone
of these Nova Scotia deposits.

The bulk of the gold hitherto wonl has come from the snaller
parallel quartz veins which, in some districts, have recorded phenom-
enal yields (c). The district of Montagu is particularly noted in this
respect.

The occurrence of gold in the slate has been alluded to, and more
recently quartzite carrying gold in paying quantities bas been found
at the Richardson mine near Isaac's Harbor. To the development of
these quartzose slate belts the industry must look for its enlargement
and greatest profits in the future, and an indication that the industry is
already turning in this direction is afforded by the returns for the year
ending December 3ist, 1897, which show a return of $539,o48 from

83,234 tons milled, or an average value of $6.47 per ton.

By reason of the cheap but excellent labor, the low cost of fuel,
supplies and machinery, the favorable climate and the easy means of

(a% Report of Progress, Gcological Survey of Canada, z870-71.
(6) Transactions Ainerican, Institute Miniing Eigiiieers, vol. xx., P. 542.
(c) The year :s9: was noteable for high yields. South Uniacke returned values of

to 20 oze. per ton, and Oldtain lîad one yield of 643 ozs. frorn 8 tons inilled.

access, the gold industries of this Province are worthy of more atten-
tion from capitalists than they have yet received.

Laws.-The mining law of Nova Scotia is exce' 'ingly fair and
easy to interpret. The main provisions are:-

(r.) All mines are the property of the Crown, and the product

from the gold mines is subject to a royalty of 2 per cent. upon the
gross output, verified by affidavit.

(2.) Gold mining lands are laid out in rectangular "areas," having
a length of i So feet along the course of the veins and a width of 250

feet across the same. A license to prospect may include up to, but

not over ioo areas, and costs the prospector 5o cents for each area in

his application; the license is valid for one year.

(3) Leases, running for forty years, can be obtained for any num-

ber of areas up to zoo, upon payment of $2.oo for each and every
area leased, and a further rental of 5o cents per area per annum; this
rental is rebated if the provisions of the lease regarding labor to be

performed thereon are complied with; such labor being performed or

such rental being paid, the lease is non.forfeitable, and the title is ab-

solute for the period of forty years. Such leases are renewable for a
second period of forty years, and are transferable, being regarded as
personal property.

(4) If the areas are upon private lands, provision is made for an
agreenient with the owner of such lands, failing which a method of
arbitration is provided whereby the property may be acquired.

QUEBEc.

lis/o;7.-Unconfirmed accounts place the first discovery of gold
in the Province of Quebec as occurring during the first quarter of the
century, but the first authenticated discovery was made in the gravels
of the Gilbert river near its junction with the Chaudiere in the Seigni-

ory of Rigaud-Vaudreuil in 1834.
A young girl, Clothilde Gilbert by nane, (still living in 1896) in

watering ber father's horse in the Gilbert one Sunday morning had

lier attention attracted to a glitterng stone at lier feet, which she

picked up and took to lier parents as a curiosity. On account of its
weight, color and oddity the stone (a nugget weighing 2 oz5. 4 dwts.)
was placed on the chimney-shelf where a short time after it was

noticed by Mr. Charles DeLery, the seignior of the district, who had

business with lier father, one of his censitaires
Mr. DeLery bought the nugget from Mr. Gilbert, though uncer

tain that it was real gold, and when he went to France that year he took
the nugget with him, from which, on learning its real character, lie
had some teaspoons made which are still in the possession of the
DeLery family.

The first public announcement of this discovery was published
the following year in a communication to the American Jonrnal of
Science,* by Lieut. F. H. Baddeley, R. E., then stationed in Quebec.

Upon learning the value of this discovery further search was
instituted resulting in the discovery of several nuggets, but no attempt
to work the gravel was made until about twelve years later. In 1846,
for political services it is reported, Mr. DeLery received from the
Government a grant in perpetuity of the mining rights within his
seigniory, covering about zoo square miles.

In 1847 these rights were leased to a concemn called the "Chau-
diere Mining Co.," which, after desultory operations on the Gilbert and
Des Plantes rivers for two or three years, ceased active operations.

The finding of this gold stimulated search on the other tributaries
of the Chaudiere, resulting in the discovery of auriferous gravels a'
various points in the valley from the parish of St. Joseph northward t<
the boundary Une. Some operations near the mouth of the DuLoul,

*Atn. Journal Science, It series, vol. XXVi, p. 312.
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produced (1851-52) over $4,300 from an area of one acre in which
the pay gravel was only 2 feet thick. The workings were a crude
form of ground sluicing and were suspended in 1852 on account of
troubles with the owner of the soil, although many nuggets had been
found ranging from one ounce to six ounces in weight.

From 1854 to 1863 no organized work was carried on, but a few
individuals, singly or in groups, continued to prospect and work snall
patches with the pan and rocker. In 1863 some of these individuals,
the Poulin brothers, discovered rich gravel on the north fork of the
Gilbert river, and the result of this discovery was a small "rush " in
1863 and 1864, during which time some five, or six thousand men
were attracted to these fields.

Trouble at once arose over titles, the farmers giving leases to the
miners in ignorance or disregard of the fact that the seignor held all
mining rights. Excitement ran high, and provincial constables were
required to preserve the peace and maintain the rights Mr. DeLery
had conveyed to the Chaudiere.Mining Co.

In consequence of these troubles and of the difficulty of obtaining
satisfactory ternms from the Chaudiere Company, there resulted as
large an exodus of men in 1865 as there had been an influx during the
two preceding years.

The difficultiesof this time,supplemented by those occurringin 1877-
78, are the origin of the bad reputation which the gold fields of Que.
bec have had as to insecure and imperfect titles. While it is true that
a very complicated and unsatisfactory condition of titles still exists in
the seigniory of Rigaud-Vaudreuil (largely due to leases and sub-leases
ad infinitum) titles outside of that seigniory are clear and secure, and
by far the larger portion of the auriferous gravels lie outside the
limits of the DeLery seigniory. In 1864 the DeLery Gold Mining
Company was formed, inheriting all the privileges of the Chaudiere
Company for a period of 30 years from June, 1864, with the right of
renewal for another 30 years. This renewal was given in 1894, and the
seigniory of Rigaud-Vaudreuil is now practically locked up until 1924.

The DeLery Company made a futile attempt at quartz mining
near the Devil's rapids, and then ceased active work, preferring to
sub let its territory. The most important of these sub-lessees was Mr.
W. P. Lockwood, who, by himself and companies organized through
him, undertook investigations extending over' many years which de-
monstrated the existence of an ancient river channel on the Gilbert,
and proved that the gold in the modern gravels was derived fron this
pre-glacial bed.

Mr. Lockwood's troubles with titles in 1877 and 1878 have been
referred to above; they arose from the policy of the Government in
permitting the habitants, or farmers, to grant rights, and in issuing
licenses to work upon ground already covered by the rights of the
DeLery Company. These difficulties culminated in î88z, when the
Government entered suit to test the validity of the grant to Mr. De-
L.ery, and to set it aside. In 1883 the court dismissed the action,
declaring in favor of the validity of the grant, aud in 1884 this deci-
sion was aflirmed on appeal.*

Owing to causes already mentioned this seigniory has not been
in favor and little or no work bas been done since 1885. In x88o-8'
an attempt was made, under the guidance of a man totally ignorant of
his subject, to work soie bench gravels on the DuLoup river by the
hydraulic method, and something over $200,ooo is reported to have
been expended in a ditch, pipe-line, monitors, etc., only to find after
construction was finished that there existed no dump for the tailings.

Several other attempts to reach and work old channe!s failed for
lack of capital, but demonstrated the existence of gravels carrying

* "Mines nd Minerals of Quebec." J. Obalski, Govt. Mining Engineer. is59.90, p. 58.

gold, in quantities sufficient to yield large profits, over a large extent
of country.

Gold bas also been found in the superficial gravels of the Little
Dittsn river in the county of Compton, but as these lands are entirely
in private hands (the estate of the late Hon. J. H. Pope) they are not
accessible, and no information is available.

The existence of gold in the drift of the St. Francis Valley, and
about the shores of Lake St. Francis, has been noted for many years,
but these gravels do not appear to have been so rich as those of the
Chaudiere, and little or no gold has been obtained from them. The
same may be said of the deposits occurring in the townships of Wee-
den and Dudswell, although systematic exploration might show the
existence of pay dirt.

orduction.-It is impossible to give exact figures of the produc-
tion of these fields for the reason that the Government of Quebec did
not exact official returns for many years. There are returns only since
z868, and these are but fragmentary.

From 1868 to 1883 inclusive there were returned some $28o,ooo.
From the statèment of Mr. Obalski, Government Mining Engineert it
would appear that the total production of the whole province froni
1846 to 1889 is estinated, after extensive research, at $2,ooo,ooo.

Of this amount it is estimated, by competent persons, that the
alluvions of the Gilbert river alone produced fully one-half, or over
one million of dollars.

Area.-The area over which superficial gravels carrying gold have
been found bas been variously reported at from 2,ooo to 1o,ooo square
miles in the different reports made to the Provincial Government and
to the Geological Survey. While gold in minute quantities is widely
disseminated in Quebec, the area of the region over which it is likely
to be found in economic quantities is from 4,ooo to 4,500 square miles.

This area is irregularly shaped, having for its largest dimensions a
line running north-easterly from Massawippi Lake to Lake Etchemin,
a distance of about i2 o miles; its transverse width in a northwesterly
direction is comparatively uniform running fron 40 to 5o miles.

It must not be understood that the whole of this large area bas
been proved auriferous, but that within these bounds are included
practical.ly all the regions in which auriferous alluvions have been
found.

The boundaries are approximately: The international boundary
line on the south-east, a north-west line drawn through Lake Massa-
wippi on the south-west, the main anticlinal axis of the Province (run-
ning from the Township of Shipton to the Township of Frampton) on
the north-west, and the valley of the Etchemin river on the north-east.

Within this area are the four districts of the Chaudiere, Ditton,
Dudswell and Magog. The Chaudiere (as was previously mentioned
in the historical sketch) is the chief district and the largest. It com-
prises all the water-shed of the Chaudiere above Beauce Junction on
the Quebec Central Railway, and extends in a north and south direc-
tion. for nearly 5o miles, with a greatest width of about 28 miles,
embracing the seigniories of Rigaud-Vaudreuil, Aubert Gallionand,
Aubin de L'Isle, and also the Townships of Shenly, Dorset, Gayhurst,
Spalding, Risborough, Marlow, Jersey, Liniere, Metgermette, Watford
and Cranbourne.

The Ditton district covers a small area in the County of Compton
of some î5 or 20 square miles.

The Dudswell area is indeterminate, but so far gold bas been
found here only over a few square miles.

The district along the valley of the Magog has a length of about
12 miles with a width of 20 or 30 miles.

† Mines and Minerals ofQuebec. J. Obalski, p. 62.
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Gro/og.-The gold which has been obtained in Quebec has come
entirely fron alluvions, both ancient and modern.

That there are workable quartz veins in the Cambrian and Cambro-
Silurian slates which underlie the auriferous gravels has long been the
opinion of several authorities conversant with the country, (a) but the
depth of the superficial deposits overlying these rocks is so great (from .

So to 200 feet) in most places as to preclude prospecting in the ordinary
way.

Mr. Lockwood bas informed me that several quartz veins were
uncovered while working the ancient channel of Gilbert river, some of
wiich carried visible gold and were very promising, but which nowhere
cropped to the surface, and upon which no development was ever
prosecuted. From the outcrop of several veins occurring in Cambro-
Silurian rocks of the DuLoup valley, I have seen minute particles of
free gold, but the size of the veins was too small to admit of working
at a profit.

Dr. Selwyn, who twenty years earlier (b) suggested the vigorous
exploitation of the old deep channels, has expressed the opinion (c)
that the future of the gold mining industry of Quebec must lie in the
working of the solid vein stone.

It is from the working of alluvial deposits, however, that a stimulus
for prospecting for auriferous veinstone must ccme.

The area alluded to on the preceding page is occupied chiefly by
two synclinal basins trending north-east and south.west. The first or
easterly one of these synclinals lies between the ridge forming the
International boundary and the uplifts of the pre-Cambrian rocks
known as the " Stoke Mountain Range." This uplift is less pronounced
to the north-east of Lake St. Francis but is represented by a back-bone
of Cambrian rocks, some two to four miles wide, which keeps a general
northeasterly course to Moose Mountain.

The second or western synclinal lies between the ridge just
described and the main anticline axis of Pre-Cambrian rocks which
traverses the Province in a north-easterly direction for many miles, and
which is regarded as the prolongation of the Green Mountain range of
the Appalachian system.

The eastern synclinal is almost entirely underlain by rocks of
Cambro.Silurian age, portions towards the north, however, embracing
areas of Cambrian rocks.

The bulk of the Chaudiere district and all of the Ditton district
are within this eastern basin, while the Dudswell and Magog areas are
in the western. The broad basin of the eastern synclinal is for the
most part covered with a great thickness of superficial gravels and
boulder clay, the latter of which may, or may not, have been originally
deposited in this basin, but which certainly bas been re-arranged by
the action of the great ice sheet.

These superficial deposits have a general arrangemen.. (dl) which
is as follows in descending order:

(i.) Modern gravel and sand of a few feet in thickness sometimes
containing fine gold.

(2.) Boulder clay, often exceeding zoo feet in thickness.
(3.) Stratified clay and fine sand; the clay us-.ally bluish, some-

times a white " pipe-clay; " the sand hard and firm when dry, but
running freely when saturated with water, forming a " quick-sand."

(4.) Stratified yellow or reddish gravel, containing flat water-worn
pebbles lying conformably and presenting the unmistakeable "ear-
marks of " river-wash." This gravel is usually auriferous and is the

( 'r terrv 11ni nud A Michael, Geo Surey Yf Canada, &85. R. W. E1s,
Geol. Survey of caniada, zS.

,b) Reports of Progres, Geol. sîtrvey uf canada, iz7o-7à.
<i) Simunary Report Ccol. Survey of canada, I1t9.
(d) " The Gold B1earing Deposits of the Easterni Townships of Quebec," by Robt.

Citalmers, Journal of the Fe±derated Catadian Miniug Institute, vol. 2, p. 21.

direct debris from the wearing action of the streams of Devonian and
later ages.

In some cases there is found a thin bed of sand between the
yellow gravel and the bed-rock, when the gravel is then found usually
to be poor and the gold lies directly on and in the rock and slate.

The gold is usually concentrated in the lowest portions of the
gravel and in the seams of the decomposed slate bed-rock where the
latter has been uptilted or has presented edges to the stream. Where
the old bed is smooth little or no gold is found, and to this circum-
stance we think must be attributed the conclusion reached by a recent
vriter (a) that the distribution of gold in these old channels is sporadic.

This opinion is strenuously opposed by Mr. W. P. Lockwood as regards
the Gilbert River, and since that is the only old river bed which has
yet been worked, it is not justifiable to infer that other old channels,
yet to be worked, will be sporadic in character. Nor is it unusual to
find, in the undisturbed, ancient river gravels of California and Australia,
that there has been a greater accumulation of the gold in one portion
of the river.bed than in another; the uncertainties of "smooth bed-
rock " are known to every miner experienced in alluvial mining.

The authorities of the Geological Survey (b) are strongly of the
opinion that the gold found in the superficies has been derived from
the erosion of the Cambrian and pre-Cambrian rocks with their con.
tained quartz veins, and that proximity to these veins is a necessary
condition of a rich deposit of gravel; although as yet no quartz vein
has been found which has contained gold in anything like paying
quantity.

The fact exists that the richest gravels yet worked are ancient,
and occur in the old channels of rivers running across Cambrian and
Cambro-Silurian rocks. There is evidence to show that these rocks
have had but little disturbance since Silurian times and that the rivers
of that period excavated their valleys and perhaps filed them again
with debris to such an extent as to divert the waters into a new course,
long before the re-arrangement of surface material during the ice age;
in other cases it is probable that this diversion was caused by the glacial
re.arrangement.

From the fact that gold is not found in the boulder-clay it is evi-
dent that the gold alluvions were distributed prior to the clays. Where
gold has occurred in modern gravels it has occurred in places below
where one of these old river-beds has been crossed transversely, or
impinged upon, by the course of the present river, which has acted to
redistribute and concentrate the old gravels, thus causing a local spot
richly auriferous.

No systematic attempt bas been made to locate or map out the
courses of these ancient river-beds, which may be accounted for by the
fact that many of them are unquestionably below the level of the
modem streams. and would entail heavy expense to keep prospect
shafts and mine-workings free from water, but " it is in these old deep
channels that the heâviest particles of gold may be looked for," ind it
is in them alone that gold mining in Quebec may expecc to be remurt-
erative; for quartz mining is not likely to speedily become a profitable
industry owing to the heavy surface already spoken of. With judicious
expenditure of money, advised by ability and experience, the gold
fields of the Chaudiere valley should bc highly remunerative to capital
invested therein.

Law.s.-The laws governing the acquisition and working of mines
in Quebec do not encourage either the miner or the investor. The
right to prospect and explore upon public lands is granted without fee,
but before one can do any mining he is required either to obtain

(a) R. chalmners, Op. Cit.
(h) Report of Progress, 1870-71, Dr. Selwyn ; ditto, s$8.89, Dr. Ells.
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" mining license " or to purchase the " mining rights "over the territory

he has selected

The former can be acquired by the annual payment of a fee of

$5.oo and $1 oo per acre for each acre desired; the latter can be

purchased outright by paving for each acre $5.oo if "more than twelve

miles from a railway in operation," or $1o.oo if less than twelve miles

from such railway. No one license can be granted for more than 200

acres, and no sale. of "rights " containing more than 4oo acres can be

made to one person.

To acquire either a license to mine, or mining rights, upon lands

already granted, he must first buy the preferential right (a) from the

owner of the soil, or if not able to do so he may "arbitrate " for

" damages "-a procedure involving from three months to many

months delay.

The Quebec law makes a clear statutory division into two realties

of "the soil" and "the property under the soil"(b), and gives the

owner of the soil a "preferential right " to the purchase of the property

under the soil, more tersely designated as "mining rights"

There is a provision empowering the Governor-in-Council to levy

a royalty, not exceeding 3 per cent., upon the net value of the gold,

i.e., "upon the value at the mine after deducting the cost of extraction,"

but this provision has never been enforced, and is not likely to be,

although it hangs like the sword of Damocles over the investor's head

For the interests of the province, this section (No. 1435) should be

taken off the statute -book.
JOHN E. HARDMAN.

(To be continued.)

Developments in Gold-Extracting Machinery, and Some
Causes of Failure.

By JOHN W. JAFFRAY.*

This subject is a very extensive one, whether we view it as com-

pared with the primitive methods of ancient times, or only take into

consideration the advances made in late years and the scientific

methods of to-day.

My object in this brief summary will be not so much to enter into

details, or to take notice of a more than very small proportion of the

many new inventions that are brought out day by day, but mainly to

draw attention to some of the appliances that are best known in

Australia, with some notes of my own observations.

I do not presume to educate practical mill managers-many with

world-wide experience in gold milling; but I do hope for their friend-

ly criticism and their notes of actual practice. This, in my opinion,

will tend to serve one of the main objects of this Institute, and thus

lead to practical good, and after all the living voice testimony in a

matter of this kind is by far the most effective.

In Australia during the past 40 years, over 1,300 patents have

been granted in connection with mines, minerals and mining appli-

ances; fully the half of this number have been granted during the

past five years; and now scarcely a week passes without producing

the subject of some improved patent in connection with this fascinat-

ing industry. And if we could place reliance on the many glowing

reports we get from time to time of ne w and improved quartz crush-

ers, perfect concentrators and amalgamators, and other means of sav-

ing even the finest of fine gold from the most refractory auriferous

ores, surely we should have reached the acme of perfection long ago;

but unfortunately actual practice tells a different tale.

(a) Sec. 1441, Quebec Mining Iaw, Acts of 1892.

(b) Secs. 14ý3-1424.
*Australasian Institute of Mining Engineers.

All look very well on paper, and if we did not belong to an un-

believing and faithless generation, we would swallow those many

statements as they are presented to us by editors and others, whom,

we are quite sure, have no idea of misleading anyone; we then might

well rest in calm repose, and feel satisfied that the most obstinate of

refractory ores had been brought under perfect control, and must yield

up the full contents of their precious metals to one or other of the

many so-called perfect methods and processes available to us.

It is a remarkable fact that there are never any doubtful paying

mines placed on the market for flotation ; everyone of them, from the

prospector's point of view, is the road to a sure fortune. And so it is

with the majority of inventors. I say it with all due respect; each

one of them believes that he has found some missing link, and gener-

ally they are filled with an enthusiasm that in many cases would be

worthy of a better cause. Many of them die hard because it is not

easy for some to see why the invention of their fertile brains is not

better appreciated; but fortunately or otherwise, we are not all con-

stituted alike and do not see things with the same eyes.

We used to laugh at the tale of the man who had a good supply

of sand in his back yard and felt confident that if the ungenerous cap-

italist would only supply the money to float a company for him, he

would soon establish a flourishing business in sand ropes. But we

can match this in up-to-date experience, where an inventor sees his

way to produce, not only a self power producing machine, but in ad-

dition, to give out ample power for ore crushing and amalgamating

purposes, and not only so, but-contrary to all old-fashioned ideas-

actually to store up an increasing force by every expended stroke, in-

stead of reducing such force; and has this so clearly demonstrated in

his own mind that he actually provides a break to prevent a run-away.

These illustrations may be considered ridiculous, but they are

founded on fact, and many others of a similar character could be

cited.
It is to be regretted that out of the hundreds of new inventions

and patents that come out year by year-many of them with glowing

reports of exhibition tests and good promises-there are few indeed,

that are of any practical utility. I was going to say utterly useless,,

but that would not be quite correct, because all help to provide-

revenue for our patent organisations.

At the same time we are all ready to admit the importance and

great value of many inventions in connection with the treatment of

gold-bearing ores, which have done much, very much, to facilitate

and simplify the treatment of mineral ores, so as to secure the largest

percentage of the available metals in a marketable condition at ai.

minimum cost.

Considering the very many new inventions that have been brought

out during the past years, one cannot but be struck with their rarity-

in actual practice. Within the past few years I have visited the prin--

cipal mining centres in all the Australasian colonies, always on the out-

look for good practical ideas that are not common property, and while

I am ready to admit that there are instances where the old trod-

den path has been departed from and some new method adopted, yet

they are the exception and not the rule.

There is evidently too much of the spirit of an old-time engineer
who, when asked by one of his managers to modernise and improve

the patterns of one of their machines, replied: "The thing has done
before and why can't it do again?" That man was Scotch and it is

proverbial that they are cautious; but we are Australians and if we

are to uphold the motto of our standard, we must advance with the
revelations of science, and we must make our gear to work in harmony

with the increasing knowledge that is being imparted to us through.
those revelations.
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Science is undoubtedly advancing. Fresh revelations are being

made every day, and are being applied in many of the other industries

and professions ; and it is obvious, if we are to keep pace with the

times, that the mining industry must throw off its "Do as we have

done before" policy, and seek out the better methods, prove them,

and put them into practice.

There is still too much of the old idea existent, that if a certain

plant has given good results in one part of Australia, yielding cividends

on say 4 to 5 dwts., the same class of plant ought to be quite as suit-

able for any other district without any reference to the character of

the stone.

I can refer to cases, not a thousand miles from Sydney, where the

stone assays on an average from 4 to 6 ozs. per ton, where they have

the best of old-fashioned plants, and yet are only saving 55 to 6o per

cent. of the assay value. The balance goes to the tailings heap, not

lost, of course, because they know where it is.

Before passing on to consider the mechanical appliances, we are

pleased to notice a decided advance in late years in the management

of many of our mines, where scientific reasoning and experienced

mechanical knowledge are taking the place of unscientific groping and
" rule of thumb " engineering. This undoubtedly is the only way to

solve the physical and chemical mysteries of our auriferous and other

ores, in order to secure the precious metals in solid bullion.

In reviewing developments in gold-extracting machinery, we have

to deal with a matrix, usually quartz, slate or other rock, in which the

precious metals may be free, and readily amalgamated with a solvent,

such as mercury, or at other times interwoven and attached to the

matrix in the form of crystals, alloys, oxides, sulphides, etc., etc.

The matrix requires to be reduced or pulverized. The limit of

maximum size of the grains of gangue has always to be determined

by experiment, and the machinery constructed and adjusted to produce

the size that will liberate enough minerals to leave the coarsest size

commercially barren, and then to separate the metals from the pulp or

gangue. And when we compare the methods used now and 2,000

years ago, we do not see the advances that might be expected. A

form of stamper battery and amalgamation by quicksilver was used

then as it is to-day. In our days there are, it is true, many forms and

styles of batteries, and there have been many attempts to get something

better, as in the form of rolls, centrifugal mills, ball mills and pans in a

great variety of design; many of them claiming to do more work with

the same power and a lesser percentage of cost for tear and wear than

the stampers, and some of them, we believe, are capable of giving

demonstrative proof that they possess these advantages, if put on the

same footing as the stampers. A good many are doing so already,

but, whatever may be the cause, it is significant that wherever there is

a large crushing plant wanted, the preponderance of favor goes with

the stampers. I was much struck when paying a visit to the dumping

yard at Fremantle early this year, at seeing hundreds of stamper mor-

tar boxes in great variety of design and only one Huntington mill.

In one direction we have not advanced: whereas in olden times

they could make it pay to crush and amalgamate for a yield of i to

2 ozs. of gold per 50 tons, or about 15 grs. per ton, we, with all our

improvements cannot look at anything so poor.

Stamper batteries embrace a great variety in detail-each point

designed with a special object in view: to gain increased crushing
power, to reduce the motive power required, to minimise the cost for
wear and tear, to make it more effective as an amalgamator, and so

on. Much would be gained if more attention were given to the

actual requirements of each particular case, and if the various im-

provements, as they became available, were adopted if suitable to the

particular class of ore to be treated. But, speaking generally, when

a stamper battery is the selected crushing power, it is customary

simply to order any well known make without taking into considera-

tion the class of stone to be treated.

Speaking in a general way again, I flnd that most of the Austra-

lian-made gold stamper batteries differ very little in design. Each

colony has its own favorites. We have improved designs and makes

of cams ; improved tappets or dies in great variety; more durable

shoes and dies as, for example, those of compressed or hammered

steel, which are more lasting and wear more equally all over than any

cast ones; and other improvements in details that it is needless to

refer to here. But there is one point of special notice: in nearly all

the American and English made batteries the gratings are set at an

angle outwards, whereas the most of the Australian made ones have

the screens set perpendicularly. Each has its own advocates, but if

I am not very much mistaken in my observations, the sloping screen

is advancing in favor in Australia. The screens themselves have also

been the subject of several improvements; punched, slotted and

woven in various metals, including aluminum bronze, which has been

introduced lately, and, although more costly to begin with, is said to

be more profitable in the end.

The American batteries also have, as a rule, larger screen areas,

which is important; for if the pulp cannot escape as fast as it is

reduced to the flxed maximum size, some of it will be made finer and

cause more " slimes," thus increasing the difficulty of ore dressing.

This of course applies to other means of crushing besides batteries,

and we are pleased to notice that the latest designs of mortar boxes

have been turned out with larger screen area and are being appre-

ciated.

The importance of rapid amalgamation has received some atten-

tion, and several new devices have been introduced and adopted, such

as inside amalgam plates, both front and back, and, in some cases,

amalgam ripples below the screens; these are all improvements, espec-

ially for free milling ores. Steel liners in the boxes is also a modern

idea and has come to stay.

We have not much experience with direct-acting steam-stampers

in Australia, although I have seen several different makes giving exhi-

bition tests; some were undoubted failures, and all I can say for the

others is that more proofs of their efficiency are required. The same

remarks in a general sense apply to stampers with recoil spring actions;

so far they have not been a success. I had the opportunity lately of

seeing the latest development in this line: one of Saunders' Rapid Ore

Stamp Batteries, which the patentee says have been designed with the

object of securing the maximum of work with the minimum of power,

cost of maintenance, etc. It is claimed for it that there is a saving of

40 to 50 per cent. in motive power; that a 3 -head plant with 250 lb.
stamps will do as much work as 5-head with 6oo lb cam stampers ;

that it is lighter, and can be run faster than the cam stamper. I have

not seen it at work, and can only say that reports speak well of it.

Pneumatic ore stampers, although adopted with some success, I

believe, in tin mines. have not, so far as I know, been adopted in gold

mines in Australia. The Elephant 2-head ore stamper was introduced

some years ago in New South Wales and was found to do fairly good

work with clean quartz; but when any mullock was present, the screens

got clogged after a very few strokes, the wear and tear also being

large.

One thing I think will be admitted in connection with any kind

of stamper battery, even with all the latest improvements--improve-

ments in theory, if not also in actual practice-that the effective

crushing power is less per h.p. exerted than by crushers with a contin-

uous rotiry action:; and yet the stamper, in point of popularity, is a

long way in the lead. What is the reason for this ? I am inclined to
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think, with all due respect to the stamper, that - old use and wont c

has something to do with it; and that, in some cases at any rate, the n

newer crushing devices have not had the patient, unbiassed trials that M

perhaps they merited. And let me remark here, because it applies to c

all modes of crushing, but more particularly to rotary crushers, that

many failures are due to irregular feeding. No crushing machine should f

be without the adjunct of a good stone breaker and an automatic ore o

feeder. There is no lack of efficiency in these, and a big list of good

makes to choose from, such as-in reciprocating jaw breakers-the r

Blake & Marsden, the Baxter, the Dodge, and the Jacques' Victorian

Patent Stone Crusher-a colonial make which, in any point, compares

very favorably with any of the imported machines. There is practically

very little alteration of late years in the principle of any of the best

proved jaw breakers, but what are known as the Rotary or Gyratory

Crushers are a distinct advance on the jaw crushers. The Gates Iron

Works was the first to introduce this class. The crushing is done

between a cone placed on a gyratory shaft working vertically through

the centre of a cylindrical shell; as it gyrates the crushing cone im-

pinges on the sides of the shell The top of the cone shaft is fixed in

position, while the bottom is gyrated more or less as required; hence

a continuous action crusher in lieu of the intermittent action in the old

jaw crushers, and consequently more work obtained for the same

motive power.

The Phillips' Patent Improved Rotary Crusher is of later date

than the Gates, and was brought out with several improvements. It

is right to say, however, that both these machines have been improved

lately, and can now be considered great acquisitions in point of economy

as compared with the old style of jaw crushers, and so be more used

in connection with pulverisers of any kind, as a much more equal feed

is insured and consequently less wear and tear, fewer breakdowvns, and

larger crushing power are gained.

Ore feeders, as 1 have said, are an indispensable adjunct to pul-

verisers, and there are many varieties of them. l need only name a

few-all very simple in construction and yet effective; the Victor

Automatic Ore Feeder, the Tulloch Automatic Ore Feeder, the Chal-

lenge Automatic Ore Feeder, the Stamford, Smithson's, and others,

including also some simple tripping gears which have flot been honored

with any special name, but are none the less effective for that.

At aIl the best regulated mines nowadays, the advantages of a

rock crusher to reduce the ore to the size of walnuts, or even less, in

conjunction with an ore feeder, are fully appreciated, because it is the

cheapest means of reducing the ore to a certain gauge; and which, if

fed into the pulveriser regularly, whether it be stampers or otherwvise,

prevents overcrowding or the needless friction and wear and tear of,

at times, running the machine empty. The adoption of some kind of

rockcrusher and ore-feeder is then a distinct advance on old time

practice. Regularity of the feed is of the utmost importance with any

systemn of pulverising, and those who have not realised this are losing

more than they are aware of.

In point of development the systemn of roll pulverisers follows the

stamper batteries. Theoretically they are the more economical form

of crusher; their action is continuous, instead of, as in the stamper

battery, heing intermittent; and they make less dust or slimes than

the stampers.

The old style of slowv running Cornish rolîs has been superseded

by various makes of fast running rolîs, including the Reliance Crush-

ing Rolîs, Gates' Improved Cornish Roils, Krom's Crushing Rolis,

and the improved Krom Rolîs. This latter, in conjuniction with a

good rock breaker, a fine crusher, proper screening arrangements, an

autoinatic ore-feeder, etc., does remarkably good work with any kind

of ore, and crushes to any degree of fineness. The effect of rol

rushing is to break up the ore into its natural crystals, and as there is

.o rubbing or pounding it produces less dust or slimes, or in other

words, can be adjusted to produce a more regular grain, near the Emit

of maximum size required to liberate the precious metal. Another

mportant improvement in all these rolls is that they are clad with

orged steel shells or rings, which makes them more economical in point

of wear and tear, and which, when worn out, are very easily replaced.

They are best adapted for dry crushing, and of course give the best

esults when evenly fed Some reports say that they are not a suc-

cess as very fine crushers; but I have seen a good many at work and

can say that, with proper grading and regular feeding it would be

difficult to get better execution.

The other crushing or pulverising machines which have been

introduced from time to time, make up a very long list; but the most

of them may be said to have only paid a flying visit. Others have

come to stay, and, as referred to in an earlier part of this paper, some,

in my opinion, are worthy of a better reception than they have had,

and in some cases, at any rate, would give a better account of them-

selves if the prejudices of "old use and wont " would give place to

fair and unprejudiced treatment. And, I repeat once more, because it

is of the utmost importance, that special care should be given to regu-

lar and even feeding. The cause of failure with some otherwise good

machines may undoubtedly be attributed to lack of this attention. A

good many of the newer order of pulverisers are quick running, and

that, according to the late J. Cosmo Newbery, may be another of the

causes of failure. He says: "All high speed grinding mills have the

tendency to reduce both quartz and gold to impalpable powder, more

so than in some of the slower methods. This is more perceptible

where there is pyrites in conjunction with the tough quartz. While

crushing the quartz, the brittle pyrites is reduced to a slime, and if the

gold is not lost it is certainly more difficult to recover."

I can only refer to a few of the developments of quartz crushers

that have come to us with high testimonials as to the powers of crush-

ing with the minimum of energy and waste, and with the maximum of

amalgamating and gold-saving properties ; but many of them, from

some cause or other, have not vindicated their good characters, as far

as Australia is concerned. In some the capacity, in conjunction with

the motive power required, and the large percentage of costs for renew-

als and repairs, is undoubtedly out of proportion to even the old-

fashioned stamper battery.
Tb Huntington Mill is one of the first real innovations in quartz

crushers of modern times. It is a distinct departure from any of the

modes in vogue up to its advent ; and it will also be admitted that it

possesses special ment. A description is unnecessary, because its

general construction is well known already. The centrifugal action of

the suspended rotating rollers against the ring die is one of impact rather

than of grinding-the ore being granulated without making mucr

slimes, and the gold, as soon as it is liberated from the matrix, is in

great part amalgamated and retained in the bottom of the pan, and

another portion is caught on the copper plates outside. The rollers

being adjusted to pass freely over the mercury without contact, it is not

so liable to be stirred up and "floured ;" but yet the action keeps the

pulp in contact with the quicksilver, and thus favors amalgamation.

The cost of replaces in this machine has been much reduced since the

makers adopted hard forged steel roller and die rings, which, although

more costly at first, are very much more durable in proportion. "Re-

gular feeding " applies in a special sense to this machine. Automatic

feeders are applicable but they need to be watched and regulated by

hand, according to the output of the machine, as there is no means of

making a connection to act where it is over or under fed ; and even

when set for any particular class of ore, it requires to be intelligently
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attended to so as to give the best results. But when this is done, I
think there is evidence that its capacity, taking motive power and wear
and tear into account, is in its favor as compared with the stamper. I
know this is not a general opinion, and I an not prepared to admit the
maker's assertion "that it will do the sane crushing as the stampers,
with half the power." Vet it is a crusier of considerable m:rit in
mnany respects ; and it would be interesting to have evidence of its

practical working results alongside a good ,tamp battery on the same
class of ore-both being worked intelligently and without prejudice.
As there are various makers of these machines, so there is diversity in

quality, design, workmanship, effectiveness and durability ; but a prac-
tical engineer has no dificulty in selecting the best make.

''ie Howland Quartz Pulveriser and the Griflin Mill are both of a
simîilar class to the Huntington. The latter, however, instead of hav-
ing several rolls as in the others, has only one roller, run at aao revolu
tions per minute, with high pressure due to centrifugai force on the
niaterial being crushed between the roll and die, and is said to crush
froni i ! to 2 tons through i6oo mesh screcns per hour.

I have next to notice sonie pulverizers that belong to the sanie
class as the Arrastra and the Chilian Mill, amongst which we find:
Woods' Patent Pulveriser, which resembles the Chilian Mill, but gets
increased crusling and grinding power through the bottom die or
crushing surface being bevelled up towards the peripliery of the pan,
and the face of the muller rings being bevelled to match. Besides the
weight of the rollers their is a powerful spring pressure applied which
can be adjusted at will. This mill is equally applicable for wet or dry
crushing, and gives good results with little power and snall wear.

Bryan's Patent Roller Quartz Mill is another innovation of this
class. It has three steei-tired rollers running over steel dies in an
annular plane, with an iron drum around which the driving belt passes,
bearing on the face of the rollers. In operation the pulp is arranged to
run round the pan, next to the screens, with a rapid current ; but
towards the centre, the niovenient being nuch slower, the gold, as
liberated from the matrix, fails towards the centre, and in practice is
found amalgamated around the centre cone. It lias the merit of being
very simple. easily driven, but I ani uiable to give a comparison of its
capacity with that of other machines.

The Wisweli Ore iulveriser, Harvey & Co's Roller Quartz Mill,
Merral's Hydraulic Quartz Mill are ail of the same class, and have all been
tried in Australia, ach claim:ng some special merit over its contemporary,
but practical results have not niade then popular so far. Indeed, when
we take into account the good work done by, and the simplicity of, the
old primitive Arrastra-the parent of them all-it is very questionable if
sonie of these can be terned improvenients at ail. The old Arrastra is

by no mneans to be despised. It holds its own very creditably amongst
ail the later advents, and m;any of our best authorities admit that the
old original, with ils stone crushing surfaces, lias special virtues not
possesed by any of the newer fashioned tribe.

The Sturtevant Mill came to light some years back as quite an

original idea, claiming that its action caused the ore to grind itself. elic
mill is composed of two cylindrical ieads-one on each side of a hopper
and scrcening case: these heads run at high velocity in opposite direc-
tions and tiiese two opposite forces hurl the ores against each other and

thus reduce them to powder. It is said to crush and powder liard steel
balls withnut any perceptible wear on the machine : but witl ail the
nierits clained for it, lias not found favor in Australia, whatever it may
be doing elsewiere.

The Cyclone Pulveriser, another Anierican invention, is unique in
its way. As its nane would indicate, the active agents here are very

strong currents of air, supplied by powerful fans, so arranged that the

currents of air seize the material as it is fed in, and kcep it in action in
a perfect vortex, rubbing and grinding itself; and the force of air cati

be so arranged as to keep the ore suspended until it is reduced to the
size required. This also brought very high testimoiials witii it, but lias
not been a success here.

Inventive energy lias been much exercised on a great variety of
devices in Spherical Bail Mills, from the " Cyclops Globe " or " Lion "
Mill with its single ball, to the " Krupp " or Otis Mill with their iany
balls of various sizes. Nearly all claim to crush wet or dry; but I
notice that some take the precaution of noting, that if used to crush dry
the ore must be properly dry, not damp or sticky ; and this is where
one of the troubles begins, because unless specially dried, it is a rarity
to find ores in a fit state to be crushed dry by these machines. The
variety is large, and the mechanical devices for operating them are equally
varied ; some of them come fromn other countries, where dozens are at
work crushing ores and giving the best of tatisfaction In Australia
we find the sanie machine in one or two solitary cases only, dong their
work well, but none of them making much progress. I'or soie years
back, I have been watching the progress of this class of pulvenzer, and
have often referred to acknowledged authorities in search of some ight
on lie subject; but it is a remarkable fact that instances where even
two agreed on the merits of the sanie machine are very scarce indeed.
Under these circunstances I think it would be invidious to single out
any particular machine for criticism.

The following are a few of the better known mills of this class:-
The Globe Mill, with one bail; the Lion Mill, an improvement on the
above; the Cyclops Mill, with one bail ; the Lamberton Mill, with six
balls; Hall's Perfect Bali Mill; Jordan's Bail Mill; the Crawford Mill;
the Ashcroft Bail Mill; Tornagié's New Patent Bail Mill; the
Morrell Grinding Mill; Beer's Combined Crusher, Amalganator, &c.;
Krupp or Gruson Bail Mill ; the Otis Ore Crusher, and others. The
diversity of opinion which I referred to in an earlier part of this paper
is very noticeable in connection with this class of machine. Some make
special provision for the quick delivery of the crushed ore as soon as it
is reduced to the fixed maximum gauge, and are designed to avoid
sliming: but others claim as a special point of merit that they not only
crush the ore, but grind it to an impalpable powder; and as a conse-
quence they are slime niakers. The reason for this diversity is obvious:
one inventor has had to deal with a free milling quartz where a coarse
crushing gives up the precious nietals, whilst another has lad to deal
witlh refractory ores, and finds very fine crushing is necessary to secure
the treasure. Each works on the basis of his own experience and invents
a machine to suit his own particular case, which it may do very well;
but the failure comes when it is put on the market,and these conditions
are not taken into consideration wlien the machine is ordered.

In practice it is found that most of the bail mills are very extrava-
gant in wear and tear of the grinding surfaces, and it thus follows that
they, with some exceptions, are also very extravagant in grinding power.
Aiother objection to soie of thei is that the balls soon wear into
irregular shapes, and thus their efficiency is very nuch reduced. In
this class of c:uslier we get continuous action, but so far as I ani aware
wC have not got increased production froni the sanie power as expended
on intermittent crusiers, and so there is still room for improvement.

Tustin's Rotary Pulverizing Mill and Granulator is a very near
relation to the Krupp or Otis Bail Mills, the principle bcing very mucl
the sanie except that instead of spherical balls, as in the latter, the
crushing power in the Tustin Mill is two rollers, which are the full
width of the casings-about iS inches long and î9%4 and 14 inches ini
diameter respectively. These roll upon the shoes or grating bars and
crush the ore, the pulp escaping in the sanie manner as in the Krupp
An exanple of this machine is erected in the New South Vales Gov
ernment Metallurgical Works at Clyde, where it will have a good oppor
tunity of proving itself.
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Poley's Patent Ore Pulveriser and Electrical Amalgamator is one

of the most ambitious combinations we have yet referred to; it is

described as a continuous grinder or pulveriser, having a strictly balanced

action, requiring a minimum of motive power. The ore, after passing

the rock breaker, is fed through openings into and between a pair of

concive and convex grnding stones, and after leaving the outer periph-

ery it then gets a finer crushing by passing between a lower pair of

crushing cones, which are arranged at a more acute angle and are of

finer adjustment. This grading of grinding surfaces is said to be abso-

lutely controllable, so that tailings can be reduced to an impalpable

pulp if required The gangue is then discharged into a set of electri-

cally charged revolving ripples containing mercury ; then through an

annular ring with electrically charged mercury and a series of other

ripples with metal balls --one or more of them being made of copper ;

and before the gangue is finally disposed of, it is passed over a set of

electric magnets, and finally through a steam heated mercurial bath.

The arrangement af the crushing and grinding power is novel, and the

idea of the electric amalgamating arrangement is ingenious. Exhibition

tests have passed off satisfactorily showing a capacity of about 2 tons

per hour with 5 to 6 h.p. So far, I am unable to refer to any extended

practical test.

The Lightner Quartz Crushing and Grinding Mill, although a.

ltranger in Australia, has some good mechanical points, which deserve

more than a passing notice. The rock is fed into a hopper which

surrounds a gyrating muller, from which it passes through quartz to the

inside of a bottorn muller, where it is crushed between the muller and

the central cone in the mortar, then dropping below is ground between

the lower muller shoe and die. The gyrating motion of the muller

causes a strong wave splash against the screen, securing a quick dis-

charge. Some of its claims are: cheapness, small cost of maintenance,

small amount of sliming and comparatively little driving power. Judging

from its general construction and the reports I have seen of its work, I

am inclined to give it a place of merit.

Amongst the "Jaw " Fine Crushers I need only name "Marsden's"

Pulveriser or Fine Crusher, which is too well known to need any

description; the "Samson" Fine Crusher and Granulator, with two

vibrating jaws ; Grinrod and Carter's Patent Jaw Ore Crusher and Pul-

veriser, which is made in small sizes suitable for assay rooms and also

for large milling purposes ; Carver's Patent Ore Reducer-one of the

latest of this class ; and Jacques' Combined Jaw Breaker and Roller

Mill Pulveriser, which has given a very good account of itself wherever

it has been put to full practical duty. All these jaw crushers and com-

binations are eminently adapted for dry crushing and with them it is

not necessary to stipulate that the ore must be perfectly dry as noticed

in connection with some other types of crushers.

The "Suckling " Dry Stamp Battery is referred to in connection

with some workings; it has both back and front screens, but there is

otherwise nothing special to notice about it.

From New Zealand we have good accounts of another class of

grinders known as "The Fraser Pans." There are two distinct machines

passing under this name, similar in their main features, but differing in

some details-one is the invention of G. Fraser, of Auckland, and the

other of J. C. Fraser, of Coromandel. I have seen one of the former

at work in Sydney, doing fairly good work, and I have seen several of

the same invention at work in New Zealand ; but I must confess that

the latter were giving by far the best results and were working with

comparatively little power. A good many of them have been adopted

in New Zealand and are found to compare favorably with other crushers

and amalgamators. I have also had experience with Lockwood and

Nicholson's Patent in New South Wales, which is another of the same

class, but evidently not so well balanced, for I can say without hesitation

that it would require the produce of a good mine to keep it in going

order.

I have named these crushers as some of the better known examples

of the various classes of modern times. It is not by any means an

exhaustive list, because their name is legion, and.still they come, with

more or less merit ; mostly in the latter, unfortunately.

But I cannot pass without taking special notice of one of the latest

developnents in ore crushers, which certainly is a novelty in its way,

and lays claim to be very far in advance of anything of its kind known

hitherto. I refer to the "Juggernaut," (Ban.field's Patent). It claims

to be a " crusher without any grinding," to have a capacity very much

in excess of any other known crusher with the same motive power, and

that friction of operating parts is minimized and consequently wear and

tear and driving power economized. Briefly described, it is a revolving

circular pan, with a series of steps forming crushing grooves or surfaces,

each step raised toward the centre where the ore is fed. There are four

steps or racers in the pan, and a set of 16 revolving mullers in pairs is

arranged to run on the side steps or crushing races; one pair acting in

the first and the third races, the next in the second and fourth races,

and so on alternately. These mullers are only three inches wide each,

and in all with their carriers, give a crushing weight of about 6 tons.

Comparing the "Juggernaut " with the stamper battery which the

owners refer to as the only other machine which crushes without

grinding," they give results as follows:-

"An average stamp measuring 50 square inches and weighing 700
lbs., dropping 3,600 times per hour, requires about i h. p. nominal to

drive it and exerts a crushing power of about 16 lbs. per square inch,

and thus covers 18o,ooo square inches in the hour, which with 16 lbs.

to the inch gives about 1,286 tons per hour for one stamp. The total

weight of the "Juggernaut " is about 13 tons, and 1o h.p. nominal will

work it to its full power with a 3peed of 15 revolutions per minute, or

9oo revolutions per hour. The crushing power is arrived at thus:-

" Total weight bearing on the material, 6 tons, 13,440 lbs.; this bears

on 16 points 3 inches wide, and allowing ½ an inch of the wheels or

mullers to do the crushing we get the sum 16 x 3 x 2 = 24 square inches

and thus 13,440 lbs.÷24 = 56o lbs. per square inch. The area covered

the crushing wheels is : 4 concentric tracks, 15, 18, 21 and 24 feet

respectively, in all 78 feet or 936 inches : in each of these tracks wheels

travel, each wheel 3 inches wide, so that one revolution of the 16

wheels in all the tracks covers (936x 4)x.3 =11,232 square inches ;

this multiplied by 900 revolutions per hour=1io,1o8,8oo square inches.

On every .nch of this surface the pressure is 56o lbs per square inch =

2,527,200 tons per hour, or according to these figures a crushing power

equal to 1,965 head of stampers, for an expenditure of o h.p."

I am not prepared to admit that these figures are correct, and in

the meantime am waiting some further particulars. In any case it

appears to have capacity very much in excess of any other crusher

within my knowledge.

Many of these crushing machines claim to be good amalganators

as well, and no doubt this is so with some classes of ore, but in other

cases greater care should be given to the selection of the machinery

best suited for the particular class of ore in hand, so that it may be

crushed in the best form fit for amalgamation or whatever treatment has

to follow the crushing in order to secure the precious metal. I am

convinced that many of the crushing devices already referred to as in a

sense untried would give a good account of themselves if their merits

were properly put to the test ; not simply exhibition tests, but with

practical unbiassed parties to watch their progress in actual work from

time to time and report the results to future meetings such as this. By

this means many would be rejected ; but the economic and profitable

would then be selected to do good service in their proper places.
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Ore concentrating appliances come next in order, and here again
we have a big list of inventions: and perhaps competition has been as
keen in this as in alnost any other department of gold saving appliances,
the chemical processes not excepted.

For the rougher concentrations, we have as an advance on the old
style of shaking tables the Gilpin County Concentrator, which is very
good for separating the coarse pyrites, but in which almost ail the slimes
are lost in the tailings. Haley's Imiproved Percussion Table, which
has a buimping action endways by ineans of cams and recoil springs
which can bu adjusted to give any degree of force required. This
machine is ver)' popular in Victoria. Rettinger's Latest )ouble
,ide Action Percusqion Table (side bumping), which claims to be
an iiprovenent on the Haley in that it will treat fine slimes as
well as heavy gangue if properly adjusted. 'T'lhe Salzburg P3er-
cussion Table is another developnent of classifier with a length-
wise bumping action, and claims to have larger capacity than the
others. These machines serve the purpose to a certain extent,and with
a following of blanket strakes and ripple launders save a fair proportion
tif pyrites ; but I have had the opportumty of testing tailings at soie
of the biggest gold milis in Australia where these or similar machines
have been in use, and have been surprised to find a large percentage of

-payable tailings going to waste. One defect of these machines is that
they arc not continuous in their action, and do not deliver the products
automatically, but have to be stopped as the surfaces fill up, to be dis.
charged.

The Gilt Edge Concentrator, the invention of an Ainerican who
has remedied this defect by removing the board at the top end of the
table, and has otherwise adapted it to deliver the concentrates over the
top end into suitable receiving boxes. Gauthier's Shaking Table is an
arrangement of silvered copper plates as wide as the discharge of the
mortar box and 12 to z6 feet long with a longitudinal vibrating motion
adjustable to suit the different classes of ore. Wynne and Tregurtha's
Concentrator is one of the latest on the market. The main feature of
this invention is an iron cylinder with a movable bottom, which grad-
ually sinks as the pyrites accumulates upon it ; the reason given for the
deposition of the pyrites being that thecurrent is suddenlychecked and
spread by its descent into the wide cylinder, and thus effective concen-
tration is secured.

In rotary concentrators we still find examples of the old concave
and convex round buddles doing good work in the good old-faslhioned
way, and I could refer to several improvements in these, but at their
best they have their disadvantages: and I pass on to notice perhaps
one of the first developments of modern centrifugal concentrators. The
Hendy Concentrator was, I believe, one of the earliest rotary oscillating
nchines, and is still found doing good service. It was undoubtedly
the progenitor of a great many others of a similar class; acting by
centrifugal force with a reciprocating or circular bunping motion ob-
tained by one device or another, they may differ in the sectional shapes
of the reciprocating pans and the modes of delivering the concentrated
pyrites or sulphides, but otherwise belong to the Hendy family aid are
a distinct advance on the old lateral movement bumping percussion
tables.

The Duncan Concentrator is one of the most papular of this class,
and amongst others we may name Stanfield's Improved Concentrator,
Liddell's Patent Concentrator, Harrison's Patent Rotary Concentrator,
Rodda and Mitchell's Concentrator, Clarkson and Stanfield's Dry Con.
centrator, the Otis Rotary Concentrator, McNeill's Patent Concentrator,
and many others. They are not ail successful in actual practice, although
most of them pass test exhibitions very creditably ; the failures may not
be the fault of the machines, but being put to do a certain class of work
for which they are not suited, and hence it is, in many cases, that
apparent improvements, when left to the care of that "lold use and
wont," arc found wanting and arc passed aside without further consid-
tration.

(T be Continued.)

CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE.
SPECIAL MEETING IN MONTREAL.

Many New Members Elected.-Government gives a Grant
of $1,000.

li accordance vith the Charter of Incorporation granted to the Catiadian
Mininag lnstittate it ila at Sesion of larliamient, a %pecial general meeting
of thet muemabers wVas held in ile rooi (if the Instittute, Wiidsor Hiotel, 'Montreal,
on Friday evening, 3rd june, to formallv ratifv the election of oficers and the
Constituion and Hy-l.aws. There was a good attendance. Mr. John E. I lard.
maan, S. Il., M. E., lPreident, in the chair.

Tho Secretary read the ainuiiatte' of previou, nmeetings, which vere, on
motion, conatirmed and duly sigtied.

NEW tESltIERS.
The following ha inag been approved bay Coutneil were duly eleeted mien-

bers : -

.! .a,.., \\'. 11., Minintg Enîgincer, Trail Smelting Works, Trail, B.C.
îREî.1ult, HENRv, Mining Engineer, Nelson, B.C.
IIRENT, CitARa.E, Mining Enginees, Rat Portage, Ont.
lit s.K, M.A., Mining Engiicer, Kasito, B.C.
Ross. J. E., Spokane, Wash.
Cl:Asî'trox, JA)N Es, C. & M.E., Cariboo Gold Fields. Ltd., Barkerville, B.C.
COsTE. Evcw.NE, Mining Engineer, Windsor, Ont.
Cowass, J. R., Mechanical Engineer, General Manager, Cumberland Ry.

and Coal Co., Springhill, N.S.
Ci.ARKE. Rov, Mining Engineer, Rossland, ll.C.
CRoaasnait.., H. E., Manager, Hall Mines Ltd., Nelson, H.C.
DicK, AtENANnER, Rossland. B.C.
DEAcoN, T. R., C.E., Rat portage, Ont.
DOUG.As, LoRn SitoL.TO, Bruce Mines, Ont.
EvANS, J. W., C. & M. E., Sudbury, Ont.
FOwtI.F., S. S., Mining Enghtleer, New Gold Fields of B.C., Ltd., Neisen,

B.C.
FI.AiEaRTI', R., Mine Superintendent, Yum Yum Gold Mine, Rat portage.
GuEss GEoR.E A., Analytical Chemist, Greenwood, B.C.
Gt'E, T. R., Acadia Powder Co., Halifax.
HEi.Ev. RonEhR»T R.. Nletallturgit. Hall Mines, Ltd., Nelson, 8.C.
iAYwARI>, Aîtoza A., Mining Engideer, lialifax, N.S.
IILL, ,Esi.IE, C.E., Vancouver, B.C.
Hloa.1iCi, A. Il. Assaver, Nelson, B.C.
JntSsTOSs, R. C. CAstr'awa.., Mining Engincer, Nelson, B.C.
RIRKîA;ARS>, Pl., M.E., Canadian Gold Fields, Ltd., Deloro, Ont.
KEitoE, ienry, M.E., Rossland.
I.ow, ALiERT P., B.A. Se., Geologist, Geol. Sur. of Canada, Ottawa.
I 1.mE, Il. PERRv, M.E., Gold Fields of British Columbia, Revelstoke, B.C.
I.ecKix, J. E., Mining Engineer, Rossland. B.C.
M.eat>oAi.î>, HI:RNAR.1 Mining Engitneer, Montreal and London Goldand

Silver Dev. Co., Dufferini Mine, Salmon River, N.S.
MoNTP'TIT, 1). E.zFAR, Montreal.
Masos. F. Hi., F.C.S., Analytical Chenist, Halifax.
McCos~sEi.î., RsatA.no, Crystal Gold Mining Co. of Rathburn, Mattawa,

Ont.
McCetG, i.AR-sca).,Montreal.

NE.saN, CamAs., Mottreal.
NEwst.%N. W. T., Vancouver, B.C.
N.ANKIE-L.. E. J., Mining Engineer, Fern Gold Mining and Milling Co.,

Hall's Siding, via Nelson, B.C.
P>ARKER. C1iAiRt.Es. Consulting Mining Enagineer, RossIand, B.C.
STVART, GEOR ..a, Mininag Engineer, Truro. N.S.
T*orisel.;, E. S., Trail, B.C.

ACT OF INCORVT'ZATVýN.

The Secretary reporteti that ini accordance with the instructions of Council
lie had .onsulted with Messrs. Cemiill & May, Barristers, Ottawa, respectinag
an .\et of Incorporation, and a lill had beeni drawn up and adopted hy both
Haouses of Parlianent to the following effect :-

1111.1. No. ::6.

An . le) in'vrporate the Canadian Minjing Institute.

\IVat-RE.\s the persons iereinaflter namaed have, by their petition, repre-
sented that an association known as the Canadian Mininig Instittte has becen
founded by the ,.aid persons and others, foi the following purposes, namely:
First, to protioe the arts and sciences connected with theeconomical produc-
tion of valuable minerals and metals, by ncans of meetings for the reading
and diçcsnssion of technical papers, and the stbsequent distribution af such in-
formation as may be gainaed through the medium of publications. Second, the
establishnent of a central reference library and a hcadquarters for the purpose
of this organization. Third, to take concerted action upon such matters as
effect the mining and mctallurgical industrics of the Dominion of Canada,
Fourth, to cncourage and promote thesc industries by all lawful and honour-
able means. And whercas the said persons have prayed that it be enacted as
hercinafter set forth, and it is expedient to grant the prayer of the said peti-
lion: Therefore lier Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate and House of Commons of Canada, enacts as follows:
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i. John E. Hardnan, George NI. Dawson, Willianm A. Carile, Charles
Fergie, John Blie, B. T. A. Bell, A. WV. Stevenson, James AlArthur, A-rclii-
bald Blue, William Hanilton Mlerritt, F. T. Snyder, lHenry S. Poole, Wilbur
L. LibheN, Robert G. Leckie, Clarence Il. Dinock, Geo. E. Drîinmnonîd, Geo.
R. Smith, J. Obalski, Jolin J. Peihale, R. G. NIeConnell, Frank C. Loring,
J ohn1 B. Hobson and XWi. Blakeinore, together with such persons as hereafter
become muenibers of the Institute, are hereby incorporatedi under the name of
" The Canadian NIining Ilnstitute, iereinafter called" thlie instittute," for the
purpose set forth in the preaible.

2. The Institute niay acquire and hold such lands and property as are
necessary to carry out the objects and purposes for which incorporation is
sought ; provided that the annual value of the real estate held at anv one time
for the actual use of the Institute shall not exceed tive thousand dollars.

3. The Institute mav make such bv-laws, not contrary to lawv, as it deens
expedient for the administration and governient of the Inîstitute.

4. The affairs and business of the Instittie shall be managed by such
officers and conmittees, and uinder such restrictions touching tle duties and
povers of sucb officers and conmmittees, as nay be prescribed by by-la.

5. The head office of the Institute shall be in the city off Niontreal, or in
such other place as may, fron tinie to tinie, be determined by a vote of two-
thirds of the nenibers of the Institute.

'THE SECRETARN---Valuable assistance liad been given to the passing of
the Act by Messrs. D. C. Fraser, MI.P., Allan lialey, NI.P., and C. J.
Logan, M.P., to whose influence also the Institute was indebted for the re-
mission of the fees ordinarily charged for the enactnent of such a Bill.

NIR. R. T. Hopper nioved, seconded by Mr. A. XW. Stevenson, that the
Secretary be instructed to convev the cordial thanks of the ienbers to NIr.
Haley, Mr. Fraser and 'Mr. Logan, for their valuable co-operation.- -Carried.

BOOKS FOR THE IBRARY.

The Secretary reported that lie liad shipped to the library four cases of
books and periodicals, and that, according to instructions of Cotmcil, lie had
purchased the first 15 volumes of the Transactions of the Amierican Institute of
Mining Engineers fron the estate of the late Sir Johii A. Macdonald.

On motion of Mîr. Stevenson, seconded by Nr. T. J. Drummîiîond, the Presi-
dent vas authorized to negotiate for the acquisition, Ny purchase or otherwise,
of the remaining volinies necessary to complete the sett of these valuable pro-
ceedings.

DOMINION GRANT.

The Secretary vas pleased to report that as the result of their interview
with the Premier and Finance Minister, the sum of one thousand dollars ap-
peared in the estinates as a grant tovards the work of the Institute.

LIBRARY APPROPRIATION.

On iotion of Mîr. Stevenson Bronvii, the following anounts were voted
towards the equipnent and maintenance of the Librarv and Reading Roon of
the Inst itute :

Windsor Hotel, rent 1898-q........................$400 00
Purchase of nev books and mîaintenance........... 300 o

$700 0O

ELECTION oF HONORARV MEMBERS.

On motion of the Secretarv, the followving were enaniimously elected Hon-
orary nienbers of the Institute:

DR. A. R. C. SELwvWN, C.N.G., late Director of the Geological Survey of
Canada, Vancouver.

H1oN. W. S. FIELDING, NI.P., Ninister of Finance, Ottawa.

LIBRARV COMMITTEE.

The follow\viing were elected iembers of the Librarv Coiiiiiittee during the
ensuing year :Messrs. H. W. DeCourtenav, J. Stevenson Brown, George E.
Drummiîîîond, the President and Secretary ; Mr. Drunîînonîd to be convener.

ELECTION OF A MEMBER OF COUNCIL.

The Secretarv lia\ ing explained that 'Mr. R. G. McConniiell, who had been
elected a iemîber of Council for British Columbia, in view of his acceptance
of the position of Provincial iiiieralogist, lhad decided to remain on the staff
of the Geological Survev; it would therefore be advisable to elect a resident
of British Columbia on thle Counicil.

On motion of Mr. Druniond, seconded by lNr. DeCourtenay, NMr. S. S.
Fow\ler, M.E., Consulting Engineer to the New Gold Fields of British Coluimî-
bia, Nelson, vas dulv elected to fil] the vacancv.

BRITISH COLXMBIA MEETING.

Mr. McCuaig reconimended holding a meeting of the menibers in British
Columbia in the fall, and the suggestion being approved the Secretary was in-
structed to comiiiunicate with the local menbers at Nelson, and if th' mîîatter
mîet vith their approval to proceed with the ieoessary arrangements.

lr. Meredith recomnmended that the minutes of all meetings Ne printed.
The Secretary hardly thouglht it nîecessarv to go to this expense, as

particulars of al meetings were publislhed in their Transactions.
After some discussion the Secretary vas instructed to distribute anong the

mîemîîbers the minutes of this meeting.

This being all the business the meeting adjournîed.

A meeting of the Library Conmîittee was held afterwards, when arrange-
ments were made to have the roois of the Inîstitute in the Windsor Hotel
suitably fitted up and equipped. It is hoped to have the reading roomî open to
the public by the 1st of July.
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Our London Letter.

LONDON, iith June, 1898.
Dunriiig the past mionth the Caiadian iniing market lias remîaitned very

inactive, partly in sympathy with the general apathy of the Lonîdont stock
excha'ige, and partly owing to interest in this section liaving, to use a iiiit-
ing phrase, temporarily " pinched out." To continue the muetaphor, how-
ever, there is every probability that the vein will be recovered shortly, and
that it will continue to inîcrease in richness with ldepth. As a matter of fact,
for nearIv twelve tmontis this country lias been continually asked to study
the prospectus of sote proposition or the other, having for its object the
transfer of capital frot Britisi pockets to Canada. In addition to the purely
mîinîing enterprises, there have been a numuber of flotations of perhaps a less
speculative character, but all helping to assist in the satiation of the English
capitalist. It is difficult to say how mutcli capital lias actually been raised to
furnislh the funîds for the exploitation of nining enterprises in British
Columbia and Klondyke during the past twelve months, but it must run
into a very big figure, and sone anthorities put the nominal anount at
£6,oeo,ooo or (7,oo0,0oo. \Wlen we remnember that up to the present no
purely Klondyke îiînimng concern lias had a chance of proving its claim to
be regarded as a prospective dividend payer, and that only two or three
British Coluibian companies have yet obtained adiittance to the dividend
list, it is iot surprising, perhaps, that investors in this country and on the
continent have been displaying a disposition to await developmtents before
furnishing further capital for the purpose of exploiting your mines. That
the promîoting conimunity still regard British Columbia and the Klondyke
as at excellent medium whereby to effect a transfer of funds froti the
pockets of the European investor to their own banking accountts, however,
is proved by the constant registration of schenes, good, bad and indifferent,
for the carrying on of operations in that region, and the only reason that
the nlewspaper press lias not been deluged with the alluring prospectuses
already prepared by these gentlemen, is that the depressed condition of the
stock markets and the city generally, due to the uncertain political outlook
in all parts of the world, have so jeopardised the probable success of such
appeals, that it was thought safest to await a more favorable opportunity.
At the time of writing, the outlook is decidedly brighter, andi markets are
rather brisker than they have been for somte tinte past. It is, therefore,
probable that the appeal which is, I understand, to be made next week by
the Associated Gold Mines of British Colunibia (which is to be brouglit ont
vith a capital of about half a million to acquire some hundred properties in

British Colunbia) , mîîay be followed by the appearance of the prospectuses
of other enterprises which have been shelved pending the arrival of the
transformation in the financial world whici is considered indispensable to
the successful flotation of Canadian mining companies. As you will see,
lowever, by the budget of registrations which I have sent you, Klondyke
and British Columbia are still in the van of the niovemient, and Ontario,
about which we heard so much a year ago, is very mtuch in the rear.
Whether the friends of the latter, in this country, are strong enough to
obtain for it that prominence which they claint is its due, lias yet to be de-
termined; but I can only say that while Rossland and Dawson City have
become as well known in London as Johannesburg or Hannan's, Ontario
attracts little publicity, and I should think not a tithe of the capital which
has been raised in some forni or the other on behalf of Canada during the
past twelve muontis has been bespoken on its behalf. Newfoundland, as
you will have learned fromu mv previous communications, lias not been
entirely overlooked, but Nova Scotia, so far, lias not received atny attention
at all.

The report that a commission is to sit to investigate and formulate plans
for the settlement of the outstanding differences between the United States
and Canada and this country, will probably act as a fresh stimulus to public
interest in the doings of the Domîinion, and as I write our leadinîg news-
papers are congratulating themnselves upon the good results which should
follow the rappvachement between the United States and this countrv. It is
recognised that the commission will have a difficult task to adjust all the
differences that on so muativ occasions threatened to enbroil the two chief
niemtbers u the Anîglo-Saxon race, but as it is believed that the mtenibers
forming it Nwill be fully inpressed with the advisability of arriving at a basis
which shall prevent the possibility of these disturbing elenients being re-
opened in the future, strenuous efforts will probably be made on both sides
to bring about a comîîplete settlenent of the questions at issue.

Tiat Canada will receive all the attention and support sie deserves
front the mother country is certain, and we have so nuch idle capital in
England that we cati quite easily furnisi you with a good deal more capital
than lias already been subscribed to the various companies issued during
189 7-98. Many of our leading financiers now regard Catiada as likely to
prove a serious comupetitor with Souti Africa and West Australia, and
although it will probably be soie timue before the Dominion equals or excels
the gold output of the former, it will have but little trouble to win public
support front the Atustraliai colony. It is to be hoped that the scandal colt-
nected witl the flotation of West Aistralian " wild cats " will not be repeat-
ed in the case of Canada, but I amî afraid that uless the commission which
has been enquiriiig into the workiing of the present Companties Act is able
to induce the Legislature to take active steps for their immîtediate anend-
ment, Canada will iot escape the objectionable attentions of the financial
sha-ks who prey upon the credulousness of the public. Already a nutmlber
of " wild cats " have been launched, and even respectably introduced con-
cernîs have been over-weiglited witi capital in order to provide promoters
with handsoie profits. Take the case of the British Americati Corporation
as ait instance. Here we have, out of a total capital of £,i, 5oo,ooo,50,000
taken as the purchase mîtoney for a few options on second and third rate
British Colunbianx and Klondyke properties, which probably did not cost
the promoters a tentth part of this large sum. The prospectus of this
schene was one of the baldest I ever read, and althougli Mr. Whitaker
Wright seents to have at last secured the LeRoi mine, I do not think lie is
to be conplimiîented upon the nisleading way in which lie drafted his pros-
pectus. Unfortunately your severe criticism of this sclhetme was too late to
be of ainy service to those who mîighît have been guided by it, and induced
to save thîeir tmîoney for sote more promîising enterprise. 'The group is un-
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doubtedly a strong one, but the shares have been very weak latelv, and at
one tune were quoted in the London Stock Exchange at as low as 17 shil-
lings, after having been up to about 24 shillings or 25 shillings at the
beginning of the year. Another company which illustrates the evil of ove -
capitalisation is furnished by the Klondyke Goldfields, the latest flotation
of Sir Charles Tupper's companv, the New Goldfields of British Columbia.
This concern vas brouglit out in April, with a capital of £350,000, to acquire
properties in the Klondyke regionl. These were highly praised in the pros-
pectus, but opinions as to their value differed considerably, and it was
runoured that the pronoting conpany obtained (ioo,ooo profit bv the
flotation of this concern. of course, one cannot expect a promoting com-
pany to work for nothing, but it seens a great pity that financiers who
undertake this class of business cannot see the necessity for exercising self-
restraint in this matter. Manv comipanies whiclh could, no doubt, pay
respectable dividends on a capital of /ioo,ooo, are capitalised at sucb an
extravagant rate that fron the very first their prospects of proving decently
renunerative are reduced to the vanishing point. I am only giving you-a
couple of instances of over-capitalisation. If sucb leading comîpanies as
these will (do such things, one can hardly be surprised if the smaller frv in
the pronoting world display the desire to obtain as mucli as possible from
the operations in whicli thev nay be engaged.

h'lie unfortunate part of it is that the public never seem to profit by past
experience. They are invited to subscribe capital to a venture whicli the
lessons of the past should teach them requires the strictest investigation.
The prospectus whicli is issued has been drafted by the individuals who
have purchased the property thev wislh to dispose of, and who will naturally
do ail in their power to present as attractive a picture as possible. The pub-
lic nîever seems to see that a prospectus is nothing more or less than an
alluring advertisenent put forward by a financial tradesman who wished to
sell his goods at as big a figure as possible, and who lias no intention of
guaranteeing the quality of the articles lie supplies. He can alwavs plead
that he believed that they were genuine, and that lie was giving good value,
and that lie was entitled to say so in his advertisement, and that the buyer
(the investor) should naturally on his part have made careful enquiry as to
the value of the goods lie was purchasing before parting with his mîoney.
The public, however, go on in the old way, accepting prospectuses as if they
were gospel, and often taking only the slightest trouble to verify the state-
ments put forward. The average investor still places himself in the hands
of the directors, who in this country, in too nany cases, are nerely the
dupes of the promoters. He takes it for granted that if the names of the
directors inspire confidence, lie need not bother himself about enquiring
further. Is it surprising therefore, that unscrupulous persons take advant-
age of this weakness and prey upon those who really are not capable of safe-
guarding the funds which the irony of fate has placed at their disposal ? Of
course, a great responsibility rests upon the State in this matter, and for
some time past it has been recognised that our present Companies Acts do
not sufficiently protect those who have not common sense enough, seeming-
lv, to protect themselves. As I have already remarked, a commission lias
been sitting to enquire into the best means of protecting investors from the
rapacity of the unscrupulous pronoting community in this country. Proba-
bly the Legislature will be called upon to discuss their report at an early
date, and it is possible that the Government may recognise the u;gency of
the question and introduce a neasure which will be decidedly less encour-
aging to financial rogues and vagabonds than the present Acts.

Althongh the markets have been as dull as ditch-water, and quite un-
favorable to financial negotiations of any kind whatever, I am constantly
meeting Canadians who are over here with the object of bringing properties
they are interested in before the English public, eithîer direct or by means
of those financiers who play the part of the middleman in the realm of Joint
Stockracy. Many have been sadly disappointed at the results of their visit,
but on the other hand I am in a position to state that a number have suc-
ceeded in obtaining the most careful attention of those who have it in their
power to influence large capital, and promises of financial assistance to their
schemes, so soon as the present market apathy gives way to cheerfulness
and activity.

The LeRoi deal lias been fixed up at last, and Whitaker Wright should
be happy seeing that lie has, after nany days, secured the chief property,
upon which, according to the prospectus of the B. A. C., he had obtained an
option so far back as December 1oth.

Ontario properties are dull and seldom nmentioned, and the market for
their shares is a purely nominal one, dealing in them being a matter of
negotiation.

Despite the dulness of the times, the Canadian railway securities have
been appreciating in value, their recent traffics being so encouraging as to
attract investment support. It is said that insurance companies have been
buying Grand Trunk guaranteed on the improving prospects of this road,
while on the statement that the Governnent guarantee of the bonds of the
Quebec & Lake St. jiohn was to be extended for ten years from the date of
lapse, these securities became unprocurable. Hudson Bay have fluctuated
a good deal, having been very weak at one time owing to the steady stream
of realisations that followed the sharp advance in these shares last year, and
which was based on the supposition that the old trading company would be
among the first to materially benefit f rom the rush to Klond% ke They are
now quoted at 21/ 2 . Canadian Pacific Railwav, 87s; Asbestos & Asbestic,
7%2; Bank of British Columbia, 20; Bank of Britilsh North America, 64; Bank
of Montreal, 475; Gold Explorers, 1 /; Ontario Gold Reefs, i; Hall Mines,
i14; British America Corporation, 18s 6d; London & British Columbia Gold-
fields, par; British Columbia Development, 7s 8d; New Goldfields of B.C.,
par; Gold Fields of B.C., par; Mikado, 3. Dawson City Trading corporations
are quoted at a discount, viz: 15-16, and very nominal at that. Indeed, the
Dawson City group are decidedly dull, and despite the 2 p.c. dividend paid
by one of the Turner companies-the Klondyke and Columbia Goldfields-
out of the promotion of a much be-puffed Ontario concern (the New Golden
Turner) the companies with which the Premier of British Columbia has
associated himself, do not hold a very high position in the opinion of Lon-
don financiers. The Tupper companies are lower, like the Turner group,
but are really regarded more seriously, although it was a significant point,
not overlooked here, that the venerable Canadian statesman did not asso-
ciate hiniself with the New Goldfields Co's latest promotion-the Klondyke

Goldfields. As a matter of fact there is but a nominal market for the purely
Klondyke ventures, the market itself, like the public, being disposed to
await further information before losing its head further over the new region.
The Canadian market is still a very limîited omie, but with good news fron
the Dominion it would speedily expand. The latest recruit is Mr. Harrv
Mosenthal, but I fancy that the present memibers of this section of the Lon-
don Stock Exchange do iot find it at all difficult to (do all the work in con-
nection therewith. On the other hand, like Oliver Twist, they are always
asking for more. Meetings have been few and of reports lately there have
been none beyond the detailed statemuent issued sonie tinie ago by the
B. A. C. dealing with the properties it bas acquired, or lias under op-
tion, in both cases in conjunction with its partner the London and Globe
Finance Corporation.

There are two other matters to which I should like to refer before I
close. The first is regarding Mr. W. Ogilvie's visit to this country, and his
lectures. In my opinion he lias done more to check the boom in Klondvke
companies than any other living person. He lias impressed all whom~ lie
met with his sterling qualities, and his absolute integrity. Often, at per-
sonal inconvenience, (for our climate did not agree with hiim) lie bas ad-
dressed big audiences in the clty, and althouigh devoid of florid rhetoric his
remarks were always deeply interesting, and a valuable addition to our store
of information regarding the Klondyke region. Of course, the promoting
fraternity have niot.appreciated his warnings, and I was much anused at the
elephantine efforts of a certain member of Parliament, at one of Mr. Ogil-
vie's lectures, to try and smooth away the somewhat blunt language in which
lie had denounced the whîolesale pillage of his official reports to embellish
prospectuses. But investors generally have imuch to be thankful for in lhis
efforts to save themn from beconing the victims of that section of our finan-
cial community which I have dealt with above, and which lias produced a
Jabez Balfour, and others who, although as guilty, have hitherto escaped
detection by the strong arn of the law.

The second point is the formation of the Incorporated London Chiamber
ot Mines, whichli as recently been formed to furnish information to its sub-
scribers about colonial mines. Particular attention will be paid to Canada:
British Columbia, Ontario, and the Klondyke will be carefully nursed by
the Chamber, whose nonthly report lias already come to be recognised as a
useful record about Canadian mines.

COMPANIES.
Dominion Coal Company, Limited.-The Directors report for the year

ended 28th February as follows:-
"As will appear from the Treasurer's statement, the output for 1897 was

1,221,47 1 tons, larger by 51,686 tons than for the previous year.
" All the construction work, both ordinary and extraordinary, of which

a considerable amount bas been done, bas been charged to operating expenses
and depreciation account, so that the property account, as compared with a
year ago, stands reduced by $12,ooo, being the amount of bonds purchased
last year under the sinking fund.

" Since the close of the fiscal year, under the operation of the Sinking
Fund, $53,ooo of the bonds of the company have been purchased and can-
celled, reducing the bonded indebtedness to the sum of $2,935,ooo. There
still remains in the hîands of the New England Trust Company the sumi of
$125,ooo as a special deposit undher the terms of the deed of trust.

" It is expected that the company will begin delivering coal on its con-
tract with the New England Gas and Coke Company by or before the first
of Januarv. Requirements under the contract, if the works are run to their
full capacity, will call for an increase of about seventv-five per cent. of the
present output of the company."

The annual statement shows:-

Net proceeds 1,221,471 tons, and net inconie from steam-
ships, railways, barges, real estate, etc..................

Less-Interest on bonds..................... $179,280 oo
Other interest paid and accrued........ 27,576 72
Sinking fund..........................54,680 35

Less-Dividend preferred stock paid and accrued...........

B alance ......................................
Additions and improvements to property in 1897

charged off........................ $79,547 41
Carried to general surplus............. .. 39,768 96

$540,853 44

261,537 07

$279,316 37
16o.ooo oo

$119.316 37

119,316 37

BALANCES FEBRUARY 28, 1898.

Asse/s:

Property accounts .................................. $20,168,274 33

Cash Assets:

Cash in banks and offices................
Accounts and bills receivable ...........
Balances due from agents, and coal at dis-

tributing points.....................
New supplies in warehouse and stores....
Cash in New England Trust Co. for out-

standing coupons...................
Cash in New England Trust Co. for sink-

ing fund........................
Cash in American Loan and Trust Co. for

uncalled-for dividends............

Total.......................

$46,341 70
102,741 43

235,381 46
122,826 63

90,420 00

125,138 95

1,512 o0 724,362 17

$20,892,636 50

170
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iabilities.:
Capital stock, common..15,o,000

" " preferred............. 2,000,000 00
First mortgage bonds . .2,988,00000
Bills payable............................123,812 61
Unpaid coupons....... . ............... 90,420 00

" dividends...................... 1,512 00
Sinking fund, 1897......................54,680 35
Dividend 2 mnonths.......................26,666 67
Rovaltv........... .................... 34,214 48
Interest accrued....................... 5,175 91
Accounts payable......................268,124 56
Railway suspense account...............125,000 00

Balance, general surplus...... ........... 175,029 92 $20,892,636 5o

GFNERAI, SURPLUS AccoUNT.

Surplus froni 1897 balanîce...................$92,363 31
Net contributioni to permanent sinking fund, 1896 ($54,172.65

less $ 1 1, 275 used for purchase of bonîds).................. 42,897 65
Surplus froiîî 1897 as above.................................. 39,768 96

Total general surplus carried forward............. $175,029 92

Railroad suspense account, subsidy ield for de5reciation of R.R. $125,oooo0o

SINK2NG FUND, APRIL 1, 1898.

$1110,oo U.S. Reg. 4s@
i.o8y/2 . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Uninvested funds ......
From 1897 business.. -.-

Used for retirenient 53
$121,303 oo bonds .............. $55,250 84

4,267 49
54,680 35 Balance carried forward 125,000 0o

$180,250 84 $180,250 84

Brought forward ....... $125,000 00

The New Vancouver Coal Mining and Land Co , Ltd.-The follow-
ing is excerpted from the thirteenth report of the Directors presented at the
annual meeting of shareliolders on [7th ulto.:-

The net output for the past half year was 121,037 tons, imaking a total
for the year 1897 of 267,552 tous, as against 269,676 tous for the year 1896.

The sales for the past half year were 123,031 tons mîaking a total for the
year 1897 of 265,878 tons, againlst 272,943 tons for the year 1896.

The market continued in a depressed condition until nearly the close of
the year, when there was a little better demand, but there was no increase
in prices.

East FelJd lin,.-Tuie net output during the last half year from this
mine was 84,269 tons, naking the total for the year 156,779 tous.

Prot.tion Is/and Shaft.-The net output fromî the upper sean for the
past half vear was 9,848 tons, mnaking a total for the vear of 59,015 tons, but
this mine lias beei closed since July last in consequence of the dullness of
the market.

South idd, o. S/ha//.-Tlhe net output fron this mine for the past
half year was 26,920 tons, mnaking a total of 51,758 tons fôr the year.

It will be seen from the accounts that there is an available balance for
the past uhalf year of £5,969 8s. 9d., out of whicli the Directors recommeind
the payment of a £2 per cent. dividend, free of incone tax, naking (withi
the interim dividend paid in Noveilber last) £4 per cent. for the year 1897 ;
this will absorb £4,30o ; the balance will be carried forward. The proposed
dividend will be payable imnediately after declaration.

On the recommendation of Messrs. Rosenfeld and Mr. Robins, the
Directors have purchased the steamer " Peter Jebsen," 3,077 tous gross
register, at a cost of £3o,ooo. The amnount was paid iv Messrs. Rosenfeld
and charged by theni to the company in their account current for January
last. The ownership of this steaier and the ability shewi by Messrs.
Rosenfeld in securing other steamiers on tine charter, has enabled the com-
pany to provide tonnage for a large amîîount at normal rates.

Wnitewater Mines, Limited -The first general (statutory) meeting of
the mienbers of the Whitewater Mines, iimnited, was ield in ILond on oth
instant, Mr. H. W\. Forster, M.1P. (chairmnan of the company ), presiding.

The Secretary (Mr. El. R. Tasman) , having read the notice convening
the meeting, the Chairm1anî said : Whilst the object of to-day's meeting is to
comîply with the Joint StQck Companies' Acts, I feel that I should meet the
wishîes of those shareuholders who are present if I made a few observations
with reference to the constitution of vour conpany. After hearing what I
have to say to-day, I feel sure you will all agree with me that not only have
vour Directors and staff acted witlh the utnost dispatch and promptitude in
the conduct of your affairs, but that they have done everything possible in
the fulfilment of their duty in guarding and forwarding your best interests.
Had it not been for the unusually inclement weatlier experienced in British
Columbia since the beginning of February we should have already been able
to make large shipnents of ore and corresponding profits. I may tell you
that, although we went to allotient on February 16, the company was duly
licensed in Britishi Columbia and entered into full possession of its property
on the 24th of the following month, which certainly would not have 1îeen
possible hîad we not had the advantage of the assistance of the staff of the
Londoi and Britislh Columbia Goldfields, Limited. Mr. Fowler. in his
report, values the mine contained in the Whitewater claimi alone at $585,ooo,
although, lie states, from an intimate knowledge of the ground, that the
Whitewater vein lias been proved to run not only across the Whitewater
claini, but right across the Irene and Myrtle R claimis tothe extreme western

'7'

limit of this companv's property. If, then, we have a value of $585,000on
the Whitewater claim alone, it is not unreasonable to expect that we have im
both the Irene and Myrtle R claims two properties which will prove to be as
valuable as the Whitewater proper, and this is the more probable as the
southern boundaries of these claims extend further on the dip of the vein
than is the case on the Whitewater. I draw your attention to this to show
that althougli no work of considerable extent lias been carried out upon the
Irene and Myrtle R clains, there is no doubt that we have in these and the
Tennie C, the whole of which belong to your company, a value far and away
above that of the Whitewater claim alone, and that the capitalization of your
company was fixed witliout considering these outside claims, and with a view
to securing the commercial success of the undertaking. To give you some
idea of the immense returns of ore available for stoping in our mine, the
latest information received froni our manager in British Columbia is to the
effect that there is now in sight a sufficient quantity of ore to supply a con-
centrating miil with ioo tons daily for eighteen months. This places our
property in a position which I believe to be unequalled by any other mine in
the district. (Applause.) I have explained to you that the development
work carried out by the company since the property became ours has ren-
dered available for shipment a very largely increased quantity of ore ; but
further than this, cur neighbors on the south-evidently believing in its
continuity-have conclusively proved for us the existence of our vein at
depth by carrying out the necessary work on their ground, and striking the
Whitewater vein, of similar quality to that above, at something over i,ooo ft.
below its outcrop on our property. We understand, it is fairly reasonable to
suppose, that these outside workings are at a point where our outcrop is
nearest to the southern boundary ; nevertheless, our manager informs us
that our vein will have a depth of 500 ft. below our lowest level, No. 4, at
this narrowest point before dipping out of our property. We may assume,
therefore, that everywhere else we shall be able to follow the vein to a much
greater depth. This is especially so in the case of the Myrtle R and Tennie
C, and in these claims, moreover, the ground rises to the westward, and the
total backs are consequently increased. I have endeavored to explain to you
the large potentialities which our property possesses. and I have every reason
to believe that before .our next yearly meeting you will have had proofs of
its character which would satisfy the most exacting in the shape of good
dividends. (Hear, hear.)

A vote of thanks to the Chairman and Directors terminated the meeting.

The Asbestos and Asbestic Co., Limited.-This company lias issued
its first report and statement of accounts, being for the period of 13 mnonths
to 31st March. After providing for all expenses of management and writing
off £3,541 for depreciation, there was a net profit of £2,180, which is to be
carried forward. "The directors regret that from various causes the output
of asbestos during the period lias beeni much smaller than was anticipated,
and, as a consequence, the company has not been able even to supply contract
quantities to the H W. Jolins Company, still less to effect sales in other
directions. It was found necessary, soon after taking possession of the
property, to abandon for the present the intention of working the mill by
water power, and to undertake the putting down of additional plant and
machinery to be worked by steam, in order to increase the output as proposed
in the prospectus . . . The asbestos and ashestic produced during the
period lias cost appreciably more, in consequence of the disturbance and
interruption, than the present cost under proper working conditions, and the
directors expect to produce much larger quantities of asbestos during the
current year, at such a reasonable cost as will enable then not only to profit-
ably fulfil the H. W. Johîns Conpany's contract but also to muake satisfactory
sales in other directions.'" Tlie directors propose to make an extra stock-
taking on the 30th of Septeiber next, and to issue a circular letter to the
shareholders giving the result of the first hialf of the current year's operations.

Athabasca Gold Mining Co -A meeting of the shareliolders of this
conpany «,as lield in New Westminster this month to ratify a sale of the
Athabasca group of mines, which was unaiirniously approved of. The agree-
ment of sale provides for the incorporation of a iew conpany in iEngland, to
be known as the Athabasca Gold Mines, Limited, with a capital of £2eo,ooo
to take over the propertv. One hundred and forty thousand pounds, being
70 per cent. of the entire capital, is given to the present company as purchase
money for their property. Ten thousand pounds lias been put up in cash
for the purchase of machîinery and for the further developiment of the prop-
ertv. An additional fio,ooo will be available for working capital, if required.
Provision is also inade for the placing of stock on the English market unîder
a pool agreemient with the Eiglisli comnpanv which lihas promoted the deal,
which practically assures to the present holders of stock at least 6o to 65
cents per share, while, with the increase. 1developiient it is confidently
expected that the value of the stock will go up. The new coipany takes
the property dating from April 12 last, and their engineer lias been in charge
of the work since May i. Work is proceeding on three different ledges at
the present time. Altogether the prospects of the company iever looked so
well as they (o at the present time.

Athabasca Gold Mine, Limited.-Registered April 2oth, by A. Fell,
46 Queen Victoria St , E.C. Capital, £200,000, in £1 shares. Objects: To
enter into an agreement dated 23rd March and expressed to be made between
A. E. Rand, as trustee for the Athabasca Gold Minng Co. ( Limited Liability)
and the British Columbia and New Find Goldfields Corporation, being an
agreement for the purchase of all the mining rights, concessions, undertak-
ing, business and good will of the Athabasca Gold Mining Co., Limited, and
to develop and turnî to account the samne and further to acquire any other
mines, mning, water, and other rights, grants, leases, claims, concessions,
options of purchase, metalliferous land, alluvial ground, &c., in any part of
the world to carry on the business of a mining, milling, smelting and trading
couipany in all its branches.
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MINING NOTES.
Ontario.

LAKE OF THE WooDS.

Mining matters in the region around Rat Portage have, during the
past winter and spring, been what the holders of mining locations terni
" quiet ; " that is to say, very little bas been effected in the way of proper-
ties changing hands If it is true that we hîad a boom here a twelve-month
ago, there is certainly no sign of one liere now. Of speculation there can
scarcely be said to be any, the pendulum of interest having apparently swunig
to the opposite extreme almnost ; for our district is not getting as much atten-
tion as it is justly entitled to. But the outlook is not by any means dark,
for all that. The " boom," or whatever namne we niay choose to give to the
unusual activity in matters relating to mining which characterized this dis-
trict of country last year, was not the healthiest condition of affairs for us ;
for a large share of the abnormal activity was devoted to the mere acquisition
of mining locations, resulting in the surveyor's chain " being thrown around
everything that could, with the widest latitude, be called a "vein," be it
lode, dyke, belt, band or stringer. The prospectors, like "the man that is
an householder," brought "forth froni tlheir treasures things both new and
old," and iany an old " find " was re-visited, the surveyor being of the
party, until everything that had been discovered up to date was surveyed
and duly applied for in the Crow-n Lauds Department. This year the survey-
ors that are left complain of having too much leisure ; partly because pros-
pectors have nothing in the "'bank," as the loggers say in the lumuber shanty.
The most objectionable feature of the boom, however, and the one whose ill
effects are with us yet, was the boom in the prices of mining prospects.
Here, of course, we can imagine we lhear the protest frou the prospector,
and probably there are two sides to this as to almiîost every question ; still, it
is a fact that a number of men came here in the spring of 1897 with the
intention of investing in mining claiis who went away disgusted with the
prices that were asked for properties, most of which, too, were in a totally
undeveloped condition. Clainm holders are mucli more saie this year. how-
ever, and locations can be lhad at pretty reasonable figures. But apart from
transactions in transfers, mining is not wearing an unhealthy aspect. The
three established iniies are holding on the even tenor of their way, increas-
ing in developmîent work and producing the desired gold brick witlh greater
or less regularity, whilst developient work is doing onnumbers of proper-
ties. Some of these prospects bave stopped work, one froni one cause, an-
other froni another; in sone cases the vagaries of the vein itself have given
the miners " pause ; " in other instances it is to be feared that lack of funds
was the real trouble. A good nany are anxious, but are hoping that when
the Klondike excitement lias experienced the abatenient which it is certain
to suffer, and wlien the war-clouds have rolled by, capitalists will again direct
tlheir attention to this country, and will take hold of some of the good things
which are here undoubtedly. And wlien the ioney comnes along next timie,
the liolders of clains will think several tiies before letting it pass.

Notwithstanding the generally adiitted "quietness," there are a few
prospectors in the field, but no very important finds are reported as yet. The
latest excitemnent is over the reported discovery of placer ground about eighît
miles east of the town ; one of the local papers gives quite an enthusiastic
accounît of the matter, but so mîîany sinilar reports have been heard in the
past that the average inhabitant will await developmrîents witlh composure.

The use of the diamiond drill in the exploration of quartz ledges is be-
coming quite a notable feature in this part of the district. But in the opinion
of many its promîiscuous employient in this mîanner is of doubtfuli advan-
tage. It is a subject, however, which would give rise to a good deal of dis-
cussion. It mîay be said, however, tiat in the mind of the ordinary
unsophisticated inîdividual the diaiond drill is the universal instrument for
laying bare the secrets of the rocks, and for quickly and infallibly procuring
all needed information relating to the exploitation of a mineral deposit.

The principal inconvenience to the mining interests in this part arising
out of the present abnîornally low stage of water in the Lake of the Woods
is perhaps the difficulty experienced in getting ore and other freiglht through
Ash Rapids. The improvemîents to navigation effected thuere last spring
consisted in the deepening of the channel at each of the two chutes by
remîoving boulders and the blasting out of soie rock in situ as well. In
ordinary years this would have made it coiparatively easy for Shoal Lake
craft to pass up and down, but this season steamners frou the L4ake of the
Woods have to stop at the lower rapids, and the boats that have with great
labor been got into Shoal Lake have to stop at the upper rapids. There is
thus a space of about hialf a mile between the rapids over which the barges
bearing the freight have to be warped by hand, entailing nuch delay, besides
the delay often experienced in running the actual rapids themselves. A
regular canal lock is the only thing that wil meet the emergency, and the
interests involved demand the construction of such a 1ock as soonî as possible.
The water is lower than usual also on the streais and inland lakes, adding
to the difficulties of the navigation of those waters by canoes, etc. The ordi-
nary swamps are very dry for the time of year.

Regina Mine.-The deepest shaft is now down 450 ft. The vein is 6 to 7
ft. in width, while its gold values have risen rather than fallen. The vein is
becoming quite regular, too. Mining is practically stopped whilst the
changes un the mill are being made. The old 1o stamp mill has been taken
out, and six Tremaine stamp mills are being put in, which with the one
already in use, nakes seven of these machines installed there. This is quite
an advertisement for the " Tremaine," and the results will be watched with
great interest by mining men. The boilers for the new machinery that is
being put in have an aggregate of 250 h.p.

Ste//a Jine.-Work has been going on steadily all winter. A new shaft
is being sunk on the Stella vein at the mouth of the tunnel which was run
for a short distance on the vein into the hillside. The shaft is down about
4o ft., and the vein is 4 to 5 ft. wide, consisting of a whitish quartz carrving
pyrite, and good value in gold. There is a streak about 6 inches in width
that is highly mineralized with pyrites chiefly and is quite ricli in gold. A
good-sized sample of this latelv brought in shows gold quite freely. The
owners are quite elated by the wav this shaft is turning out. A shaft had
been sunk on each of two other veins, but work on these is suspended at
present. There is as yet no machinery on this property, the hoisting being
done with a horse and " whip.'

Trig',,'s i/ine.-Work was suspended here some weeks ago, but is to be
resumed shortlv. The shaft is down So ft.; it is solidly timbered in two
compartients, and all the work bas been done in most worknianlike manner.
The sinking was bv contract, but all the work was done under the supervision
of Tom Philbrook, an experienced California miner, who was placed in
charge by the owners. Hoisting was effected with a horse and " whip.'
The country is a massive trap.

Cameron Island.-Work is going on regularly on this property, the deal
on which was consummated during the past winter. In the latter part of
May four barge loads of the ore was brouglit for treatnent to the Keewatin
Reduction Works, but it bas not vet transpired what the vield was.

Tr1iung/.-It is reported that an interest in this mine lias recently been
sold by the parties who acquired it a short time ago. Work lias stopped for
a while, but will soon begin again, when a drift, it is said, is to be driven at
the ioo-ft. level. The shaft is down about 230 ft. and the vein is about 7 ft.
wide. Work was carried on during the greater part of last winter, and some
good time was made in sinking with three shifts.

Treasure--Situated a little north of the Triumîph. A small force lias
been working here for soie time, and a shaft is down over 60 ft. At 6o ft.
a cross:ut was run to eut a vein which showed onlv faintly at the surface; it
was struck at the point w-here it was expected, and was found to be about 6
ft. wide.

Go/d Crss.-This is a prospect near the Triunph that bas come into local
notice this spring on account of its being owned by two ladies, and froi the
fact that some rlch samples were brought to town from it not long ago. A
shaft is being sunîk which is niow dcown about 30 ft., and Captain Jos. Thomp-
son, who is in charge, says it shows gold all the way down.

Combine Mline.-Work is going on regularly on this property. It appears
that at the start operations were of a somewhat tentative character, consid-
erable mîîining having beenc doue before the true vein was finally located.
The vein was found, however, and work lias been satisfactorv ever since.
The trouble was largely due to the fact that operations begani after a consid-
erable depth of snow had fallen, rendering it difficult to obtain a comîpre-
hensive knowledge of the ground and the veins. Only a smnall force is as
yet engaged. The president and the treasurer of the companyv visited the
property about the iiddle of Ma- and returned well pleased with what they
had seen. They spoke of putting a mîîill in as soon as the mine could be got
readv. This is one of the Camp Bay properties which have attracted conîsid-
erable notice during the past year ; it is in the neighborhood of the Mascotte
and the Trojanî. The Bully Boy is another of the group ; it is reported that
this property lias changed bands lately.

I//aek Sturgeon.-A snall force bas been at work lhere during the winiter
and soie miachinerv lias been put in. The owner bas been on a visit to
Sweden, his native land, (during the winter. This property is near the
Scramble.

Tr1ue n Yun.-Work will shortly be resumîîed on this property. The
saime is reporte(l of Bath Island.

Vora.-It is not known to outsiders wien work will be resumîîed on this
property. A shaft lias been sunk to a depti of about 120 ft., but it would
appear that there is a possibility that the shaft has left the main vein. Soie
Phiiladelphia people have or hlad an option on it, and the work was in charge
of Mr. Hall.

/iHur/e' in,.-This property is under the water of Bald Iidian Bay,
adjoining the Sultana. Operations have been going on satisfactorily under
the management of Mr. Flaherty. Sheet piling has been driven arouid the
wall of the cofferdam, outside and inside, and the work of pumping out is
about to begii. There is an average depth of about 8 ft. of clay on the bed-
rock of the lake at this point. making the formation of a watertight compart-
ment comiparatively easy with no doubt about its permanency.

Bad' Mine.-The owners and the parties who took the option during the
winter are at loggerheads over some ore which was shipped from the mine to
the reduction works, the proceeds of which, it is alleged, were not properly
accounted for. The case conies up at the approaching Assizes. In the
meantime the optionee lias returned to his home in Buffalo.

Pipestone.-A rather promising quartz lead was discovered late last
autumn on the west shore of Pipestone Lake, east of Sabascong Bay, Lake
of the Woods. It has been traced over a considerable distance, and it pans
gold wherever it has been tried. Two clains were surveyed on it about
Christmas, and this spring three of the ow-ners went down to do some devel-
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opment work in the way of sinking test pits, stripping, etc. Several loca-
tions have been made in this region, which has, however, not yet received
much attention from prospectors.

N. B. Eagen, representing the Sentinel Consolidated Mining Co., Ltd., a
Toronto syndicate, is examining some property on Shoal Lake with a view
to taking an option on it.

The work of exploring the Engledue concessions is being prosecuted
this summer again, but as yet no reports have been received from either of
the parties.

Mr. Connee, M.P.P., is vigorously pushing his mining work at Shoal
Lake and other places. He bought a small steamer not long ago for the
better carrying out of his extensive operations.

J. M.
Rat Portage, i5th June, 1897.

MIScELLANEOUS.

The recent shipments of crude oil from the Brooke field are leading
other operators in that direction, and before long the territory will be
thoroughly tested. Considerable property is being bonded in Enniskillen,
Sarnia, Brooke, Dawn, Enphemia, Zone and other townships. The summer
season bids fair to be exceptionally active in field developient work. Fol-
lowing are the shipments of crude, and refined reduced to crude equivalent,
over the railways for the month of May: Grand Trunk-Crude, i1,68o bbls.;
refined, 5,370 bbls.; equivalent, 25,105 lbs. Michigan Central-Crude,
2,800 bbls.; refined, 1,844; equivalent, 7,410 bbls. Total, 35,515 bbls. crude
oil.

The charcoal iron plant of the Deseronto Iron Company is rapidly near-
ing completion.

Lord Sholto Douglas is having the old Bruce mines pumped out with a
view to a resunption of mining.

At Sudbury the Canadian Copper Co. is enlarging its smelting plant and
opening up several new mines this season. A trestle-in one place 6o feet
high--is building for a railway track from the Big Jones mine to the Copper
Cliff, and all the Company's old mines are being worked most vigorously.

Quebec.

The Gilbert Beauce Gold Mining Company continues to work with a
small force on the Gilbert river. Mr. M. P. Angers, of St. Francis, is in
charge of the work. About $1,200 of coarse gold has been taken out in this
prospecting work.

On des Meules Creek, M. A. Coupal is still prospecting with a couple of
men, and apparently making his living out with the gold found in the bed
of the Creek.

At the higlh fall of the Chaudiere, in Shenley, Mr. Currie has been
prospecting with a few men since spring on a superficial bed of gravel which
appears to give satisfactory results.

At Dudswell, M. L. Mathieu is sinking a shaft on the Big Hollow brook,
the property of M. Trenholme. Sone prospecting is also being done on the
Harrison brook.

In the vicinity of Sherbrooke, a new company has started work on the
Felton brook, which falls into the Little Magog Lake. This company is
seeking incorporation under the naie of " Rock Forest Gold Mining Com-
pany (limited)," with a few prominent men in it. The work consists of a
shallow digging, bed rock being struck at a depth inot exceeding seven or
or eight feet. The gold found there is not very coarse. In May last there
were five or six men employed, sluices were in operation and some gold
found. A puddling machine has been erected. There are also a few miners
prospecting on the Grass Island brook (formerly Golconda mine), and in
another snall brook in Orford township.

At the works of the Asbestos and Asbestic Company, Danville, a serious
fire occurred during the month, destroying valuable machinery and explod-
ing dynamite by which three workmen were killed.

At Thetford mines, the three large asbestos conpanies, Bell's, Johnson's
and King's, are very busy, as usual at this time of the vear. The Johlson's
Company is also doing some work on its Black Lake property.

The production of chromite is being carried on at Black Lake by the
Coleraine Mining Company, P. P. Hall, H. Frechette, and J. Carriere.

The Coleraine Mining Company lhas contracted for the erection of a
concentrating plant, the contract for the machinery, we understand, lhaving
been given to the Jenckes Machine Co.

The United Asbestos Co. is doing some mîining at Broughton.

The pyrites mines at Eustis and Capelton, and the iron furnaces at
Radnor and Drummnondville, are, as usual at this timîîe of the year, working
full time.
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The Eastern Townships Chrome Iron Mining and Milling Company is
seeking a charter of incorporation. Capital, $50,ooo in shares of $50. The
directors are R. Prefontaine, Q. C., M. P., Joseph R. Fair, C. G. Chenevert,
Alfred Brosnan, J. N. Gregory, Col. Chas. King, H. F. Morrison, Charles
Nelson and W. deF. Nelson. Head office is to be at Montreal, and mining
to be carried on near Black Lake.

(Froni another Correspondent

All the asbestos pits at Thetford are being worked to their full capacity
and the shipients of both crude and fibre are steady and keep well up wkith
the output. Prices for the better grades is fair and the demand are steady.
All the mines are shipping steadily and ini nost cases have orders booked
ahead for the best grades. Any one in the market for No. i would have to
buy from the pit.

Messrs. King Bros. have recently equipped their pits with cable derricks,
replacing the old style boom. They continue to produce their usual higli
grade stock.

Bell's Asbestos Co. are working their usual force. All the openings on
this property have practically been joined, making one pit with working
faces 6oo ft. long by 200 ft. wide, giving theni a large anount of working
surface, and is probably the largest openng in all the asbestos mines.

Johlsons Co. are working
large quantities of all grades.
grading of the fibre now being1

a large force in their pit and are turning out
There is a very marked improvement in the

produced and shipped from this mine.

Extra hours are being worked in all the pits at Thetford and the mills
are being run night and day to keep up with the demand.

None of the asbestos mines at Black Lake are being operated, with the
exception of a few men on one of the lots of the Johnsons Co., where some
work is being done under contract. This place is very rich and the fibre
extra long. Probably the asbestos taken out from this lot is produced at a
less cost per ton than at any other place.

The United Asbestos Co. are operating the East Brouglhton mine. A
small miilllias been put up to treat the short fibre taken out in mining the
long fibre from the vein there, which is exceptionally long and of beautiful
color and texture.

Althouglh there is a temporary dullness in the asbestos mines at Black
Lake, the chrome iron industry is being looked after and is in a fair way to
become a permanent industry. The present good demand for chrome is
creating a lively interest and all the lands hereabout are being thoroughly
explored. There seems to be a very good demand for ore running from 48
per cent. and over, and prices are good. The shipments so far this year are
quite up to last, but the greater part of what has been shipped has been ore
running from 4o to 45 per cent., at prices ranging from $10 to $14 f.o.b. at
the railway.

The Coleraine Mining Co., which owns a large tract of land in this dis-
trict, upon which there is a large quantity of low grade ore, uncovered in
taking out the " No. 1," has at last decided to erect a concentrating plant
to treat these ores.. Work has been commenced on the mill building, which
is located on the shore of the lake, about one mile from Black Lake station.
The Quebec Central Railway passes within 4oo yards of the mill. An order
has been placed with the Jenckes Machine Co. of Sherbrooke, for the crush-
ing and concentrating machinery, and the whole is to be ready and in opera-
tion by August ist. A description of this plant will be sent you when it is
in operation.

There is also some talk of another concentrating plant going up at
Chrome Siding, about four miles from Black Lake, to treat the ores f rom the
Lake St. Francis district and adjoining lots, but at this writing no start lias
been made. It is quite possible that this will soon be done as there are
large beds of low grade ore in that district, and the erection of a concentra-
tor near them would make it possible to operate on a large scale.

J. J. P.

Nova Scotia.

The last returns of the Brookfield Mining Company show a vield of 3 5 2
ozs. from about 1200 tons of rock milled, exclusive of concentrates whicli
were not treated.

Mr. Libbey, at last accounts, vas about to start up the new plant on the
Dunbrack property. A shaft house bas been erected containing 50 h. p.
boiler, 35 h. p. engine, and punping gear, a belt-driven hoisting engine,
rock breaker, etc., all under one roof. It is his intention to sink lhere at
least Soo feet, running levels every 100 feet. 5o tons takenî fromn this lode
gave 2 ounces to the ton.

Prof. Richards and a party of students fron the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, having been visiting the mines at N. Brookfield, and lhave
been greatly interested in the important operations going on in the district.

A sixty stamp battery and an up to date mlining plant is being installed
at the Dufferin mine, Salmon River. Mr. Bernard Macdonald, the consult-
ing engineer, of the Montreal-London Gold and Silver Dev. Co., Ltd., which
lias acquired the mine, has returned fromn the west and will superintend the
mining work here.
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A correspondent fron Forest Hill writes :-Te Itoiithly returns which
show a steady eveu yield front the Modstock anit MeConnell mines, are a
gool indication of the stability of the camp. Vigorous prospectitig is being
cariied on on the Modstock Mining Cotupany's property, attd several
promising leads have beeu cut. The McCoumell Minuîg Company are also
prospecting their grounid with favorable results. The Phonix Mining Coin-
pany arc again starting their mine whichî has been shut down for a few
montls. Arratgenients are about being ittde for placitig platit upoi this
vahtlable property. A nuinmber of parties iolding arcas in this vieity are
prospecting, and I believe that 1898 will prove to be a banner year on Forest
Hill mines.

Just as we go to press we learn -with deep regret of the sudden death of
Mr. E. T. Moselev, Q.C., of Sydney. Cape Breton. Mr. Moseley was, we be-
lieve, Speaker in t'he Local Legislature during the Ilolmiîes-Tlhomîîpsona aduiiii-
istration. He was greatly interested in the developient of tRie mîineral
vealth of Cape Breton, particularly in its coal fields, and no later than the

last meeting of the Mining Society of Nova Scotia ie contributed an inter-
esting paper on recent explorations nîear Cochrane Lake.

Mr. W. A. Sanders, the well known mnetallurgist, who has been identi-
fied with the Lake Lode and other gold producers, left the otlier day for
Alaska, where lie proposes to spend some tunie looking after his interests in
that country. Mr. Sanders expects to return agaiti to Nova Scotia.

The meeting of the Minîing Society at Vestville next nonth should
attract a large attendance of local iiiiiiig men. Mr. Fergie, the President of
the Society, has the arrangements in hand, and visitors to the works of the
Intercolonial are sure to receive a riglit hearty welcome.

The North Sydney Mining and Transportation Co. propose to increase
their shipping facilities. A fair quantity of coal îîas been shipped this
season, several vessels laving received cargoes for Newfouindlald.

British Columbia.

Mr. W. F. Robertson, Mining Engineer, lately of New York, has been
appointed to succeed Mr. W. A. Carlyle in the position of Provincial Miner-
alogist. Mr. Robertson graduated in Applied Science fron McGill University,
Montreal, about 1878, and has liad an extensive experience in mhiniig and
smelting practice in Canada and the United States.

At the Mount Adans mine, operated by the Adams (B.C.) Company,
work has been carried on steadily since July last year, with the result that
the lowest tunnel on the main vein is now in 6o0 ft. on the north side of the
summit, over which the claims lie and through which this vein passes. This
tunnel has shown several chutes of ore which appear to be continuations of
ore chutes found on the surface and opened by a tunnel higlier up on the
vein, givinîg fron 300 to 700 feet of stopîug ground. This vein can
be traced for 1,500 feet and lias been opened by adits and tunnels on
ba th sides of the summit. A second vein which dips towards the main vein
bas been tunnelled on, and good showings of pure galena are found on it.
This will probably be opened up fron the low tunnel at its intertection with
the main vein. The ore on the property is mostly that suited for concentra-
tion, though a portion of it can be shipped directly to the smelters. A trial
shipment of 14 tons during the fall of '97 gave returns of 95 oz. silver and
65.5 per cent. lead. When fully developed an Srial tramway can be erected
to Sandon, r3 miles away, or down the south side of the mountain to Four
Mile Creek, at either of which points a concentrator can be erected.

War Eagle dividend of 1% cents per share, equivalent to 18 per cent. on
the par value of the stock, and the statement that the dividend will be con-
tinued each month fron now on, lias created a decided flurry on the stock
market and shares have advanced from 90 cents at the beginining of the year
to $2.50 at date of going to press. As the authorized capital is $2,ooo,ooo, in
$r.oo shares, present quotations would place the present value of the property
at about $5,ooo,ooo. It is worthy of remark that (as pointed out in our
December number) the last financial statement showed a working loss on
the year's operations of $56,626.48. The fact that the Le Roi, which is
capitalized for $2,500,00e and has paid over $8oo,ooo in dividends. and has
virtually been sold to the B. C. Corporation for $3,ooo,oo, is also suggestive.
We do not hesitate to say that, in our judgment, the stock is greatly inflated
and holders at present prices are likely to get left.

A. B. Irwin, the manager of the Canadian Pacific Exploration, Limited,
announces that his companywill proceed at once withî the erection of a ro-
stamp mill and a 5-drilI compressor at its property, the Porto Rico, near
Ymir. It is expected that the new plant will be erected and in running
:,rder within six months. An ærial tramway of 2,500 ft. will be constructei
to carry the ore from the mine to the mill. The ledge, which has been
opened nt three levels by tunnels, is producing excellent concentrating ore,
and the mill is expected to yield fine results.

Late and reliable reports from Barkerville state that the Campbell Hy-
draulic Elevator under the personal supervisiou of the inventor, Senator R.
H. Campbell, is working to perfection on the grounds of the Cariboo Gold
Fields Company. The plant is located on the old Marysville grourd, the
lift being 9o ft., the greatest height to which gravel lias been raised by this
pocess. The pressure is 65o ft. and everything 'is working to perfection.,
The opening to bed-rock is now about completed and gravel to the fit!
capacity of the elevators will soon be sent up.

Tliere were shipped fron Sandon between August ist, last year, anîd
May 27th list- period of rather lesstlian ten imioitlis-22, 993 tonîsof Slocanî
ore. Of this goodly total the Paynie minle accouînted for no less than ro,oro
tons, the Ruth coutg next with an output Of 5,374 tons, the Slocan Star
following with 3,247 toins, and then after a long interval the Idaho with
1,864 tons, the Last Chance with 1.384 tons, and the Reco with 1, 128 toits.

The winze oun the Iron Mask, near Rossland, lias reached the io5-ft.
level below the main tunnel, which is equivalent to a depth front the surface
of 305 ft., the deepest working yet opened on the property. About 2 ft. of
excellent shipping ore have been disclosed in the winze. In the west drift
on the imnin tunnel level a raise is undter way to open ground for stoping.
The mise is disclosing sote good ore.

Froi Quesielle Forks. Ilorsefly and Barkerville good reports are begin-
ning to cote with regard to the opening up of the season's work. WVashiing
lias niow beei for somte little tite in progress at the Cariboo Gold Fields
property. Everythinig is working satisfactorily, and the Campbell elevators
are raising the boulders well. WVasRhing vill continue, and, if nothing hap-
penîs, al good clean-up should be made ou this rich ground. Mr. James
Champion, C. & M. E., lias full charge of the property.

It is reported that the Victoria Consolidated Compatny will also put in a
large and expensive ditch this season, and soue Soo men will be eiployed
on the Cariboo Hydrauilic Gold Miining toipany's ditch and dam.

The Golden River Quesnelle Company is mueanwhile giving eut good
reports, and it is said that nearly 300 nîcri will be put to work thtere ninîing
within a few weeks. The bed of the old South 1-ork lias been knîown since
'59 to be ribi. Frequently one to two dollars have been raised on a single
shovel of gravel at a favorable stage of the water. With present arrange-
ments for miniîing the river-bed after closing the gates and shutting off thîe
strean for about 150 days, ait immense amount of this old channel should
be worked. It wil! furnislh eiploynent to several hundred of men during
the miniig season at Quesnelle Forks.

The Horsefly Gold Mining Company is runnîing two elevators and doing
good work. About 25 ien are employed, and about 2,000 yards of gravel

er day are being elevated. The property is looking well, and a good output
for the season seems likely.

The Miocene Company is now down 285 ft. to bedrock and fouid it
pitching, and it is now sinking into the bedrock, intending to godown about
4o ft. and then drift out to the bottoi of the clianiiel. Gold was fourd on
bedrock, and above some feet good gravel was found, but it was not rich
enougli for drifting. The outlook seeis good for rich gravel on bedrock in
the channel bottoni. Tle bedrock where the slaft is now beiig sunk is easy
to work, it being sosoft that it can be picked and broken up without powder.
The water lias given considerable trouble, but is at present under control.
The coipany is employing about 16 men working 8-hour shifts.

At the Horsefly Hydraulic Gold Mining Conipaiy's mine some men are
at work and a snail force has been at work all winter drifting. It is rumored
that good gravel is now in sighît in sufficient quantities to justify starting
the tîmill soon.

Active development work is proceeding on the Tangier and Waverley
mines. Hoisting and pumping works are being erected on the Tangier, and
a concentrator and tramway in the Waverley, whilst a narrow-gauge railroad
will shortly con nect both properties with the C.P.R. main line. The English
stockholders in the owning companies ought, therefore, this season to learni
fairly thoroughly the true value of the mines which have b"en so highly
eulogized by the managing director, Mr. Grant Govan.

It is stated that Messrs. Poupore & McVeigh, of Neson, have secured
the contract for the construction of r r miles of fiume for the Cariboo Hy-
draulic Mining Company at Quesnelle Forks.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Mining Policy of the B. C. Government.

The E-ditor:--
We are now in the throes of a Provincial election, the result of which

will probably be known soon after these lines appear in primt, and in conse-
quence political matters take precedence over all others. People in the
miming districts are asking theiselves the question what have the Govern-
ment done during the last four years to encourage and develop our leading
industry, and what have they left undone that might reasonably have been
effecte. It would be out of place for me to go imto the subject fully in a
strictl non-political journal, but to examine a few of the main features which
directly concern us as mining men might not be inopportune at this juncture.
The object of all legislation in the matter, I take it, is to develop the mineral
resources of the Province to the fullest extent whilst safeguarding at the sane
time the interests of the working miner and prospector. Many things are
necessary before capital cari be induced to enter a country on business bent;
first and foremost the mineral resources need to be worth developing, a con-
dition of affairs with regard to British Columbia which I do not propose to
discuss at the cleventh hour. This however, will accomplish httle uniess
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these matters are brought to the attention of investors, which you will all
admit lias been pretty thoroughly done by this time. It is evident that the
Government is not alone or even primarily to thank for all this, private
enterprise is very largely responsible, althougli in some respects the Govern-
ment have advertised our resources in a manner if anything a little too
forcible. I must say that personally without political bias of any kind I
think it looks the reverse of inviting to see a premier on the governing board
of any ining company operating in the Province. I anfot insinuating
that there is necessarily anvthing radically wrong about it, but to say the
least it looks suspicious and for the honor of the Province should be discour-
aged as mucli as possible. The sanie may be said of our agent-general in
London, it is to the discredit of British Columbia and the Turner adninistra-
tion that our agent-general shares with the same official fron Tasmania the
unenviable distinction of being the only colonial representatives to use their
official positions for personal gain We should like too to liear a little more
of our agent, what lie is doing in London for his salarv ? When I was there
last the British Columbia office was a disgrace to the colony instead of a lielp,
and according to all accounts it is little, if any, better at the present tine.
Then again the opportunity of interesting capital is provided at the Imperial
Institute, but so far the Government lias certainly not availed itself to any
extent of this, althoughît appearsto be one of the schemes for the near future,
but why lias it been so long neglected ? The first question of the capitalist
on introduction to a new countrv is as to the liberality or otherwise of the
mining laws. 1do not think we shall be far off the mark in saying that theprovisions in British Columbia as they stand at present are about as liberal asthose of any country in the world generally speaking, in fact, one of the
charges against the Government in the past lias been that they are a little too
much in this direction. The onlv clause that I observe which is really detri-
mental to the introduction of capital, is the mineral tax of one per cent on
all ore raised, looked at in the riglit liglit this ought to prove a boon if pro-
perly directed, as it provides the revenue necessary to the proper administra-
tion of justice and the opening up of new territory by the construction of
roads and trails. The tax itself appears to be a small niatter when the high
value of mucli of the ore is taken into account, but the real object should beto ensure the pernanency of our mines by developing not merely the rich
ores but the almost inexhaustible quantities of lower grade as well. There
is one thing that we cannot allow to pass without a protest, and that is thediscrimination shown the coal and hvdraulic miner as against the distinctly
metal miner, the injustice of taxing the working miner five dollars a year innietalliferous mines lias been pointed out so often that I do not propose tomake further comment, but added to this the output froni the metal mines istaxed, while that fron the coal mines which are more firmnly established and
equally able in every respect to bear the burden go free of all taxation.
Similarly the hydraulic miner is asked to contribute nothing to the Provincial
treasury, a condition of affairs which is very naturally resented by those who
are. It is obviously impossible in a short article to go into the various
aniendments to the Mineral Act which have been brouglht forward and manyof whicli have become law since the last election, but amnong the notable sug-gestions for the protection of the miner we observe the repeated but happilyiutile efforts made to reserve the rights of location to British subjects ony.This policy although at the time having apparently iuh to commend itwould assuredly prove very short sighted in the end, and the Province is tobe congratulated at the display of broad-mindedness by our legislators in its
rejection.

Another matter of prime importance to the miner which received atten-
tion was the exclusion of oriental labor from underground workings, this
being without doubt one of the most popular acts of the Governnient. Thesuggestion made by Mr. Carlvle, that prospectors be compelled to complete
their first assessnent ninety lays from the date of location, althougli a most
excellent one did not mîeet with that universal approval which was necessary
for its successful adoption, and the Governmîent wisely decided to take nosteps until further testimony was fortlhcoming in favor of such a move. Ihave nerely touched on a few of the most noticeable features since ninety-
four, others of almost equal importance have had to be left out for want of
time and space.

New Denver, B.C., 18tli Junie, 1898.
HOWARD WEST.

Klondyke Letter.

LAKE LINDERMAN, June 3rd, I898.
A few facts about the wav to Dawson may be useful. Avoid the

Wrangell and Teslin route by all means; it lias nothing to recommend it asyet. Choosing between the Skagway or White Pass trail and the Dyea or
Chilcoot, I should adopt the latter, now that the Chilcoot tramway is runn-ing. Until it builds a railway, the White Pass route cannot compete with
the Chilcoot. Both are difficult in summier, but the Chilcoot is shorter andhas more artificial hîelp for one in its tranuwuay, and in the fact that aboult tenof the sixteen miles beyond the summit to Bennett are done in ferry boats(fare one dollar each lake) across Lakes Crater, Long, Deep and Lindernan.
Sail fromn Vancouver by a boat which lands at Dyea (only a few do so and
none of the big ones) for so you avoid custoims and wliarfage and ferry
charges at Skagway. The Hotel Olympic at Dyea is very fair at two dollars
a day. Outfit, if you must, at Dvea, better at Dawson. The Chilkoot Tram-
way Co., will put your goods just beyond the sumnmit of the Chilcoot forabout 3 cents a pound. There you can contract with freighters to put your
goods through to Bennett for 6 /2 cents per pound. Stav b your stuff all the
tiie you possibly can. The Chilcoot trail includes 9 niles of waggonl road
of the worst kind from Dyea to Canyon City, 5½2 miles of easy uphill work
from there to Sheep Camp, about 3½ miles of rough uphill work from thereto " The Scales, " about a mile, in places, of steep work from ithere to thesummmit, about 9 miles of rougli downhill work to Lindernian (but four ofthe miles can be doue by ferry), six or seven miles by ferry to Bennett where
you buy,, a boat for abliout a hundred dollars or less (1I have givei eighuty fora good boat for ny party of five), or you take one of three lines of steamers
ready to put you down. There is no great difficulty for an active man or
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woman in any part of the Chilcoot trail unless a pack be carried. Ilighileatlher boots up to the calf should be worn, and it is best to take along one's
own tent and avoid the bunk-houses. Food cai be got at Canyon City, Sheep
Camp, the Sunmmit, Long Lake and Lindermian. The trail to Bennett can ibe
done in one day, but hardly if you stay with your stuff whicli will not getthrougli in less than two or three days. The tramway runs from Canyon
City to just beyond the Summit. The White Pass is capable at any time of
becoîming practically inipassable in about three places, and in any case it is
several miles longer and involves more walking ; still money is being spenton it and it will be made passable before the Fall. If you decide to go by it,
you can contract at Skagway (where vou can outfit) to get vour stuff putthrougli to Bennett in about three or four days at about 13 cents a pound or
a little less. If you outfit in Dyea or Skagway you must pay duty on passingthe Canadian frontier at the summxit. If you outfit at a Canadian port like
Vancouver, you have the privilege of bonding vour goods through American
territory, but of course, you pay freiglit on your goods from Vancouver to
Dyea. Still freight charges usually seem to come to less than custom's
charges, so if you insist on outfitting before you reacli Dawson, outfit at Van-
couver. All talk about danger froni precipices, etc., on the trails is idle ;there is no real danger and very little steep work ; therefore bring no ropefor cinlibing purposes! Cone, if at all, well shod and with friends. Wear
warm underclothing, for the nights are chilly. I have seen Linderman and
Bennett contain about 5,000 people each, and have not seen a drunken man
in thiem ; all is orderly; the rule of the Mounted Police is splendid. I have
never seen suchi order in any town. There lias been one bad case of stealing
and it was severely dealt with (two year's liard labour). Hardship on the
trail no longer exists, unless you pack your own stuff. The rates for
passengers with stuff froi Bennett to Dawson vary fron $25 on a scow (veryuncertain quantity) to $75 or $ioo, (not yet fixed) on the steamers which
begin to run about June 13 th. Thîree companies have five boats ready nowbetweenî them. A meal costs a dollar at muost points on the trail, a bunk (butavoid then althoughi they are clean) costs half a dollar or a dollar. Be sure
to make for Bennett and not Lindernian as your point of departure for Daw-
son ; the steamers run from Bennett ; the Bell River Rapids between Lakes
Linderman and Bennett are very dangerous indeed ; so avoid hîaving to get
your boats through them. There are post offices at intervals all the way toDawson.

DYEA, June Ist, 1898.
Probably most men believe Wrangell to be a growing seaport on the

Stickine. It is not on the Stickine, it is on a little niarshy inlet of the sea
and the Stickinie flows round the corner, so to speak, missing Wrangell which
otherwise mnighît get rid of its evil odors. Wrangell does indeed need a goodwashing. In spite of abundant rain( there had been 72 hours rain on and at
the time of my arrival on May 29th), its dirt and stinks and lies stick to it.
Wrangell lias been booning itself lately as a point of departure for the
Yukon. This spring bas shown that it cannot be such except in the few
sumnnier months when the Stickine is navigable. The winter trail up theStickine is too difficult for use. Thus the Teslinî route involves a continua-
tion of the projected railroad southward from Glenora to some accessible pointon the coast or in the interior of British Colunbia, if it is to be of any realuse all the year round. The future of Wrangell then would seem to be very
highly speculative; for Wrangell lies off the line of the really useful rail-
road.

I looked in vain for the many wharves pronised as gold mines by pro-
spectuses issued in London during the last winter. The very few new wharves
are quite sufficient for all the traffic to Wrangell. There are plenty of little
stores and Indians and low-class saloons. Thxere is one decent hotel. The
totei-poles are iniierous and interesting. They seem doomed by Christi-
amitv and the hungry collector; only a few are kept freshu with gay paint. It
would be a pity for them to perishi quite ; for they bear testimony on the spotto a feature of Indiai life usually unnoticed : they show an uncoutli art, butstill art, struggling to express the ideal, sadly liinmited in this case, as cani
well be imagined, by the actual or real, to wit, the sleepy owlish faces of the
Wrangell Indians. Still there is merit in the work of these Indian carvers,
especially in their representations of animals ; in these they approach itrut1
in many essential features.

A drunken man would not live long in Wrangell, for the town in general
and the sidewalks in particular are built on piles and to step off would be
deathi in many cases. I saw one clever thing there :-A wag had set
up on two iroi tram-rails a stove withî its stove-pipe for a locomotive and
behind it two boxes for cars; over the whole lie hîad fixed up a sign board on
whichl he lad written in fine contempt " Yukon Railway." This was the
chief ornament of the main street ! Messrs. Mackenzie and Matin ought to
conduct the Canadian law-miakers on a pilgrimage to this quaint shrine?
But thev must go in gum-boots and oilskins, for there is real rain at Wran-
gell, Wrangell is picturesque and not mucli more. I liked it best fromn the
boat,-on leaving it.

T.

Improvements in Winding Appliances.

By Mr. E. H. HANN, M. Inst. C. E.*

The writer lias no intention of entering into a history of winding engines,or an exhaustive accoiunt of progress made, but mnerely purposes shortly todescribe some practical improvements made in existing plants, which were of
a verv imiperfect character ; and also to niake one or two suggestions for
further improvements which he would like to have discussed.

The first case is one of a pair of 27 in. by 5 ft. stroke Cornish valve wind-
inîg engines, which used to give a diagram shown by fig. i, plate 14. The
waste was largely due to small valves and insufficient lift of the valves, amend-
ments in the latter respect produced the diagram, fig. 2; but this does not
show the full value of the improvement, as the diagranm, fig. i, was taken while
the emngine required 32 seconds to make a wind, with 40 Ilbs. ofsteam, and fig.
2 when it could do it in 21 seconds, but with o Ilbs. of steam ; the depth in

*Paper read before the South Wales Institute of Engineers.
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both cases being 220 yards, and the diameter of the cylindrical drum 13 ft.,
with a live or useful load of 26 ewt. There vas no expansion gear on this
engine.

It being desired to increase the output of the pit beyond what the engine
could do at the iiproved speed, calculations were made to see whether a new
engine wvas necessary, or whether sone modifications could not be made to
effect the desired end. It w%,as then found that by using a spiral drum, the
power requisite to lift a t wo tram cage, at the start, would be very little greater
than when one was raised on a plain drum ; and this w-as done, being consid-
ered in the end, under the circnmstances of this particular case, preferable to
a condensing arrangement, or a balance rope, although it was quite open to
introduce either or both of these later on, if found desirable. The result vas
that the engine could raise two loaded trams in 28 seconds.

To avoid loss of time in changing decks, an arrangement vas made at the
top and bottom of the pit for loading and unloading both decks simultaneously ;
sketches of those arrangements are shown by figs. 3 and 4 respectively. At
the surface, the trams are let down to the bottom deck of the cage by a self-
acting chain creeper, set at an inclination of q inches per vard ; one tram is
sufficient to vork it, and the man who attends to the lower deck has a brake
with which he cati control it, and keep iîmself supplied with enpty trams. The
eipty trains are then placed upon tilting tables which are inclined by the
action of the cage dropping on to the keps, and the empties then run into the
cage siiultaneously at each deck. Both decks of the cage are tilted by
the cage dropping on to the keps, and the full trans in the cage are also
released from the catches by the cage coming on the keps, and the lower one
runs into a stean lift (shown iin fig. 3) which is self-acting, and whicli raises
the tramn to the pit top level, where it autoiatically discharges itself, the train
upon runnig out striking a balanced lever which causes the lift to be lowered
ready for atiother tram.

At the pit bottom the gradients are so arranged that the whole of the coal
fron the west side gravitates to the bottomîî deck, but are against the coal
gravitating to the upper deck. The deficiency of coal from the wvest side is
made up by lowering trains fromt the east side by hydraulic lifts. This pit
bottoni was of the old-fashioned double-sided dscription, and made hitching
rather heavy work, and one advantage gainîed by the arrangement is avoiding
the necessity of takimg coal in at both sides ; a satisfactory solution of the
difficulties of which arrangement the writer would like to~see. The cage
bottoms are tilted when resting on the bottomî, and the empty trains rui ont
themîselves ; those from the bottom deck i.nto hydrailic lifts, by whicli they
are raised to the upper level while the cages are runnîîing. For sketch of this
arrangement, see fig. 4. The four lifts are eaci quite independent, and the
water is had fromî a higher level, and after being used runs away to the pump-
ing engine, to which it vould in any event go.

It has been found as easy to raise 220 trais per hour by this arrangement
as 130, which was the maximum with the old one. The writer vislhes it to be
understood that there is scarcely any portion of the appliances whiich was new,
but the arrangement as a whole is probably different to any other. It imay be
well to iame for the special benefit of younger memîbers that somîe good
exaiiples of simultaneous loading of different decks cati be seen at the Harton
Collieries in South Shields, Denaby Main Colliery, Hucknall Torhood Colliery,
Newstead Colliery, and Harris' Navigation.

The nîext case is only named as an actual instance of the increased speed
attainable by the use of a balance rope. The vinding engine is a pair of 36-
imch by 72-inch horizontal Cornish valve engines, with a 21-ft. cylindical drum,
wiiding two tramns fromt a depth of 440 yards ; the tiie of winding was origi-
qally 55 seconds, but by putting on new and larger valves, and an automîatic
cut-off, this was reduced to 46 seconds, and, upon the balance rope (which is
only an old wimdimg rope) being put on, this was reduced to 39 seconds, every-
thimg else remainig precisely the saine. The cnt-off comes into operation at
the end of the third stroke with the balance rope on, and not till the fifth or
sixth when ruiiiing without it. The balance rope, in this case, is passed routind
a sheave at the bottomî, working in channel iron guides, to allow of the neces-
sary movement.

The results with this engine led the writer to advise and adopt an increase
in the lift of double-beat valves beyond the usual engineering rules, in fact to
double it by allowing i4-iiicli lift per inch iin diaieter, the object being to admit
steai quicker. The result is shownî by diagranms, figs. 5 and 6, from pairs of
36-incli and 42-inch engines respectively. Of course the practical result is that
the steain valve obtains its full opeiing to i s-iich per inch in diaieter in lialf
the time, and gives a better effect upon the piston, and the exhaust valve
similarlv releases the steam more quickly.

The third case is one of a pair of 45-iich by 72-inch engines, vinding two
trams holding 27 cwt. eaci, fron a depth of 527 yards, vith fat ropes 47sinches by 7i mch, on rolls 19 feet diaieter ; the timîe of winding was 45 sec
onds, at the best, with 55 lbs. of steaim. The cage lhaving two decks, the
difference in the diameter of the rope rolls made the changing of decks very
slow, often occupying 30 seconds, and the maximum numîber of winds per bout
was 44. This being far below what was required, and the cost of fdat ropes
beimg very imîuch im excess of the usual rate for ropes, a change to round ropes
was determmîitied upon.

The distance between the centre of the drui shaft and the vinding pullevs
being only 61 feet, and the width between the etngine beds having been arranged
for fdat ropes only, and narrower than usual, it was foutid necessary to groove
the drumî, so as to make the space suflicient to accommodate the requisite
inumnber of laps. As the pit wvas about to be deepenîed to 588 yards, a drui
with a diaieter of 22 feet vas decided upon, requiring 25.5 laps. The ropes
used are .5i/4 -mcli circuimfereice, and weigh 2634 lbs. per fathoi, against 40lbs. per fathomî on the fiat ropes ; total weights, 63 cwt. and 94 cwt. respect-ively. The results im wear and cost are that the average life, winding fromî
527 yards, lias increased fromt 7 to 15 imonths, and the cost vas reduced to
one-sixth of the previous result.

No inconsiderable part of the saving is due, in the -writer's opinion, to the
grooving of the drumi, which was only adopted here frontiecessity, but whicl
he imtends to adopt i all future cases. The tiie of wiidiig was oIly slightly
reduced, owimg to the increased diaieter of the drui ; there vas, however, a
saving of tinie im changimg, by not requiring to pass the top cage below the
keps and back agaim, and altogether about 4 winds per hour were gained.

A new pit bottomî 6o yards deeper having been made, and the siiultanîeous
loadimg and unloading of both decks put to work, the timte of chianging was
reduced to 6 or 7 seconds, and the number of winds per houîr is now 58, with
the assistance of a balance rope. This balance rope is one made speciallv

flexible to allowv of its bending in a circle oilv 5 ft . -3 inches diaieter, and is
one of the flattened strand construction, so as to avoid twisting, and it is fouid
that this rope ruis quite steadilv without anyv sheave at the bottoin.

The arrangements at the surface differ fromî those previously described,
as want of space prevented a lowering creeper being used, and recourse was
had to a lift whicli is almost entirely self-acting. And the sane cause obliged
the lift for the full tramns to be on the same line as the road for the upper deck
tramns, both of vhich the writer regards as distinct disadvantages.

The pit bottom arrangenients also differ in the following respects from the
previous case, the lifts work in pairs of one full and one empty lift workingeaci other bv balance, that is, the weight of the full tram in one lift brings upthe emîpty tram in the other, and whien both are discharged they are so
weigited as to return to their positions for reloading. The operation of the
cage scotches, ii this case, is that the tilting of the cage bottoni acts bya lever
so as to depress the scotch (see sketch fig. 7), whilst in the case first niamed
the scotch is released by a lever coming on to the keps (see fig. 8). Also
another difference is that, whilst in this instance the rails on which empty trams
stand are tilted by a lever worked by hand, those in the other case are, as pre-v'ously mentioned, tilted by the cage coming upon the fans. The construction
of these tables is shown by sketches in figs. 7 and 8 respectively. The latter
is himged and balanîced, so that wlhen empty it stands level, in whicli position
it can be kept by an eccentric cam on a shaft underneath ; when a train is put
upon it the veight is forward, and as soon as the handle of the cani shaft is
turned the table tilts, releases the scotch, and the tram runs into the cage, the
table then returns to a level position, and again secured by the eccentric cam
ready for another tram, otherwise the arrangements are almost identical with
those described in the first case.

Probably there are still a considerable number of old engines with flat rope
drums with very short leads ; the wvriter has a case with only 28 t

2 
ft. distance

between centre of drum and centre of pulley, but thinks that round ropes even
coiling back on themselves will be safer and more economîical than fiat ropes,
and is about to adopt it, probably using locked coil ropes in the first place.
The depth is about 350 yards, therefore a i5-feet drumî 18 inches wide will
allow it to be done, the rope not quite coming back to the side it commences
fromn.

In considering the practical problen of the best winding engine for a pit
6oo yards, or over, in depth, and keeping in view 'what are the chief advantages
and disadvantages of various arrangements, such as the extremely uneconoin-
ical character of a simple winding engine even when provided with cut-off
gear, the slow starting of a compound engine, and the enormous weight of
spiral druins, the writer was led to consider whether a combiiation of com-
pound engiie with a druin specially designed to give an easy start would not
be the best, thus by îusing a drum doubling its diaieter in four strokes a com-
pound engine would get a better start awav, and have got into speed and the
full pressure on all pistons, before its maximum load contes on ; wiilst by using
cylinders of sonewhat larger diameter and shorter stroke than the most usual
proportions, the dianeter of druin might be kept dowi without detriment to
the speed of winding and with econony of steani; a drum thus proportioned
could be constructed, without the usutal enormous additional weight, by strut-
ting the spiral portions from the outside bosses in the manner shown by fig. 9.

The statical load of such a winding engine for a depth of 630 yards, diamî-
eter of drum fron 14 ft. to 24 ft., mîaking 26 revolutions per wind, is shown by
diagram, fig. i o, but the sharp angles there shown would have no real existence,
because they are caused by treating each revolution of the enîgine as a separate
period, whereas the change in the diameter of the drumn, which is almîîost solely
the cause of the rapid rise in the load line, is really perfectly even, and the
engine would during this period be quickly increasing in speed, also at the end
of the winding the emîpty load commences to slow down rapidlv, and thus
helps to arrest the enginie, and reduce the amount of power to be wasted bythe brake.

Notes on Sinking.

METHODS OF DEALINGS WITH THE WATER.

(Continued from last Month.)

Generally a sinking set lifts the water, so that in case of the pump being
temporarily overpowered and the bucket having to be changed, it can be drawn up
the pipes, which are made i in. larger than the working barrel, the clack also can be
withdrawn the sanie way by a fish head.

Generally, too, the whole lift bas to be hung on the crab ropes, and the punps
and spear rods changed at top throughout, the logger pump being removed each
time

When a depth of some 70 or 8o yards is reached, it is probable that a cistern
will be fixed if possible, and the pumpi made good to that point with buntons andcollarings of a more permanent nature.

A second set of spear rods will be carried down the shaft to a second lift, and
the ground spears shifted to these pumps, which will deliver into the cistern.

The disadvantages of this system are nany-
It is cumbrous and fills a large part of the shaft, while adding largely to the

dangers of a sinking. This is specially true of a .heavy sinking with three or more
sets of large pumps and spear rods and without guides.

It entails a large capital expenditure, while should the pumps not be required onthe completion of the sinking, scrap-iron price only will be obtained for them.
The great weight and heavy strains on all the working parts, and the many

working parts, cause nany breakdowns which are generally of a very expensive
character.

Much valuable time is lost in adding pipes and rods, and the necessary buntons,
cross-blocking, cisterns, etc. On the other hand, such pumps as the Denaby, Evans',
Cornish and others, have none of these disadvantages. Their first cost is small; they
require no expensive foundations, take up little shaft room, work independently ofof one another, require no stages, have few working parts and those of simple con-
struction, are easily repaired in case of accident, are easily controlled from the surface
and started from any position, easily raised and lowered, can work out of perpendicu-
lar, and the Denaby pump at least will work with wet steam if submerged. They
are, however, very wasteful of steam, but the writer considers this a comparatively
small disadvantage. A few examples of these two systems may be of interest.
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The recent Clara Vale sinking, near Wylam.on.Tyne, took thrce years to sink
132 yaras, owing to the heavy feeders met with, for which, relying upon careful in-
quiries, they were unprepared.

A 6 in. by 2 fi. special pump, an 18 in. by 6 ft. lifting set geared to the winding
engine,a f4tý in. by 3 ft. special pump, and a 24 in. bucket lift, which, during the
sinking, was made into the permanent punip, with tWo 22 in. rans by to fi. stroke,
with an iS in. tait bucket ta deal with the bottoni water, were ail used in dealing
with various feeders of water, amnounting at the highest to 1o,ooo gals. pet hour,
froaîî a depth of 109 yardî.

At the Caeli sinking, through the magnesium limestone, afer using temprar-
ily a No. 9 and a No. îo Pulsiometer, the Denaby puip was designed. The first had
a 22 in. steali cylinder by 27 in. stroke, i8 in. suction, and two 8) in. delivery
plungers, and lifted So,ooo gals. pet hour a height of 52 yards ai 35 strokes a minute.

Seven other punps of simlar size, but with 3 fI. strake, were afterwards added.
Six of these pumps forced over 400,000 galls. pet hour a height of 66 yards. AIl
were slung on cralb ropes. and one lad attended ta al] of them by regulating the feed
valves at top.

At the neighbouring Canklow sinking, three sets of threc No. to pulsometers
were similarly used, suspended by heavy chains fion balks ai top, and dealt with
î5o,ooo galls. per hour fron a depth of 84 yards.

IVn:ing and Dispsiiig of the Debris.-If the kabble be self-tipping, two will
Ibe required, together with a spring hook, safety hook, winding ropes, guides, winding
engine, boilers, etc. Shoulti, however, the kibble be not self.tippîng, three will be
required, unless sone such arrangement as follows be made for discharging it. Ta
the kibble is fastened a ring, and tu the headgear a chain with hook. On reaching
the surface the banksman hooks this chain into the ring, and on the engine being
q(uickly reversed the contents of the kibble are discharged into the tip, waggon, or
soot leading ta it.

The springhook has this advantage over an ordinary hook-that it ensures the
safe attachment of the kibble. The inclusion of a safety hook is important, as the
temporary headgear is generally law-say 40 ft.-tô allow of the erection of the pet.
manent one above it; moreover, the constant alteration in the length of the topes is
puzzling to the enginenan, and high speeed is necessary in a large shaft and wlhen
winding froni great depths.

The windingr rope should be such that it will not spin. The Elliot locked coil is
considereti by many the best for this purpose.

Guids. -Two wire.rope guides are now generally adopted except in small sink.
ings, especially if the d:pth ta be sunk be considerable.

The lower end of these can be passed through <wo buntons fixed in the walling
about 20 yards off thè pit bottom and fastened by clans, while the other end is car-
ried over pulleys at the snrface and wound on two druns of a crab engine. In niany
large sint.mngs, in place of the old form of walling stage, consisttng of a central part
and two wings fastened together with bolts, and connected to a crab rope, or ta two
crab ropes, by two sets of threc chains, or suspended from two balks fixed in the
shaft, with a dozen or more strong bolts resting in the walling, the Galoway ?aing
stage is now used. This consists of a floor and roof counected together by four verti-
cal pieces of angle steel 5 in. by 5 in. by X in. The frame of both flor and roof
consists of four pieces of angle steel 5 in. by 5 in. by % in crossing ane another ai
uight angles, and of a circular band Of steel 4 in. by 4 in. by !4 in. covesed with 5 im.
Planks, and.with a hinged door which is lifted when passing the buntons, and which
hai an opening for the air pipes. The frame of the roof is covered with 3- in. steel
plates, and is slightly less in dianeter than the floot.

Openings are left in both for the passage of the kibble, and, if nccessary,
for a water barrel, and in the roof for a nason's kibble ; ail openings being
well fenced.

WATER WHEEL
ÀADAPTED TO AL. HEADB FROM

3 FEET TO 2000 FEET.
Our expericnc of 33 years building Water Wheels enables us to suit every re-

quiremeinit ni Water Iower P'ants. ve guarantee satisfaction. eMd for
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BABCOCK & WILCOX, LIMITED,
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The idea is that boath walliig and sinkinig may go on togetiier, aid by its
imeanstl also water liolds cai lbe made ini the sliafl %ides while s.inking continue-.
W lei not in use it will lie kept sone 20 yards fromi the pit botim, juis.t ont of
reach of the shots, and vill ori a great protection to tle sinkers, whfile it is
said te save one-sixth of the uisual te otf siiking. It is geierally suspendiied
by two rapes attaclied to balks at the top and brouglit down the lishaft, passed
round large pulleys attacheid to the roof, and carried up thle shaft agan and
ocver other pulleys to two drumns on the crab engine.

These riopes are freqîuently u'sed as guide ropes, a rider cosist-iting oai
cross.bar with twO legs clipping the rope at four points beiig used.

ain the cross-pice an opening is left for the passage ofthe rope, vlicih lia.,
an india-rulîber buffer attached to il above the capping.

The kibble, as it ascends fron the pit bottom nd passes through the stage
lifts the rider whicl was lefi on tlhe journv d,.wn, and the rope suîfflers no in-
jury. On its return ftle rider is agams lefi Zan the stage roof, inîdia-rubber pads
beiîg tixed to take the blow of the legs. Previous to the introduction of
guides at the Harris' Navigation sinking, tle tiie of winîding, chanîging, etc.,
frot a deptl of475 yards, was 4 Minutes 49 seconds ; after the adoption of
guides this fell to 3 iiintes 26 seconds, althouglh the depth% was increased to
530 yards.

The top of the shal is either covered with plankiiig and two balanced
doors, or by à platformî runniing on rails laid on balks across the shafn top. ain
the frumer case on the loaded kifile reaching the surface the baiksnmian closes
the doors - which may be done in one opterattion by an arrangement of levers
and counterbalances designed by Prof. Galloway. and a conatinuation of the
rails froi hie rubbislh tips being fastened to the upper side of the doors, a tipping
waggoin is rus over the pit aud the kiblible discharged into it. On its removal
the doors are again opened and the kibble descends. lin the other case the
platforin is run over the pit and the full kibble replaced by an empty one
brought for-ard on the platforn. The fornerarrangenent as preferable.

Sinking ":gine. This, if the shaft bc a sinali one and the depth moder-
aie, will prob, 'y consist of a Robey portable with drum attaclhed. If a large
shaft and of c .isiderable depth, a pair of harizontal engines will bc put down
of such a size that, while suitable for sinking purposes, they can afterwards bc
used for driving haulage ropes from the top. They should be se placed that
they do not interfere with the erection of the permanent winding engines,
which may bc used later on in the sinking.

Roilers.- At Llanbradach, only one Lancashire boiler, 3o fi. by 8 ft.,
worked at a pressure of :5o lb. per square inch, and fixed by forced draught,
was used for the greater part of the sinking. This was aflerwards temporar-
ily supplemented by an old locomotive boiler until a second Lancashire boiler
of similar dimensions and arrangements could be erected. More boiler power
than this is generally required when high-pressure pumps are slung in the
shaft and heavy feeders of water have to be dealt with; probably from five to
cight Lancashire boilers will be required, worked at a pressure of fron
7o to 8o pounds.

Ventilation.-The old method of coupling up a range of pipes to the
boiler chinncy, or to a special chimney with furnace, has been largely aban-
doned in favor of small h:gh-speed fans which are now generally Schiele or
Capell, and may be forcing or exhausting. The pipes arc generally s;, zo or
24 hnches in diameter, of sheet iron, coupled together with bolts, and fastene-
at intervals to buntons by clips passed under lugs attached to the pipes.

Lighting.- A cluster of electric lamps enclosed iii a strong glass case, is
now generally adopted; in place of the saie form of petroleun or naphtha
lamp, of which the Wells lamp is the best. A concentric cable is connected to
this lamp, wound on a small drum, and so arranged that it cati be raised or
lowered as required.

TtE VARIOUS METHODS OF SINKING.

In Strata requiring little or no temporary support. - In sinking to the stone
head, as the solid strata is called, the shafiwill first bc marked out of the full
diameter, plus width of walling, plus a little rooni for packing, say 6 inches
cither side, and a depth of 6 feet or so excavated with niattocks and shovels.

A wooden curb 6 in. by 4 in'., or 6 in by 6 in., will then be laid level on the
bottoni, and another placed 3 ft. above this, supported on short upright
tinbers, called punch irops. Lagging will then be placed behiud this s in.
thick bv 6in. wide and 9P. long, and well wedged up. Two fresh curbs with
puiich props between each, will be fixed above the second, and ,all four
fastened together by stringing deals 6 in. or 7 in'. wide by i in. thick and 9 fi.
long, spiked to the inside faces of the curbs. The sinking nili then be con-
tinued an the saie way to the stonse Iead, a length Of 3 ft. or 6 fi. being taken
out at a ine, and the sides then secured ats before described.

The curlt is 6 in. by 4 in., or 6 in. by 6 in., cut to the circle of the shaft,
six or cight segments forming the circle. These are citherjoined with a half-
lap joint and fastened together by one or two bolts, or have cleats fastened
over the top and bottom of the joint. Frequetily now iron curbs or rings are
used, in 3 in. te 4 in. deep by e in. to j ins., bolted together in segments turned
to tia circle of the shafn and connected together by means of a lap joint and
bolts, a butt joint and fish plate, or hy turning kiees and passng bolts
througlh these. In this case laggings only are driven down behind them and
wedged up, but where necessary the iron rings are connected by iron rods of
1 square iron, with hooks at each ensd te hook into the curbA.

.Four long pitch-pine balks, crossing one another at right angles, will be
placed across the shaft on the surface, to which, should the ground be bad,
the whole struc.ure will be hung by chains or iron bolts, in addition to the
simple stringing planks.

In Liancashire a system called "back-casing" is frequently adopted. This
consists in filling in the space between the curbs with dry brickwork in place of
punch props and lagginly, and connecting the curbs by stringing planks. As
walling is carried up instde this, il entails a larger diameter.

In bad ground it ma)' be necessary to add to the cetioi of the curbs, and
in any case to place then closer together, 2 fi. or possibly even i fî. only being
allowed between them.

On the sone head being reaclied, a walling curb will be laid, and the wal-
ling carried up to the surface, and to suîch a height above the railway level as
will be convenient for Eci cening.

The bed upon which the walling curb is laid is first dressed and truly
levelled. A lare of 8 inch pine shecting is placed on this, nnd cither a wooden
or an iron curb. The former will be similar iii forni to the wood sinking curb,
but of stronger section, s2 in. or, say, 14 in. by 6 in. for 9 to t:2 in. walling. As
wood dccays, cast-iron cuirbs have been used by the writer, cast in 6 or 8

sgmuents to tie circle and tie segmllents connected togither by a couple of
boit% passed througl the flanges. Either stone or brick is used for walling ;
the latter is the cheaper, as the bricks or lumns are generally specially madu
and moulded to the shape of the shan. The lieavy expense of dressing anîd
litting the stonies is thus saved.

Space mlîust be left behind tle walling, whiel should lie packed with sand,
ashes or coke dust ; 9 in%. work is suflicient in good ground, 14 in. or more is
required in bad ground.

Smîall feeders of water tlat percolate througli the masonry are collected
in " water " rings, whiclh should be of cast iron, and the water is carried down
fron these in wooden trouglis, or iron pipes, to the nearest water hold or the
pit botton. The hrickwork is thrown back for a few courses above the ring,
to lead the water down into the rings, and to enable the water rings to be
cleaned out.

For larger quantities otf' water, the back of tle masonary is oflen pigeon-
loled for a short distance to readilv drain the water.

lI setting ftle walling curb, the centre line must first be dropped over a
hinged ami, or hy Foulstone's apparatus, and a radius rod put on ail round
Afler the first lengtlh of walling, eight or ten lines are dropped fron the upper
curb), and the new walling curb set to these and checked with the centre line
and radius rod. For three feet or so below a walling curbl the shaft must be
continued down of the sane diameter as the inside of the shaft, in order to
support the curb, and then be cut back to its full size. After reaching the
stone head, explosives wili be required, In bad ground walling curbs are sup-
ported on steel plugs.

IN SANxW OR RUNNING STRATA.

Piling. -Should the borings show that quicksands are to be expected
near ftle surface, this is ic systen genierally adopted. If tlhcir thickness be
known, s ft. 6 in. must be added to the diameter of the shaft, before walling,
for every fiur yards of quicksanid. The shaft having been marked out of this
size, piles :5 ft. long by 6 in. wide by 3 in, thick, shod at bottom, hooped at
top, and planed to the radius ot the shaft, are driven down for some four or five
feet round a 6 in. by 6 in. woodenî curb. A depthi of three feet or less is then
excavated, another curb or two curbs added, and supported by punch props,
and the piles again driven down.

The process is repeated until the piles are driven down their full length;
some i ft. 6 in. from the bottom, a second curb, x ft. 6 in. less ini diameter than
hie previous ones, is now added, and a fresh circle of piles driven down in ex-
actly the saine way. It is important that the edges of the piles should fit
closely together to keep out the sand or other loose strata.

(To DR CON-riNUaD.)
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Accurte and iot Improved...

MINING TRASITS, .

Complete Line of Engineers'
Instruments and Supplies.
Reasonsable Prites. S.Nm
FOR CATALOGUE........

l#TRE BASE vT.,

MONTREAL, QUE.
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Tanned Leather..Lancashire
Patent Hair....

RUBBER BELTING.

D. K. McLaren
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HEDAKE ENGINE
AS APPLIED TO

Mining, Quarrying and
Contractors' Hoists . . . .

Meets Every Requirement.
Perfect control, simple to handie. uses steam

or compressed air. Works ln any position.
Economical in service, and first cost low.

The Jenckes Machine Co.
Sherbrooke, Que.

Succeeding PHELPS MACHINE CO., Eastman, Que.

THOUSANDS NOW IN USE OVER
THE WORLD. .. ·

T RUAX ilnpro*ved

AUTO MATIC

ORE CARS.
THEY ARE THE

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

TRUAX M'F'G CO., Denver, Col.
The Only Exelusive Ore Car Manufacturers in America.

Pat Jan. 5, '92, Aug. 2 Send for Catalogue, or Call on your Dealer for Truax Cars.

SADIER & HAWORTH
MANUFACTURERS 0F

OAK TANNED
LEATHER BELTING...

MONTREAL and

TORONTO.

DYNAMITE..
A N D

For Miners
Pit Sinkers

Quarrymen
Contractors EXPLOSIVES

Manufacturers, and Dealers in

Electric Biasting Apparatus, Fuse, Caps, Etc.

ONTARIO POWDER WORKS
176 ONTARIO STREET

DAN'L SMITH
C. A. MACPHERSON

Proprietors.

RICHARD PLEWMAN
*, Mining Broker

• Imperial Block, Rossland, British Columnbia.
' Agent for Foreign Companies

Aýccountant and Officiai Assignee. Liquidator 0
of the O.K. Gold 'Mining Company. 0

Stocks of menit and B. C. mining properties for sale. 0
c Speialcatalogue ftrnished on application. Correspond- e

, en"e'solicited. Use Clough's & Bedford McNeill's Codes. e
•and cable address, Plew•an, Ros•land.

e0 ee0m

Kingston, Ont.

FOR SALE
A first-class Lithographic Quarry in the Towship of

Marmora. Title perfect. Correspondence solicited.

Address: GEO. S. DAVISON,
Care Canadian Mining Review. -Ottawa, Canada.

VANDUZEN"lE M

200 to 12000 Galions par Hour.
cost $to $75 * ch. Address

*ARee46 & C0.A
e ntet.U.wtMONTRLtAL

MODERN HOISTING PLANTS ..
FROM 15 TO 500 HORSE POWER. ROUND OR FLAT ROPE. FRICTION

. E

OR GEARED.

ELECTRIC HOISTING
AN P

_____N PLANTS.

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULAR OF OUR "BOSS" HOISTING PLANT FOR PROSPECTING.

DENVER ENGINEERING WORKS
DENVER, COLORADO, U. S. A.
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CALEDONIAN IRON WORKS
JOHN MoDOUGALL,

BOULER
- MONTREAL, QUE,STANKS AND

WROUGHT IRON
WORKS E. ..m

HYDRAULIC AND MILL MACHINERY

GEARS, PULLEYS, HANGERS

IRON CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

GENERAL AGENTS
IN CANADA FOR WORTHINGTON PUMPS

Meters, Etc., Rife Hydraulic Engines and The New York

Filter Manufacturing Company.

PUMPS and PUMPING
MACHINERY

CABLEGRAMS: "EVANS, WOLVERHAMPTON."

THE LARGEST MAKERS OF

PUMPS WLD

TRADE MARK

PLEASE APPLY FOR CATALOGUE No.1iOA.

LONDON OFFICE:

16 Union Court,

Old Broad Street, E.C.

Fig. 620-" Griff"
S inkib g Pump.

Fig. 598-" Cornsh"' Steam Pump
for Bolier Foedlng, etc.

OVER

12,000
PUMPS

IN STOCK
AND

PROGRESS Fig. 600-" Cornish 'Steam Pump
for General Purposes.

JOSEPF EVANS &
CUL WELL OO
WORKS WOLVERHAMVPTONI'1ENGLAND

bb

àuz

SONS
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GEO. CRADOCK & GOa
WAKEFIELD, ENGLAND.IOREIWOPEOWCRAD&CK & O

Original Manufacturers 
and Introducers of Lang's Patent.

WINN & HOLLAND - - Montreal
Soie Agents for Canada.

THE BUCYRUS COMPANY
DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

Dredges, Steam Shovels, Excavating Machinery. Steam, Electric and

Locomotive Cranes. Centrifugal Pumps, with Simple, Compound or

Triple Expansion Engines. Pile Drivers, Wrecking Cars, Placer Mining Machines,

South Milwaukee, Wisconsin-

DOWNER PATTERN WORKS
33 LOMBARD STREET, TORONTO.

fi Patterns and Models made for Engines, Pumps and Furnaces
Agricultural amd Architectural Work and Machines of every description.

Telephone 2672. . .. J.N M. DOWNER, Proprietor

MINING WIRE CLOTH
DOUBLE CRIMPED.

ilors' Randllstieks aoal SorBon Webs

ARE SPECIALTIES WITH US.

THE LUDLOW-SAYLOR WIRE Co., ST. LOUIS, MO.
Mention this Paper. Write for Catalogue.

GATES ROCK CRUSHER
Never has been equalled by any

other. Never will be.

200 TONS PER HOUR.
Made rinTO szes down to a

I aboratory machine.

Special Fine Crushers
GATES CRUSHING ROLLS

GATES GRAVITY STAMPS

IMPROVED MINING MACHINERY
0 OF EVERY CLASS FOR. .

OVANIDE, CHLORINATION, SMELTING.

GA
Depots, 65

:Tenlons.STEAM ~oM.5hJi

q>- A complete miii with automatc feeder, power and
db- plates anly $1,25000 f. o. b. Chicago. -

.dCa alogue

Soe Man-
ufacturerst-

qu- -ai«oM_

Agent. for Canada: Canadian Rand Drill Co.,
MONTREAL.

TES IRON WORKS
Euston Avenue. CHICACO, ILL.
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IN PREPARATION. TO BE ISSUED IN JULY, 1898.

Edion gaadian
minng manual

andminingompanks
Dirtory o

A COMPLETE WORK OF REFERENCE TO THE PROMINENT
MINERAL INDUSTRIES OF THE DOMINION OF CANADA

EDITED AND PUBLISHED BY

B. T. A. BELL, Editor Canadian Mining Review, Ottawa.
Secretary Federated Canadian Mining Institute; Secretary Gen. Mining Association of the Province of Quebec;

Hon. Secretary the Mining Society of Nova Scotia; Secretary Ontario Mining Institute;
Hon. Mem. British Columbia Association of Mining Engineers.

T HIS Edition will give
you full information

respecting the

Capital, Directors
Management
Properties, Dividends
Machinery
Methods of Working
Output, Sales
Exports, Markets

of the

Collieries
Metal Mines
Blast Furnaces and
Smelting Works

doing business in the
Dominion of Canada.

200 1falf COe
& llustrations

The Eighth Edition of this standard work
of reference will contain a careful digest of
information relating to the history, organ-
ization and operation of all Canadian
Mining and Smelting Companies.

S Ont Ulume: 600 Pages:
E loth: lRoyal Octavo:

a Prict: four Dollars.,
All previous Editions completely sold out.

. . .. . . .
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Canada Atlantic Ry.
THE SHORT FAVORITE ROUTE

BETWEEN

Ottawa and Montreal.
TRAINS DAILIY

EXCEPT SUNDAY
And Sunday Train Both Directions

PULLMAN BUFFET PARLOR CARS

Close Connections at Montreal with Trains for

Quebec, Halifax, Portland
And all Points EAST and SOUTH.

FAST THROU(GH SERVICE BETWEEN

Ottawa, New York and Boston
And ail NEW ENGLAND POINTS.

Through Sleepers between Ottawa and New York.
Baggage checked to ail poirts and passed by cllstems in transit.
For tickets, time tables and information, apply to nearest ticket

agent of this company or connecting lines.

E. J. CHAMBERLIN, C. J. SMITH,
General Manager. Gen. Passenger Agt.

The MeCully

JEFFREY...
Locomotives, Screens
Coal Cutters, Drills
Tipples, Elevators, are
LEADERS

Send for
Catalogue

THE JEFFREY MFG, Co.
Columbus, O.

rFREY LATEST COAL CUTTER.

Rociand o Crusher....

Central Shaft with Crusher-Head supported from top
instead of at lower end.

GUARANTEED to do more work with one-half less'powet than
now known.

any other Crusher

Received two awards at the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago, Medal and Diplomas.
The only awards given for this type of Crusher.

Also received an award and medal at the "Mid-Winter Fair," San Francisco, Cal.
Send for Catalogue or further information to

Patdented n
Canada and United States. Waterous,

BRANTFORD,
Canadien Manufacturers of the McCully Rock Crusher

CANADA

EFFREY s
Roller Chains, Steel Drag,

Steel Cable and Special Chains

ELEVATING
ANDCONVEYING

MACHINERY
FOR HANDLING MATERIAL OF ALL KINDS

POWER TRANSMISSION
MACHINERY.

WIRE CABLE
CONVEYORS.

For long and short
distance Conveying.

THE JEFFREY MF.C. n on.S
Columbus. 0hlo. forCg..

IRELABILITY
Makes the worth in EDDY'S
MATCHES-seeing our name
on the box begets confidence.
Lots of other makes where
you get more wood for your
money - many imitations
too, put up "like EDDY'S,"
but they are very different
in use.

This name guarantees
the quality.

The E. B. EDDY 00. Ltd.
HULL, CANADA.
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SCHOOL OF MINING,
KINGSTON, ONTARIO.

The Following Courses are offered .

474747474747

The School is provided with well equipped Laboratories for the study of Chemical Analysis, Assaying, Blowpiping,
Mineralogy, Petrography and Drawing. In the Mining Laboratory the operations of Crushing, Amalganating, Concentrat-
ing, Chlorinating, Cyaniding, etc., can be studied on a large scale.

FOR CALENDAR OF THE SCHOOL AND FURTHER INFORMATION APPLY TO-

WM. MASON, Bursar,
SCHOOL OF MINING, KINGSTON, ONTARIO.

i-Three Years' Course for a Diploma in
(A) Mining Engineering.
(B) Analytical Chemistry and Assaying.

2-Four Years' Course for a Degree in
(A) Mining Engineering.
(B) Chemistry and Mineralogy.
(C) Mineralogy and Geology.

3-Post-Graduate Course for the Degree of
Doctor of Science (D.Sc.)
For further information see the calendar of Queen's University.

4-Prospectors' Course.Cb
The School offers to Mine Foremen, Assayers, Prospectors and
Mung Men grenerally, Special Courses of Instruction beginning
January 10th, 1899, and continuing eight weeks.

5-Extramural Classes for Prospectors and Mining Men.
Lecturers are sent to Mining Centres to conduct Classes in 4
Elementary Chemistry, Mineralogy and Geology as applied to the
discovery and winning of valuable minerals.

i@@@
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WANTED !
EUROPEAN AGENT, with technical and thorough
business experience, wants connection with mines
producing earths, ores, minerals, marbles, etc., for
England and Continent.

Address: London; care Canadian tlining Review

R EDDAWAY'S PAT ENT

Specially Adapted for Heavy Drives in Damp or

Exposed Places, in Mines, Saw Mills,

Paper and Pulp Mills, Etc.

CHEAPER, LIGHTER, MORE PLIABLE and

MORE DURABLE THAN DOUBLE LEATHER

W. A. FLEMING, Sole Agent for Canada
27 St. Francois Xavier Street, Montreal

Victoria Chambers, Ottawa.

Chemical and
Assay Apparatus -

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE JUST ISSUED, SEND FOR A 0PT.

COMPLETE ASSAY OUTFITS.
THE HlAIILTON-MERRITT PROSPECTOR'S OUTFITS.". . . .

Becker's Balances and Weights.
Battersea Crucibles and Muffles.

Hoskins' Gasoline Furnaces.
Kavaher's Bohemian Glassware.

Munktell's Swedish Filters.

jyna17, 500s *otopapy
380, 382, 384, and 386 ST. PAUL STREET,

MONTREAL.

DODGE WOOD SPLIT PULLEY CO'Y
Manufacturers, Machinists and Engineers,

OFFICE: 74 York Street ... .TORONTO, ONT.

DODGE PATENT

SPIT FRICTION CLUTCH
PULLEY AND CUT OFF COUPLING.

A thoroughly reliable and perfect working Friction o
Clutch. Sold under the fullest guarantee.

Thousands in use.

ALSO A FULL LINE OF POWER TRANSMISSION APPLIANCES
Complete Catalogue Mailed on Application.

E. Leonard & Sons,
MONTREAL, QUE.

London, Ontario
ST. JOHN, N.B.

IANLFAC-TURERS OF

ENGINES AND BOILERS IN LARGE
VARIEiTIES.

9ýFSend for Quotations on any size from 3 H.P. to 250 H.P. Send for new Catalogue mentioning this Paper.
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OVE R F LOW
FOR PRICES OF

T. i.C. INJECTORS
-AND-

SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS
Write

to

... r.... I. .. the

St. W.

HADFIELD'S STEEL FOUNDRY 00.
MAKERS OF MANGANESE STEEL

Under the Hadfield System and Patents.

Tool Steel

Mining..

D rill . . ...........

Steel. ...

Hammers

Shovels,

Picks, ...

Wedges, .
Steel. . ..

Forgings,

Etc., Ec

SOLE MAKERS OF
Hadfield's Patent

HECLA" CHROME STEEL SUI[S AND DIES.

MA

AN

Rollers,

Pulleys,.

Trolley..

Wheels, .

Pedestals

. ... ... Cage Guides,.....

Buffer Hoops,....
NGANESE STEEL ROLLS

MADE BY

ELD'S STEEL FOUNDRY CO.
MAELTD. Steel Castings of..

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND,

OR CRUSHING GRANITE nvery Description.
CaTHRgAeGiTdsOAL,,E.C.

H ECLA WORKS:

<-Sheffield, England.

LTO.



THE SNOW STEAM PUMP WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS op

steam Pumps, Pumping Engines and Hydîaulic Machinery.
General Agents for Canada, DRUMMOND, McCALL & CO., Montreal.

Local Agent F. R. MENDENHALL, Rossland, B. C.

Pumps Kept in Stock at Montreal and Rossland.
a

MONTREAL...

PIPE FOUNDRY CO.
LI1NAi r ITD .

MANUFACTURERS 0F...

CAST IRON
WATER AND

P~vIPES yVV 7V

OFFICES:

CANADA LIFE BUILDING

MONTREAL.
WORKS: LACHINE, QUE. PRICES ON APPLICATION.

The Mootreal Car Wheel Co.
.MANUFACTURERS 0F .

Works:

LACHINE,
Que

OHILLED
WHEELSý

Offices:

CANADA LIFE
BUILDING.

For Railroad, Electric Car, Street Railway and
Lumber Truck Service, Etc.

THOMAS J. DRUMMOND, General Manager.

MONTR EAL.

CANADA RON FURNACE 00. Limited
MVANUJFAC-UrEJ:-FZS 0Fr

Brand :
C. . .
Three Rivers. OHAROQAL HOCIRON

ALSO MAKERS OF PRESSED AND REPRESSED BRICKS.

Canada Life Building
PLANTS AT

RADNOR FORGES, QUE.

LAC A LA TORTUE,'

THREE RIVERS,

GRANDES PILES,
GEO. E. DRUMMOND, Managing Director and Treasurer.

GAS
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The Dominion Wire Rope Co. Ltd.
A MONT RE-.AL--

MANUFACTURERS OFr..%.

"LAN'S" PATENT WIRE ROPES FOR COLLIERY AND CENERAL MININC PURPOSES.
ALSO ALL CLASSES AND KINDS OF WIRE ROPES FOR ALL PURPOSES.

BLE1I1HERT
MUMFORD'S
IMPROVED BOILER

Is internally fired and the hot gases pass through
the tubes and return around the shell, making
every foot of the boiler effective heating surface.

The water circulates rapidly from front to back
of boiler, up the back connection to drum and
down the front connection to a point below the fire.

Sediment in feed water will be deposited at
front end of drum or below furnace and all parts
of boiler are accessible for cleaning purposes.

ROBB ENGINEERING COMPANY, Ltd. AMHERST,

By Final
Decision in

U.s.
Circuit
Court

of
Appeals,
March 3,

1898,
we defeat STAN

the
last claim s

of the Coret
AdjustableGates IronCrushers.

Works
on

Gyrating
Crushers.

Frue

Vanners.

NOVA SCOTIA.

FRASER & CHALMERS

MINING MACHINERY
OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

P MILLS, SMELTERS,
STEEL PIPE, PERFORATED METALS.

OTTO
Tramways.

Hoisting
Egnes.

Information and Estimates on Application.
W- Write for Circular on our Improved Two-Stamp Mill.

Fraser & Chalmers
have the best manufacturing facilities for making any-

thing in the Perforated Metal line, placer grizzlys with

taper holes, stamp mill screens, trommels, coal screens,

etc., etcz.

Concentration,
Cyanide and

Chlorination
Works.

mluntington
Mills.

Riedler
Pumps and

Compressors.

Engines.
Boilers.

TRAMWAYS

........


